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T

ake the initiative. Go to work, and above all co-operate and
don’t hold back on one another or try to gain at the expense
of another. Any success in such lopsidedness will be increasingly
short-lived. These are the synergetic rules that evolution is
employing and trying to make clear to us.
-R. Buckminster Fuller

Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth (1963)
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Much Ado About Water
A brief Introduction
The primary topic of this thesis is concerned with water in the
liquid state. The importance and unusual properties of water,
along with the complexity of the liquid state, and a quick glance at
the mesoscale follow.
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1.1 The Global Context
The material properties of water are simultaneously a great challenge to, and opportunity
for, developing water technologies that improve human sustainability. The economic and
environmental costs of processing water are significant. At present much engineering effort
is being made to develop and optimize the recovery of energy and valuable resources (e.g.
phosphate, volatile fatty acids, and ammonia) from waste water streams. Likewise, the
production of drinking water and purified water for industrial processes face challenges
related to rising operational costs and the environmental impact associated with current
technologies such as tightening discharge limits [1], [2]. Every sector of human activity
requires the processing of vast amounts of water and as our global population and wealth
grows the demand for water related resources will grow and likely in a non-linear fashion.
The importance of the global climate system for maintaining the biotic viability of the
planet is well known and the impact of changes to this system are now becoming readily
apparent. Extreme weather events, anomalous climatic phenomena, and the destabilization
of global ice repositories promise to exacerbate human population stress on the environment.
Furthermore, these two systems form a feedback loop whereby destabilization of human
society can result from changes in how water is distributed over the planet. The failure of
crops in arid regions, most recently in Syria, has been linked to the eruption of human conflict
[3]. Thus the work of significantly improving the access of all people to clean useable water
along with the efficientand local recovery of critical resources for food production becomes a
matter of global security.

1.2 Water
Water, as a material, is most commonly quoted as having the chemical formula H2O;
however, while stochiometrically true, discrete singular molecules are only observable in
the gas phase. Understanding the liquid and solid condensed phases is more complicated
revealing myriad anomalous physical properties such as: high heat capacity, increased density
upon melting, high thermal conductivity, and high surface tension [4]. There are extensive
reviews on the material properties and general physics of water that go into much more detail
than is practical here [5]–[9]. Many of the unique properties of water can be attributed to the
extensive hydrogen bonding between water molecules. It is difficult to identify a single water
molecule in the liquid because in the condensed phase water is a continuous material with
poorly defined molecular motifs. Essentially, it is very difficult to say with certainty that a
given hydrogen belongs to a specific oxygen. Liquid water can thus be considered a very large
super-molecular system with no discernable difference between the near or far side of a given
bulk volume, and this is the essence of the isotropic limit at the continuum level [10].
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One of the current challenges is to describe how the extensive hydrogen bonded water
network behaves under myriad conditions. The influence of mobile ions on the bulk
properties of water hints at the sensitivity of the molecular network. It is common knowledge
that the addition of some salts can raise the boiling point and affect bubble coalescence [11],
[12]. There are also changes in the organization of the liquid at the molecular level revealed
through infrared [13] and x-ray measurements [14]. In addition work on water at interfaces
and confined geometries also reveals modulated dynamics which reveal the extreme
mutability of water to its surroundings [15]. Water has been suggested to be a mixture of
high and low density regions; whereby those regions with high tetrahedrality between the
molecules have lower density than those regions dominated by reorienting and thus poorly
coordinated molecules. However, others refute this claim and hold fast to the idea that water
is a continuum material without any discernable local motifs [16]. The discussion continues
[17] and there are other interpretations all together of the structure of liquid water especially
at longer interaction scales [18], [19] some of more solid scientific basis than others – but
regardless this should make it clear that the matter is far from settled regarding the extended
structure of liquid water.
Dissolved substances and charge carriers such as electrons and protons not only traverse
the network but also perturb the resonant dynamics. The time scale over which many of
these processes occur is extremely short; femtoseconds for electron delocalization [20], and
picoseconds for molecular reorientation [21]. Such high frequency fluctuations not only
distribute energy but may also be able to store it particularly near interfaces [22]. Water
forms multiple structural motifs depending on what is present. Even two fully miscible
liquids such as water and ethanol establish nanoscale biphasic materials [23]. These structural
heterogeneities are essential to various self-assembly [24] and colloidal phenomena [25].

1.2.1 Physical Properties
Water like all common matter can be found in three material phases, solid, liquid and
gas. The shape of the phase transitions shown in Figure 1.1 obey the Clausius–Clayperon
equation and the state equations of thermodynamics reasonably well. Recent work, however,
on supercooled water [26], [27], water under negative pressures [28], and amorphous water
ices [29], [30] have shown that in these peculiar regions the memory function used in modecoupling theory may actually lead to hysteresis whereby the homogeneous state equation fails
indicating that under some conditions water remains outside of thermodynamic equilibrium
for very long times [31]. Furthermore, there appear to be discontinuities or “No-man’s lands” in
the phase diagram under these extreme conditions which further raises uncertainty regarding
the validity of statistically averaged methods for interpreting the molecular landscape of water.
A critical question remains regarding the degree of molecular homogeneity in condensed
water phases that are far from equilibrium.
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indicating that the possibility of quantum effects such as tunneling may not only be relegated
to extremes of the phase diagram [35]. Indeed the contribution of nuclear quantum states has
been found important to improving water models [36]. However, the molecular view of water
escapes effective simulation because current models suffer from classical assumptions, sample
size limitations, and problems of defining boundary conditions [37].
Table 1.1: Various examples of the anomalous characteristics of water. Nearly all physical
parameters of water exhibit strong non-linearities and various minima and maxima arising
from the mutable nature of the hydrogen bond network [4].
Category of Anomaly

Figure 1.1: The barochoric phase diagram of water. [32]

1.2.2 Anomalous Properties
The anomalous properties of water can be split into five categories: phase, material,
physical, density and thermodynamic; representative examples are given in Table 1.1. Many
of these anomalies are thermodynamic such as the isothermal compressibility and the
isobaric specific heat which hints at a complex energetic landscape at the molecular level. The
prevailing consensus in the field is that nearly all the anomalous and unexplained properties of
water arise from the strong hydrogen bonding between water molecules. The exact energetic
stability of the H-bond is not well understood as the energy levels for water molecules in
the liquid state are extrapolated from those measured in the gas and solid phases (Kuhne,
2007). Such extrapolations are problematic because they assume an equilibrium framework.
Experimental evidence from deep inelastic neutron scattering hints that the energy barrier
between the covalent and hydrogen bonds is much lower in supercooled water [33], [34].
Studies on the self-diffusion rate of hydrogen in water at STP find anomalously high rates
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Examples

Phase

High melting and boiling point, Mpemba effect, ease of superheating
and supercooling but not a good glass former.

Density

Low thermal expansion, density increase on melting, low
compressibility, speed of sound is nonlinear.

Material

Non-Ideality, isotopic effect, high dielectric with a temperature
maximum, non-linear non-polar gas solubility

Physical

High viscosity, high surface tension, large diffusion decrease with
lower temperature, high proton self-diffusion rates

Thermodynamic

High specific heat capacity with many non-linearities, high thermal
conductivity, high heat of vaporization

1.3 Liquid Matter: Neither soft solid, nor dense gas
Liquids are a unique state of matter governed by both structure and dynamics. The
interplay between these forces manifests differently as one moves across physical length scales.
In a liquid the molecules are free to spatially translate and interact with the electromagnetic
(EM) fields of neighboring molecules. The molecular composition of the liquid determines
the basis for the interaction fields. The notion of structure in a liquid is tied to this interaction
which prevents spatial overlap and governs the local trajectories. Each molecule at any given
moment will have an energy which is dependent upon the total distribution of energy in
the material as well as the history of that particular molecule. The flow of energy through a
molecular fluid follows the simple path excitation, transport, and de-excitation. The pathways
available for the specific process depend upon the excitation source energy as well as the state
of the liquid. Thermal perturbation for example provides a continuous source of local energy
fluctuations which depending on the degree of correlation between neighboring states will
affect the spectral distribution of the energy modes. Depending on the conditions placed
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upon the liquid the spectral density of states will change. This gives rise to changes in the
thermodynamic response functions (such as density, dielectric permittivity, and viscosity).
For a polar liquid such as water the dominant intermolecular coupling mode is the hydrogen
bond (HB). The nature of the HB is partly electrostatic and partly covalent [38]. This means
that not only will the electron density function be affected but the nuclear spin states can also
be affected especially in the case of proton delocalization between neighboring molecules
[39], [40]. Liquids are highly correlated materials, as the local repulsive and attractive forces
are dynamically optimized by the shuttling of mass and energy within the bulk. Much of what
we know regarding liquids has been learned through the study of samples at equilibrium,
however, the most useful property of liquid matter is the ability to conform to the field
surrounding it. This requires not only short range local modes, but also longer range collective
modes [41].

1.4 The mesoscale
At the macroscale physics is familiar and we can readily describe events using classical
physics which for fluid flow is certainly no simple task. While at the nanoscale physics is
unfamiliar and downright strange – quantum mechanics rules. The observer and the observed
cannot be kept separate – both participate in the measurement and smooth transitions give
way to jumps in energy levels between neighboring bodies. There exists a middle ground
or mesoscale which lies between the extremes of the nanoscale and continuum world. It
can best be understood as a place where the very neat quantum mechanical description of
matter becomes too messy and chaotic for even nature to keep up with and this gives rise to
new behaviors that are only observable at this length scale but which underlie continuum
mechanics. The mesoscale is defined by six criteria [42]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Electrically Excited Liquid Water
mesoscale is a length scale that reveals the non-equilibrium thermodynamics inherent to all
materials [44]. The emergence of quantum chaos for such interactions will stabilize the nonequilibrium distribution within a stable attractor that is dependent on the superposition of
the intrinsic and extrinsic (or applied) fields [45].

1.5 Investigation of field gradient effects,
hypothesis and mission
Most if not all natural systems do not exist in thermal equilibrium and certainly not living
systems [46], [47]. The hypothesis for this thesis is that liquid water can be excited from the
ground state using an inhomogeneous electric field. The resulting excited state will exhibit
not only unique physical properties, but also dynamic stability and local negative entropy.
Furthermore, a dynamic heterogeneity will appear at the mesoscale in the electrically stressed
liquid and this will reorganize the material by extending the coupling range beyond nearest
neighbors. The liquid will also exhibit a type of coherence stabilized by chaos. Thus, the potential
to study the non-equilibrium thermodynamics of liquid water and other polar liquids under
electric field stress presents an opportunity to expand our fundamental understanding of
natural systems was considered feasible. To this end an overlooked phenomenon was chosen
as the model system of study – namely, the floating water bridge with the understanding
that the system can be generalized to a number of polar liquids. Electrohydrodynamic liquid
bridges were thus used to test whether the distribution of dynamic energies and structural
conformations in polar liquids, such as water, can be shifted from the thermal equilibrium
ground state to an excited state exhibiting the expected properties for a system far from
thermal equilibrium.

Atomic granularity
Energy quantization
Collective behavior
Interacting degrees of freedom
Defects, fluctuations, and statistical variation
Heterogeneity of structure and dynamics

At this length scale we can observe the emergence of Anderson locality – which to
quote the theories namesake “more is different” [43]. The fluctuations naturally present
in the material are not smooth at this length scale, there are just too many individuals to
have uniformity and yet the size is not so large that all possibilities are represented in the
population at any given time. Very short range sub populations, fully disordered transients,
and long range collective modes will be present, however the constraints on the system (e.g.
atomic granularity and energy quantization) will mean that the instantaneous values of the
system will fluctuate about the mean of the distribution but not settle into equilibrium. The
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Electrically Excited Liquid Water

2

Electrohydrodynamic Bridges
Experimental access to gradient induced nonequilibrium states in liquids
A comprehensive review of EHD liquid bridges is given and forms
the basis for the further exploration of the molecular response of
a molecular liquid to electrical excitation.
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2.1 A brief history of electrohydrodynamics
The interaction between electric fields and liquid matter results in a number of forces
evolving within the material bulk. In real liquid dielectric systems, the non-negligible field
gradients and symmetry breaking geometries result in a number of seemingly peculiar effects.
Hertz was one of the first to note the rotational motion in liquid-solid dielectric systems [1].
Quincke observed that the interfacial tension between two fluids was not only changed by the
application of an external electric field but that this change resulted in the exertion of forces
on the fluid body and could be used to induce rotational motion [2]. Armstrong discovered
the floating water bridge (Fig. 2.1) in 1893 [3] which remained an enigmatic gimmick until
recently when Fuchs and co-workers explored mass and charge transport mechanics [4], [5]
and reopened serious scientific inquiry into the mechanisms by which these bridges form.
Electric fields have the ability to lift liquids against the force of gravity as Pellat’s work on
dielectric liquid rise between parallel plate electrodes shows [6]. This lifting action shows
a frequency dependence and ultimately can be described via the Maxwell stress tensor [7].
This is important when considering the liquid level rise associated with electrohydrodynamic
(EHD) liquid bridges which under AC conditions also show a frequency dependence [8]
similar to electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) and dielectrophoretic (DEP) mass flow [9].
Furthermore, the application of high potential electric fields is important in controlling liquid
jet break up and the interaction of the electric field with liquids is essential for understanding
the industrially important process of electrospray atomization [10], [11].

Electrically Excited Liquid Water
are established in the liquid bulk driven by shear stresses. Sumoto demonstrated that a
fluid motor could be built using a glass rotor containing either a polar liquid or a metal rod
immersed in a non-polar dielectric bath and placed within an inhomogeneous electric field
[12]. Later analysis by Okano used a homogeneous field approximation [13] to solve the
rotation problem which could only qualitatively match the experimental results and required
the dielectric liquids to respond as a singular mass. Other researchers on the subject missed
the point entirely as they erroneously reported and explored the Sumoto effect as a liquid level
rise [14]–[16] in response to the electric field; work pioneered by Pellat [17] and repeated here
with a twist. For this, two electrodes were immersed in glycerol – a polar dielectric liquid with
high viscosity. The experiment then demonstrates the rise of this fluid between the electrodes
when a high-voltage is applied, and is often used to discuss the effects of non-uniform electric
a)

d)

5 mm

5 mm

e)

b)

An external electric field does not only influence the surface energy. Due to the action of
polarization and shear stress, flow patterns can be established. One example is the circulation
of liquids in the presence of inhomogeneous electric fields. Hereby electroconvective currents

5 mm

c)

5 mm

f)

5 mm

5 mm

Figure 2.2 Dielectrophoresis and Electrowetting. The electromechanical response of glycerol to high
potential electric fields. Two platinum electrodes immersed in anhydrous glycerol at 0 kV (a), and 19
kV (b) show how the liquid is strongly driven upwards. In a modification of Pellat’s experiment the
lifted volume is completely removed from the subtending reservoir yielding an EHD glycerol bridge
held between the two electrodes (c). Likewise, in the case of rod shaped electrodes (d) the contact
line advances up the electrode with application of 15 kV (e) raising the electrodes pulls the liquid
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Figure 2.1 the floating water bridge near the limit of maximium extensibility. Catenary length is

body upwards to form conical frustum (f) showing the enhanced wetting generated by the strong

~35mm, applied voltage 35 kV.

fields.
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fields on liquids [18], [19]. In figure 2.2 it is shown that when lifting the electrodes out of the
liquid while under voltage, a horizontal bridge forms between the electrodes revealing all the
properties previously discussed for a horizontal water bridge.
It must be mentioned that all EHD discussions of the horizontal liquid bridge experiments
use previous literature on a phenomenon named ‘liquid bridge’, meaning a vertical column of
liquid, pinned at each end between planar electrodes, and surrounded by a non-conducting,
dielectric gas. These experiments were performed in AC and DC fields; the discussions led
to a detailed analysis of this vertical liquid bridge and its stability [20]–[24]. These early
experiments in vertical jets between charged electrodes also indicate that the longitudinal
field along the jet axis has a stabilizing effect on the liquid – gas interface [25], which was later
also discussed for vertical liquid bridges [26].

2.1 EHD liquid bridges
EHD liquid bridges are distinct from capillary liquid bridges by three properties: 1) flow,
2) extensibility, 3) thermal emission; a comparison is shown in figure 2.3. Prior to application
of voltage small capillary bridges are often observable between the two vessels when the liquid
level is even with the spouts in the horizontal configuration. They are unavoidable in the
vertical configuration when the separation distance is less than a few millimeters. The applied
electric field affects the extensibility of the liquid body. Measurements of the elastic (Young’s)
modulus in both water and DMSO bridges found that the electric field enhanced the elastic
properties of the liquid in the bridge section [27]. It is also interesting to note that for fields on
the order of 105 V/m the modulus of water was reported to be as high as 24 MPa, whereas for
DMSO the values achieved (~63 kPa) were three orders of magnitude lower. A follow on study
suggested that the change in elasticity and the appearance of slow relaxation oscillations of
bridge diameter are caused by the production and migration of ions to the bridge surface [28].
Voltage can be applied either in a ramp or step function (see §A.4.2 in the appendix).
Voltages below the threshold value (Vt) will not produce an EHD bridge but can trigger
several other phenomena such as liquid volume expansion (Fig 2.4), upward movement of
the liquid electrode contact line (Fig 2.2), rotation and circulation of the liquid bulk (Fig
2.5), electrospraying and jet formation (Fig 2.6). Vt is a property of the dielectric liquid under
investigation, the concentration and type of constituents present, as well as the shielding
atmosphere used. The threshold for ignition is also a function of vessel separation. While
bridge ignition is possible with separations of many millimeters the applied voltage must
be higher and a longer quiescent period can be observed with more violent electrospraying
before a stable liquid connection is formed. For example, with water filled reservoirs separated
by 5 mm, Vt increases to 17-20 kV or higher. Once Vt has been exceeded a combination of
arcing and spraying marks ignition (Fig. 2.7a, 2.8a) followed immediately by the formation
of a thin bridge < 1 mm in diameter. Once the bridge is established current will flow followed
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by swelling of the bridge (Fig 2.7b, 2.8b) to 3-5 mm diameter depending on the conditions.
In many of the liquids studied thus far the time from bridge ignition to swelling is between
10-500 ms and is largely a function of the applied voltage, separation distance, and liquid
viscosity [8], [30], [31].
In horizontal bridges flow direction is dependent on the specific liquid conditions.
Typically the net flow runs from the anode towards the cathode when the high voltage polarity
is positive. Upon extension (Fig. 8c) the diameter will fluctuate typically at low frequencies
between 1-10 Hz. Higher frequency oscillations also occur and are visible as surface waves.
Optically active density waves are visible in the bridge body when back illuminated with a
binary fringe pattern. The specific response function of the system is dependent on both
the liquid system as well as the power supply characteristics. Vertical bridges are similar in
many respects to horizontal ones; however, these do not show evidence of strong mass flow
and typically have an exaggerated amphora-like shape. Increasing the driving voltage results
a)

b)

1mm
0kV
e)

c)

1mm
4kV
f)

1mm

d)

1mm
g)

1mm

1mm
6kV

8kV
h)

1mm

1mm

Figure 2.3 Comparison of capillary and EHD water bridges. A horizontal capillary bridge can only
span a small gap of 1.5mm (a) whereas, horizontal EHD bridges at three different voltages 4kV (b),
6kV (c), 8kV (d) easily pass the gap. Note that EHD bridges flow over the spouts whereas a capillary
bridge is suspended between the spouts. Likewise the vertical capillary bridge (e) has a narrower
waist (~1.5mm dia.) and can only be extended ~3.3mm unlike vertical EHD bridges which are
extensible. Three EHD bridges driven at 4kV (f), 6kV (g), and 8kV (h) at the same separation distance
as the capillary bridge are shown. Higher voltage increases bridge waist diameter, flow velocity
and increased heating as a result of increased power dissipation in the bridge (Ohmic heating). An
increase in bubble formation is also observed at higher voltages as gas solubility decreases with
increasing temperature. The scale bar in all frames is 1mm.
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in a more cylindrical column of liquid and extensibility (Fig. 2.8c) is a little better than in
horizontal bridges (e.g. 1.25 mm/kV for water). Like horizontal bridges vertical bridges can
form without direct contact between the fluid bodies prior to voltage. In this case a Taylor
cone is observed to form on the upper pendulous droplet. This spray will extend downwards
forming a stable jet that quickly swells upon contact with the lower sessile droplet.

a) 0kV

b) 15kV

+1

c)

0

10mm

10mm

10mm

-1

Relative Surface Height Change

Bridge breakup can occur through a number of pathways. It will likely happen when
the bridge is either extended too far for the operating voltage or when the applied voltage is
lowered below the value necessary to maintain a bridge at a given length as predicted by the
electrogravitational number. The breakup will usually proceed through the reduction of the
diameter (Fig. 2.7d, 2.8d) until a critical value is reached and Plateau–Rayleigh instabilities
disrupt the ligand-like bridge (Fig. 2.7e, 2.8e) into a string of droplets which will migrate in
the electric field. Another mode of bridge disruption, typically only found in the horizontal
configuration, occurs when the bridge diameter becomes too large resulting in high mass
and a downward jet of water. This behavior can lead to oscillations of the bridge producing
a “swinging” effect which may cause the bridge to again destabilize into droplets. Large
diameter bridges can occur as a result of excess hydrostatic head pressure in one vessel due
to unidirectional flow which results in an overflow condition; alternatively increasing the
voltage to high values with only small separation will produce a very wide bridge or “water
highway”. These large diameter bridges can also fail by collapsing into one large droplet which
falls downwards under gravity.

25° C
24° C
23° C
22° C
21° C

Figure 2.4 Volume expansion. The entire liquid surface of two vessels can be seen to rise in response
to the applied electric field with the aid of a projected binary fringe pattern. Two Teflon beakers filled
with water are imaged with a projected fringe pattern at two different applied voltages a)0kV and
b)15kV. The change in the projected fringe (panel c) is analyzed using IDEA [29] software which uses a
filtered Fourier transform to convert changes in the fringe modulation frequency to a relative height
rise. The non-uniformity of the detected shift is due to the low spatial frequency of the projected
fringe and artifacts due to the discrete cosine transform based phase unwrapping method.[30]

Figure 2.5 Sumoto Effect visualized in the infrared. Infrared image sequence of a single vessel of
glycerol in an inhomogeneous electric field provided using a simple point plane electrode system
shown in visible light in panel (a). Power (19 kVDC) is applied at t=0 seconds. Local surface cooling
occurs beneath the point electrode (t=15 sec) This local cooling spreads across the surface and
develops heterogeneities, the generation of a rotational force while immediate is initially small and
requires approximately 75 seconds to become visible on the surface. Time between frames is 15
seconds. Scale bar is 10 mm.
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24°C
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Sessile
Droplet

35°C

22°C

10 mm
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d)

b)

2 mm

e)

2 mm

f)

20°C

g)
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20°C

Figure 2.7 Thermographic images of a horizaontal water bridge from igntiion to extinction.
Representative series of composite mid-wave (3.7-5.0 µm) and long-wave (8.0-9.4 µm) infrared
images characterizing the operational stages for horizontal liquid bridges shown for water: (a)
ignition, (b) expansion, (c) extension, (d) stabilization, (e) breakup. In this image sequence the bridge

2 mm

2 mm

2 mm

2 mm

d)

e)

f)

g)

2 mm

2 mm

2 mm

was extinguished by removing power to the system.

a)

b)

c)

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

2 mm

Figure 2.6 Pre-ignition cooling in a vertical bridge system with 10mm separation distance. The
upper Taylor cone and lower sessile drop of a vertical water bridge set-up are shown in close-up
during a voltage ramp. The images are in the long-wave infrared and represent the IR surface
emission. With Planck law and emissivity, local temperatures can be derived. From the images there
is a steady cooling and elongation (a-d) of both liquid surfaces as the applied voltage is increased

d)

e)

both reaching a minimum temperature of 1-2°C below initial (a) just prior to the ejection of a jet (e)

50°C
35°C

from the upper Taylor cone. The lower droplet recoils in advance of the charged jet but rapidly joins
following contact (e-f), the emission quickly rises as a stable EHD liquid bridge is established (g).
Temperature reduction was confirmed using a fiber optic thermo-probe. The lower sessile droplet is
~2°C warmer than the upper cone due to operation previously; typically the high voltage vessel will
achieve a slightly higher temperature.

3 mm

3 mm

20°C

Figure 2.8 Thermographic images of a vertical water bridge from ignition to extinction. Representative
series of long-wave infrared (7.5-9.0 µm) images characterizing the operational stages for vertical
liquid bridges shown for water: (a) ignition, (b) expansion, (c) reduced voltage, (d) ligand formation,
(e) breakup into droplets under the influence of Rayleigh-plateau instabilities. Elapsed time is shown
in ms. The background contrast was adjusted in the last frames to enhance droplet visualization.
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2.2 Electrohydrodynamic Theory
Understanding the influence of surface symmetry breaking on the process of localizing
charge and generated shear stress [32] is essential to research on liquid EHD bridges.
Melcher’s treatise on continuum electromechanics [19] provides a complete theoretical basis
for treating bulk liquids and simplifies free surfaces within the isotropic homogeneous limit.
The importance of surfaces is nonetheless clear even from the continuum standpoint as
the loss of symmetry results in shear stress that can generate bulk movement. Taken in the
general case of discrete mobile fluid volumes which can be polarized and are subject to the
resulting reactive force upon approach to the surface, the electric field interaction can be
substituted into both the Navier-Stokes [33] and Bernoulli [7], [30], [34] relations to describe
the multitude of EHD flow phenomena including liquid bridges.
The methods described in section §3.2 provide access to the formation of EHD liquid
bridges which are found in polar liquids whose molecules possess a permanent dipole
moment. The imposed inhomogeneous electric field results in a partial polarization of the
dipole population yielding a local change of dielectric permittivity thus further reinforcing
field gradients [32], [35], [36]. This polarization gives rise to a displacement force which
depending on the relative intensity of the applied field will generate a number of different
liquid responses (see Figs. 2.2, 2.4-2.6) eventually resulting in the formation of a bridge.
The liquid will also develop a Taylor flow [30], [37] along the electrode surfaces especially
in cases where there is a sharp edge present on the electrodes. The possibility of charge
injection at sharp edges also exists and is consistent with the formation of heterocharge layers
which generate electroconvective currents in the liquid bulk [30] thus linking the liquid
bridge system with the Sumoto effect [12]. The governing EHD relationships for bridges
are extensively covered elsewhere for water and other polar liquids [30], [31], [37], [38] and
summarized here. These theoretical approaches suffer certain limitations which should be
considered when approaching experimental data. The Maxwell stress tensor treatment[37] is
insensitive to field heterogeneities as well as non-uniformities in the liquid bridge. Regardless
of this limitation EHD phenomena can be understood through the gradients of the Maxwell
pressure, which is part of the Maxwell stress tensor

Tij  = ε 0 εr  Ei  Ej  - _
1 δij  ε 0εr  Ek  Ek  	
2

(Eq.2.1)

with Ti j the stresses in the electric field, Ei the component of the electric field, δi j the Kronecker
delta function, ε0 the vacuum permittivity (8.85·10−12 A s V-1m-1) and εr the relative permittivity
of the liquid as given in Table 2.1. With this approach the pressure in the Bernoulli flow of an
adiabatic, incompressible liquid is given by [37]

p + _
1 ρ v2+ ρgh − _
1 ε0 (εr− 1)E2 = const.	
2
2
22

(Eq. 2.2)

with the pressure p, the fluid density ρ , the fluid velocity v, the height h of the level rise caused
by the hydrostatic pressure ρgh, and g the acceleration due to gravity (g = 9.80665 ms-2). In
equilibrium the hydrostatic pressure and the Maxwell pressure counteract, causing a rise of
the liquid level as observed in Fig.2.2b. Using the relation between force density and Maxwell
pressure pMaxwell we obtain the Kelvin force density

 ƒ ⃗   Kelvin= − ∇pMaxwell

= _
1 ε0 ( εr− 1 ) ∇( E2)
2

(Eq. 2.3)

Thus, the gradient of the Maxwell pressure gives the resulting force on a dielectric liquid in
a varying electric field, directing upward into the region of higher field intensity. This relation
is valid within a linear dielectric with constant permittivity. Therefore, glycerol is pushed into
the electric field between the electrodes in Fig.2.2b because of the force on individual dipoles
in the fringing field between the tips of the electrodes.
When discussing the horizontal liquid bridges forming between two beakers in terms of
the Maxwell pressure, these bridges have a high electric field due to the small cross-section
and hence a negative pressure that tends to replenish the liquid within the bridge against
drainage.

Table. 2.1 Liquids tested in a horizontal bridge (data at 298 K from Riddick and Bunger
1989 [39]; Wohlfarth 2008 [40]).

Name

Relative static
permittivity

Conductivity
[μS cm-1]

Dynamic
viscosity
[mPa s]

Surface
tension
[mN m-1]

Density
[kg m-3]

Cyclohexane

2.02

0.05

0.883

24.4

773.9

Tetrahydrofuran

7.36

0.048

0.471

27.04

881.9

Dichloromethane

8.51

0.000043

0.413

27.2

1316.6

2-Propanol

19.45

0.058

2.039

21.1

780.7

Acetone

20.59

0.005

0.303

22.7

784.3

1-Propanol

20.73

0.00917

1.952

23.1

798.9

Ethanol

24.35

0.00135

1.067

22.3

784.9

Methanol

33.77

0.0015

0.542

22.1

768.3

Dimethylformamide

37.65

0.06

0.796

36.3

943.8

Glycerol

42.49

0.06

63.0

1258.1

Dimethylsulfoxide

47.13

0.002

1.98

42.8

1095.4

Water, deionised

79.5

0.05

0.89

72.01

997.1

Methylformamide

176.54

0.8

1.65

39.58

966.6

987.8
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Where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr the relative dielectric permittivity of the liquid, Et
is the electric field across the bridge, γ is the surface tension, ds and dl are the vertical and
horizontal projections of the diameter so as to yield the mean diameter Dm. The Bond number
(Bo) describes the balance between gravity and capillary forces:
2/3

ρg V 
Bo = _
 γ ; V = _
π4 dsdll 		

Figure 2.9 finite numerical simulation of the electric field within the bridge using the electrostatic
interface in the AC/DC module in Comsol 4.1 multiphysics software (Comsol Inc., Palo Alto, CA) based
on Gauss’ law, solving the elements grid with a quadratic interpolation. A 2-dimensional geometry
was chosen, with two glass beakers 20 mm in width and 10mm height (glass εr = 4.2), metal electrodes
and a water bridge 10 mm long with 3 mm diameter at the beaker (water εr = 80), slightly sagging in
the middle. Thus, for this simulation of the electric field inside the bridge the surface geometry was
that for a stable bridge under equilibrium conditions. The infinite boundary for the mesh was set at
a 50 mm radius away from the bridge centre.

Especially with long axial lengths horizontal bridges slightly sag under their weight,
leading to distortions of the electric field lines inside the bridge. This is schematically plotted
in figure 2.9, with the electric displacement field as number. Whenever a fluid element wants
to drip from the bridge, the concomitant distortion in the electric field will counteract this
motion and stabilize the bridge against gravity by the non-zero gradient of the Maxwell
pressure (eq.2.3) and the resulting force density.

2.3 The floating water bridge: stability against
gravity
The Maxwell stress equations derived above provide steady state definitions that can
predict the mechanical properties and physical dimensions of the bridge (e.g. aspect ratio);
however, the flow dynamics and important transient phenomena (e.g. bridge creation) are not
predicted. Three dimensionless numbers are useful when analyzing the bridge’s stability and
are derived here as previously published by Marin & Lohse [31]. The electrocapillary number
(CaE) is which is defined as the ratio between electrical and capillary forces:

ε εE2D 

_

CaE = _
 0 r γt m ; Dm  = √ dsdl 

24

(Eq 2.4)

(Eq 2.5)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, l is the free bridge length, and V is the bridge volume.
The relationship between gravitational, capillary, and electrical forces can be expressed in
terms of the electrogravitational number GE:
1/3

ρg V 
Bo
l 		
4 1/3_
_
_
GE  = _

2  = (πβ ) Ca ; β = D
 m 
ε0 εrE 
E

(Eq 2.6)

The maximum extensibility of a bridge is related to the applied voltage while the current
flowing through the bridge is related to the cross sectional area and thus the diameter. These
relationships are coupled, determine the bridge volume, and thus define the region of stability
for any given operating liquid bridge. The characteristic curves for a water bridge are given
in figure 2.10 which shows a lower threshold below which the applied field is too weak to
overcome surface tension forces and an upper threshold above which the mass of the bridge
is too great resulting in leaking which further disrupts the field and results in bridge rupture.
At the macroscale EHD phenomena arise simply because the necessary pressure terms
which accompany electrostriction are only found at the liquid interface [34]. Furthermore,
there is a relationship between the stability of EHD liquid bridges and the stability of the
interfaces in the system. In the case of reduced gravity experiments [41] the expanding surface
area results in a force which tears the bridge apart. Likewise if the surface is too confined
or the subtending contact area small the bridge will likely develop instabilities. This can be
illustrated in bridges which are fed by tubing or in the case of vertical bridges where one
electrode is pulled upwards from the surface - the resulting bridges are less stable in long term
operation as they lack the characteristic flow dynamics found in the situation where both
reservoirs have a large free surface area. Bridges whose connections to the fluid reservoir are
confined within tubing show increased thermal accumulation and falling surface tension. It is
typical that an air interface will spontaneously form within the tubing. This condition limits
both the maximum extensibility as well as the average lifetime of the bridge for confined
liquid bridges. Open surface water bridges can be extended to 35mm length at 35 kV (Fig.
2.1) whereas no bridge will persist at such an accelerating voltage in confinement as the liquid
preferentially transitions into an electrospray mode. Likewise free surface water bridges have
stability lifetimes approaching 10 hours under controlled conditions, whereas in tube fed
systems the lifetime is typically less than 2 hours.
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such as glycerol it is possible to pull a bridge directly from the liquid bulk (see Fig. 2.2) and
is an important link between dielectrophoretic forces and liquid bridges. Ionic solutions (e.g.
NaCl(aq)) are highly disruptive to bridge formation and in previous studies [42] have been
shown to increase the temperature of the bridge, decrease the length to applied voltage ratio,
and to reduce extensibility. This behavior is largely attributed to the charge shielding effect of
dissolved ions as well as increased current conduction which reduces the coupling between
the fluid volume elements and the electric field.
The more general treatment of liquid bridges in polar solvents [19], [30] provides the
combined pressure terms operating with the bridge to predict the forces governing flow
dynamics in the context of a modified Bernoulli equation with electric displacement terms
added to the pressure term. In addition the Onsager relationship for ion stability [43] is
incorporated in agreement with experimental observations on equilibrium pumping direction
and thermal emission. As a point of comparison figure 2.12 shows the thermal emission
distribution in DMSO and glycerol.

Figure 2.10 Characteristic curves for a liquid water bridge. The current-voltage relationship for liquid
water bridges at 0, 5, 10, 15 mm separation distance is plotted. A lower threshold below which no
liquid bridge will form (see inset photo at lower left), and an upper threshold above which bridges are
unstable (inset photos 1-4) bound the region of stability. For most bridges with some measureable
extension (i.e. ≥5mm) the total power dissipation lies between 10 and 20 watts. The rupture of a
bridge beyond the upper threshold will often follow a sequence of events progressing from normal
operation (inset 1), to leaking (inset 2), sagging (inset 3), and finally rupture (inset 4).

2.3 Bridges in other polar liquids
A number of polar liquids have been explored including water, the lower aliphatic alcohols
(e.g. methanol), poly-alcohols (e.g. glycerol), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), and other polar
organics (e.g. dimethylformamide). Figure 2.11 provides a visual comparison of EHD bridges
produced from many liquids. Non-polar dielectric liquids (e.g. hexane) do not exhibit bridge
formation. The dielectric liquids capable of supporting bridges thus far studied [8], [30], [31]
lie within a well-defined group of physical parameters that establish a good starting point for
further experimentation: low conductivity (σ <5 μS/cm), moderate static relative permittivity
(ε = 20-80), moderate to high surface tension (γ = 21-72 mN/m). Interestingly a wide range of
viscosities (η = 0.3-987 mPa∙s) work in such bridges. In liquids with sufficiently high viscosity
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Figure 2.11 (opposite) Horizontal bridges forming in different polar liquids under atmospheric
conditions and DC voltage. (a) Tetrahydrofuran 16 kV, (b) dichloromethane 19 kV, (c) 2-propanol 8 kV,
(d) acetone 10 kV, (e) 1-propanol 10 kV, (f) ethanol 9.5 kV, (g) methanol 9.5 kV, (h) dimethylformamide
12.5 kV, (i) glycerol 11.5 kV, (j) dimethylsulfoxide 12 kV, (k) water 12 kV.
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work of Onsager this finding holds promise for connecting molecular and continuum level
phenomena [30]. Further evidence for a molecular basis to EHD phenomena is found in the
observation that thermal emission from a dielectric droplet decreases locally in response to
the increasing electric field and reaches a minimum just prior to the onset of a bridge (see
Fig. 2.6).

2.5 Concluding Remark
Figure 2.12 Thermographic images of horizontal bridges in DMSO and glycerol. Dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) (a), and glycerol (b) bridge emission in a composite of mid-wave (3.7-5.0 µm) and long-wave
infrared (8.0-9.4 µm).

2.4 Is there a molecular basis to EHD
phenomena?

EHD bridges are complex phenomena that depend on the balance between competing
external forces such as gravity and the electric field moderated by the fluid properties. These
phenomena present an opportunity to examine the interplay between forces at multiple
length scales. These systems are far from thermal equilibrium and as such offer additional
benefits when examining the dissipation of energy in molecular liquids. Such studies can help
to clarify the relationships governing the emergence of long range order from short range
correlated materials – liquids.

EHD phenomena are typically considered only at the continuum level. A limited number
of studies on the molecular basis of liquid bridges have been conducted. A Raman study [44]
using vertical AC bridges investigated the inter-molecular OH-stretching band compared to
bulk water. Some changes in the scattering profiles after application of the electric field are
shown to have a structural origin. Using ultrafast mid-infrared pump probe spectroscopy
on a floating water bridge [45] the vibrational lifetime of the OH stretch vibration of HDO
molecules contained in an HDO:D2O water bridge was found to be shorter (630 ± 50 fs) than
for HDO molecules in bulk HDO:D2O (740 ± 40 fs), whereas in contrast, the thermalization
dynamics following the vibrational relaxation are much slower (1500 ± 400 fs) than in bulk
HDO:D2O (250 ± 90 fs). These differences in energy relaxation dynamics strongly indicate
that the water bridge and bulk water differ on a molecular scale and will be examined in both
chapters 4 and 5. Another more recent Raman study reported that in DC water bridges there
is a radial distribution in the spectra which is indicative of relative difference in the local
pH between the core and outer shell of the bridge [46]. The radial distribution of physical
characteristics within EHD liquid bridges is further supported by inelastic UV scattering
experiments [46] which gives contradictory radial distributions in the temperature and
density profiles and can be explained either by a gradient in molecular degrees of freedom or
the presence of a secondary phase as nano–bubbles. The later concept is not supported by a
small angle X-ray scattering study [48] while the concept of hindered rotation (i.e. librations)
is supported from infrared emission spectra [49]. The preferential flow direction in EHD
liquid bridges arises from changes in the auto-dissociation kinetics. In agreement with the
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A1.1) Wear disposable, powder-free gloves throughout the set-up of the experiment to
prevent contamination by sweat or oil from hands.
A1.2) Clean all glassware, electrodes and any other parts that contact the liquid under
study, paying special attention to prevent the introduction of contaminants that can
dissolve in the liquid phase.
A1.3) Using a conductivity meter, measure the electrical conductivity of the liquid that
will be used in the experiment and confirm that it is ≤1 µS/cm.

A.2. Experimental set-up
A.2.1) Horizontal bridge system (Fig. 3.1a)
A.2.1.1) Place a pair of adjustable height platforms on a level non-conducting surface. Fix
one platform in place and mount the other platform on a motorized linear translation
stage that has a minimum travel of 25mm.
A.2.1.2) Secure insulating plates (Fig. 3.1a, part j) to the top surface of the adjustable
platforms. Use insulating plates that are over-sized so that they overhang the platforms
by at least 10 mm on all sides. Use common materials such as Teflon, acrylic, or window
glass. Choose the thickness to prevent breakdown at the planned maximum voltage.
A.2.1.3) Connect the high voltage power supply (Fig. 3.1a, part m) according to
manufacturer instructions.
A.2.1.4) Solder alligator clips to the end of both the high voltage and ground wires.
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A.2.1.5) Clamp one end of a support arm constructed from rigid insulating material onto
a ring stand with the insulating rod protruding horizontally over the insulating platforms.
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Woisetschläger, and F. T. Freund, “Investigation of the mid-infrared emission of a floating water
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A.2.1.6) Mount the ground and high voltage wires to the support arms using either several
wraps of electrical tape, nylon wire ties, or other appropriate means so the alligator clips
protrude downwards above the insulated platforms.
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A.2.1.7) Clip one platinum electrode (Figure 3.1a, part k) into each of the two alligator
clips.
A.2.1.8) Position the support arms so that the high voltage wire is above the fixed platform
and the ground wire is above the moving platform.
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A.2.2) Vertical bridge system (Fig 3.1b)
A.2.2.1) Attach a non-conductive clamp to a linear translation stage so that the clamp can
travel a minimum of 25mm. Use this clamp to hold the vessel (Fig. 3.1b, part i) which will
be connected to the ground wire.

A.3.2) Vertical Liquid Bridges
A.3.2.1) Use two clean, closed vessels with one liquid port as shown in Figure 3.1b, part i.
A.3.2.2) Fill each vessel with the liquid under study so that there are no trapped air bubbles.

A.2.2.2) Mount this assembly to a vertical rigid support structure.

A.3.2.2) Insert an electrode (Fig. 3.1b, part k) into each vessel and close the cap to hold
the liquid in place.

A.2.2.3) Attach a similar non-conductive clamp in line and below the support on the
linear translation stage. Use this clamp to hold the vessel which will be connected to the
high voltage wire.

A.3.2.3) Mount the two closed vessels into the non-conductive clamps (see A.2.2) such
that the openings point towards each other.

A.2.3) Make a “dead-stick” (See Figure 3.1c for illustration)
A.2.3.1) Obtain a piece of non-conductive rigid material such as a glass or plastic rod 3040 cm long (Fig. 3.1c, part p).
A.2.3.2) Attach a piece of conductive metal 10-15 cm long (Fig. 3.1c, part q) to one end
of the rod using several wraps of electrical tape (Fig. 3.1c, part r) applied in a crisscrossed
manner or other fixing material.
A.2.3.3) Use the “dead-stick” to bridge the high voltage and ground electrodes with the
metal end after the power supply is switched off to assure that the circuit is discharged
prior to handling equipment.

A.3. Operation of Liquid Bridges
A.3.1) Horizontal Liquid Bridges
A.3.1.1) Fill each vessel (Fig. 3.1a, part i) with enough liquid to bring the surface to
within 1-5 mm of the beaker spout or rim. For the vessels (diameter 60mm) used in this
demonstration, use 67 g of liquid for water, 74 g for DMSO, or 84.4 g for glycerol.
A.3.1.2) Place the two vessels onto the insulating platform such that they physically contact
each other at a single location such as the spouts but the straight wall rim will also work.
A.3.1.3) Adjust the platform heights so that the liquid will only contact the platinum
electrode and not the alligator clip or wire. Pay attention to the vertical alignment so that
the resulting bridge is horizontally level.
A.3.1.4) Position the platinum electrodes into the liquid filled vessels so that they are a
minimum of 15 mm from the contact position where the bridge will form. Note: Typically
the electrodes are placed between the center of the vessel and the wall furthest from where
the two vessels make contact.
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A.3.2.4) Add a few drops of liquid to the opening of the lower tube so that a curved liquid
surface protrudes a few millimeters above the glass rim.
A.3.2.5) Bring the upper vessel down so that it just contacts the lower one forming a small
capillary bridge.
A.3.2.6) Connect the high voltage output of the power supply (Fig. 3.1b, part m) to the
lower vessel (stationary) electrode terminal and the ground to the upper (translating)
vessel.
A.3.3) High Voltage Operations
A.3.3.1) General Considerations
A.3.3.1.1) Before proceeding further confirm that all surfaces are dry and that no
liquid pools, films, or droplets are present on the insulating platforms.
A.3.3.1.2) IMPORTANT HIGH VOLTAGE SAFETY! Prior to applying power to
the experiment confirm that there are no short circuits and that there are no ground
paths present which can result in personnel or equipment coming into contact with
energized surfaces. Be certain to follow all procedures and observe warnings issued
by the high voltage power supply manufacturer. When in doubt seek advice from
qualified electrical safety personnel.
A.3.3.1.3) Set the polarity of the power supply (if selectable) prior to applying power.
Typically, use positive voltage polarity as this provides more stable bridges. Note:
Negative polarity can also be used but tends to yield pronounced space charge effects
which can significantly affect the physical properties of both the dielectric liquid and
affects the local charge density in the experimental area due to the functional difference
in sinking rather than sourcing electrons under high potentials as excess charge can be
sprayed onto surrounding insulating support structures.
A.3.3.1.4) Open the current limit on the power supply so as to provide no more than
5-6 mA of current.
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A.3.3.2) Choose one of the two voltage profiles that can be applied – ramp or step.
A.3.3.2.1) Use a voltage ramp when first starting and the performance characteristics
of the liquid are not yet known.
A.3.3.2.1.1) Turn down the voltage limit on the power supply to provide 0 kV.
A.3.3.2.1.2) Enable the output on the power supply and slowly begin to increase the
voltage limit at a rate of approximately 250 V/s.
A.3.3.2.1.3) Observe the voltage at which bridge ignition occurs, this is the
approximate ignition threshold voltage (Vt).
A.3.3.2.2) Use a voltage step to quickly apply voltage to the system.
A.3.3.2.2.1) Set the power supply voltage limit to the desired value above the
ignition threshold which was determined by using a voltage ramp for the liquid
system under study (see A.3.3.2.1.3).
A.3.3.2.2.2) Enable the output on the power supply. Note: A voltage step can result
in arcing and the ejection of droplets and may require several seconds before a stable
bridge forms. Arcing will produce ozone and peroxide resulting in increased liquid
conductivity if allowed to persist for more than a few seconds. It is recommended
to replace the liquid with fresh material if arcing is a problem.
A.3.3.3) Stabilize the bridge following ignition.
A.3.3.3.1) Confirm bridge ignition by observing a steady stream of liquid between the
two vessels. Note: This will occur typically between 8-10 kV and will be accompanied
by current conduction between 250-500 µA depending on the liquid used.
A.3.3.3.2) Tune the bridge for extension by increasing the voltage to 10-15 kV with
current consumption ~ 1000 µA. Note: the actual value will depend on the liquid used.
A.3.3.3.3) Extend the bridge to a distance of approximately 1 mm per 1 kV applied
voltage, e.g. 15 mm for 15 kV. If necessary, tune the bridge further depending on the
requirements of the experiment. Note: A stable bridge can exist for many hours.
A.3.4) Shutdown Procedures
A.3.4.1) Extinguish the bridge by disabling the output on the high voltage power supply.
Wait several seconds for the power supply capacitors to discharge and the voltage readout
to fall to zero.
A.3.4.2) Use the “dead-stick” constructed in section §A.1.3 to short the electrode holders
prior to handling any previously energized parts.
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3

A Tour Of The Toolbox
Experimental methods
The interaction of radiation, both particle and electromagnetic,
with matter is the basis for the experimental tools used in this thesis.
The general principles and the complimentarity of the techniques
is discussed along with the procedural details for preparing and
examining EHD bridges.
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3.1 General Measurement Principles
The following section discusses the interaction between electromagnetic waves and matter
with respect to field theory and methods from atomic physics. The basis for interaction over
different length scales is established.

3.1.1 Matter-Energy Interactions
The propagation of light through isotropic matter is explicitly derived in the appendix of
this chapter. In the case of EHD bridges however, the applied electric field is expected to induce
an anisotropic response. An anisotropic material will exhibit orientational heterogeneous
dispersion because of the distortions in the binding forces between atomic or molecular
elements. These distortions can be induced via structural asymmetries (e.g. calcite or liquid
crystals) or in response to externally applied forces (e.g. strain in polymers). Birefringence
and polarization will only occur over those wavelengths which can “see” the anisotropic
features implying that the phase velocity of the incident wave is shifted with respect to the
optical axis – that direction which does not exhibit dispersion as the wave passes through the
material. The introduction of conductive elements into a dielectric material can also result
in polarization, birefringence and in some cases higher order optical phenomena such as
retroreflection [1].
Atomic or molecular oscillators can also be treated as individual antenna and in condensed
matter it is incorrect to treat each element independently – rather one must consider an array
of elements. The interaction between the incident radiation and the antenna array becomes
dependent on the spacing, fundamental wavelength(s), phase, thermal state, and momentum
of each antenna element. The critical separation distance which determines how many
elements act collectively is known as the coherence length – and corresponds to the upper limit
set by Heisenberg uncertainty. The theory of coherent molecular oscillators was pioneered by
Dicke [2] who also developed the concept of aperture synthesis which is the foundation of
modern radio–astronomy. When a photon becomes delocalized across an array of coherently
oscillating atoms or molecules non-linear phenomena are observed; notably superradiance
– a high intensity emission proportional to the square of the population N2 or subradiance
– abnormally low emission due to photon trapping. These phenomena are fundamental to
the field of cavity quantum electrodynamics and those theoretical treatments of the water
bridge which aim to explain the phenomenon from the molecular level up [3]. There is a
fundamental problem that must be addressed and this is the apparent dualistic classicalquantum nature of such processes. An examination of Heisenberg’s seminal work [4] by Li
[5] reveals that all real systems have a coherent space-time. The coherence space is defined by
the physical dimensions of an array as discussed above [2], [6] and further elaborated on by
delGuidice [7] who uses the term Coherence Domains to describe such arrays. Within these
coherent regions an interference pattern is sustained for a given characteristic time period
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– the coherence time. Within the coherent time-space an interference pattern holds phase
information, outside the domain this phase information is lost and the system again appears
as a classical body. The mechanics of how these domains manifest and remain stable in matter
is a topic of ongoing discussion. Thermally driven fluctuations are oft cited by opponents
of long-term or long-range coherence in liquid systems; however, such processes being
again dependent on dispersion have a wavelength dependence that may preclude thermal
disruption of the phenomenon. In quantum mechanics the polariton quasi-particle is invoked
in order to handle the interrelation of dispersion and harmonic oscillations in groups of
electromagnetically active dipoles.
It must be noted that cavity quantum theory does not violate Planck’s radiation law because
the process of statistically averaging a chaotic process at thermal equilibrium will result in a
linear relationship between the number of radiators and the irradiance of the system. In other
words, random motion with an energy level of kBT reduces the coherence space-time of the
system for those modes centered around ω  max=ν T⁄ b according to Wien’s law, where υ is the phase
speed, T the temperature in Kelvin, and b is Wien’s displacement constant (2.8977685×10−3
m·K). Thus any radiation processes in this region will be largely non-coherent as long as
there are no physical constraints on the system which allow the background thermal energy
to “over–pump” the system and restoring superradiance. Collective processes in condensed
phase matter remain largely obscured by various assumptions of molecular level dynamics.
Ab–initio methods such as mode coupling theory (MCT) attempt to describe the effects of
temporal and spatial length scale coherence decays in terms of real quantities like density.
MCT derives its initial conditions from the structure factor found in glass forming liquids –
water is arguably one such material – and searches for correlation between the position and
momentum of the various oscillators in the modeled system. Indeed the method does find
some degree of success in modeling relaxation dynamics and aging (non–equilibrium) effects
in unstructured materials, however the method yields incorrect transitions from the ergodic
liquid state to the non–ergodic glassy state, is only valid over small temperature steps, and
ultimately fails in regards to collective relaxation processes – especially those which are nonGaussian. The relevance of relaxation processes will now be discussed.

3.1.2 Dielectric Relaxation and Polarization
3.1.2.1 Leaking Charges
A liquid which behaves as a perfect dielectric will become polarized in the presence of
an externally applied electric field; however the electrical boundary condition at the airliquid interface results in zero free surface charge. Conversely, in a leaky dielectric liquid
whereby small islands of charge can become liberated from the bulk fluid and migrate to the
surface [8]. This leads to two important surface constrained mechanisms which lead to bridge
stability notably free charge convection and Ohmic surface conduction [9]. The situation
becomes even more complex in the case of a freely dissociable material as is the case for
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many polar solvents. The stability of the resulting ions is dependent not only on the molecular
structure but also on the magnitude of the externally applied field [10]. Above a critical field
strength the dissociation and recombination rates are no longer coupled and free ion species
can accumulate in the system which leads to changes in the electrical response of the system
[11]–[13].

3.1.2.2 Relaxation Processes
Any collection of oscillators will eventually transition from an excited state back to
a ground state condition giving up excess energy and relaxing into a state of equilibrium
with its surroundings. Depending on the type and frequency of the perturbation the
characteristic relaxation time (τ0) will vary. Typically these relaxation processes show a
temperature dependence which is consistent with Dicke and cavity quantum eletrodynamic
theory. In glass forming systems two main relaxation dynamics are known: structurally
correlated α-relaxations coupled to viscosity and glass transition temperature; and secondary
β-relaxations that arise from local heterogeneities. In simple polar liquids such as those
studied here an additional Debye like relaxation has been measured but whose underlying
mechanisms still remain unknown [14]. A hint comes when comparing the faster (10-14 to
10-15 s) τ0,α arising from molecular or quasi-lattice vibrations to the slower (10-11 s) τ0,Debye
suggesting that the process is related to the collective motion of larger molecular assemblies
that oscillate and thus relax in concert [15]. In water the temperature dependence of this
τ0,Debye loses linearity and converges with τ0,α above 310 K which also fits with the idea that
thermal fluctuations decrease the size of coherently coupled oscillators.
There is one more relevant process: the Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarization which
essentially is the development of heterocharge layers at non-reflection symmetric boundary
conditions. The most obvious cases of this would occur at the liquid-air and liquid-electrode
interfaces, but can also occur between volumes elements in the liquid itself as the result of
shed heterocharge and density fluctuations which have long (i.e. seconds) relative lifetimes.

3.1.3 Length Scales, and Interaction Fields
The experimental methods used in this thesis cover a large portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum from the extreme low frequencies (101 Hz) to hard X-rays (1019 Hz). It is necessary
to consider then how the wavelength of the probing radiation and the physical size of the
sample volume influences the interpretation of the results. There are three cases that can
be considered and in each case a different observable quantity is found to contribute to the
polarization response of the sample [16].
Sample size much smaller than probe wavelength. Typical for the low frequencies between
extremely low (101 Hz) up to radio frequency (109 Hz) where the wavelength is on the order
of Mm – cm. The measurement principle used is the lumped impedance which includes the
terms for capacitance and conductance of the liquid sample. Thus the low frequency complex
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dielectric permittivity (ε  *low
 ) is defined as:

C*( ω)
*
ε low
(ω) = ε´ (ω)- ε˝ (ω) = _____

	
C0 

(Eq. 3.1)

The angular frequency of the probe, ω, and C*(ω) = kcellε*(ω) is the complex capacitance and
C0 = kcellε0 is the capacitance of the empty electrode set-up, and kcell a factor related to the
electrode geometry. The signal is determined by the electrically driven motion of solvated
charges (i.e. ions), locally constrained groups of molecules, and single molecular dipoles.
These motions are primarily translational and rotational.
Sample size comparable to probe wavelength. The wavelengths considered now are in the
microwave range between 109 Hz and 1011 Hz. The interaction is dependent upon how well
the sample volume can propagate the EM field relative to the transmission line (e.g. waveguide
or free space) used to deliver the probe. Again molecular tumbling is seen as the dominant
interaction quantity, which depends upon the spectral density of intermolecular coupling
modes in the material. The mismatch between the complex impedance of the transmission
line, Z0, and sample, Z(ω), will cause part of the probe energy to be reflected. The mid-range
complex impedance is related to the dielectric permittivity by:

1
*
εmid
(ω) = ________

	
iω ε0 Z(ω)C0 

(Eq. 3.2)

The ratio of the mismatch gives the reflection coefficient ρ*(ω):

Z(ω)- Z0 
ρ*(ω) = _______

	
Z(ω)+ Z0 

(Eq. 3.3)

Sample size much larger than probe wavelength. The wavelength of the probe radiation
now crosses into the optical and X-ray frequencies (1010 Hz – 1018 Hz). The principle quantities
of interest are related to molecular vibrational and electronic transitions; namely the index of
refraction, n, and absorption coefficient, α, of the sample which combine to give the complex
refractive index, n*(ω):

η*(ω) = η(ω)+ iα(ω)	

(Eq. 3.4)

and equated to the complex dielectric constant by:

ε∞* (ω) = [n*(ω)]  
2

(Eq. 3.5)
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For water (and other simple polar liquids) the dielectric response across these three cases can
be combined into a single relationship [17]:

ε* - ε* 
ε* - ε∞
* 
*
εtotal
 = ε ∞
* + _______
 low mid + ___
 mid ___
	
1 + iω τslow 1 + iω τfast

(Eq. 3.6)

The coupling of the relaxation time constants τslow and τfast reflect the relaxation time dynamics
of the probed population as discussed previously.

3.1.4 Methodology
For all methods used the instrument response is characterized so the particular
observable quantities can be measured and correlated with various physical parameters (e.g.
temperature). However, the contribution of additional physical responses of the material that
are wavelength dependent will be convolved with the recovered signal of interest. Fortunately,
methods have been developed to allow the deconvolution of the signal and subsequent
processing to remove unwanted contributions. This works well when the system under
study is at thermal equilibrium but poses problems when a non-equilibrium and dynamic
sample is used, as the case is in this work. The principal reason for this is that underlying
the deconvolution process are also some assumptions which may or may not hold under
the given experimental circumstances. For example in neutron and x-ray scattering there are
assumptions about the inelastic contributions and atomic form factors that rely upon how one
assumes the nuclear and electronic fields to couple. Similar examples can be found in each
of the methods used and thus the caveat is made that not all of the assumptions may hold
upon which the data are interpreted. By comparing data from multiple experimental methods
which probe overlapping time and length scales through differing means a cross-correlated
data set emerges which is more robust than any single method alone.

saturation. In general the electrodes were either platinum plates (25 mm x 25 mm, 0.5 mm
thick, 99.99%), platinum foil strip (5 mm x 50 mm, 0.25 mm thick, 99.999% ) or platinum
wire (0.5mm diameter 99.99% platinum) unless noted otherwise. Electrodes were typically
placed towards the side of the beaker opposite the bridge (spouts) giving a separation distance
of approximately 12 cm. Unless otherwise noted the anode (positive pole, high voltage) was
on the left, the cathode (negative pole, ground) on the right. The two beakers were positioned
so that the dry spouts of the two beakers touched each other.
The power was provided by a FUG HCP 350-20000 (FUG Elektronik GmbH, Rosenheim,
Germany) variable DC supply capable of providing up to 6 mA and 20 ± 0.1 kV, with a ripple
less than 0.05%. The applied operating voltage varied between 5 kV to 20 kV, mostly between
10 and 15 kV, at currents typically on the order of 0.5 – 1.5 mA. Depending on the current,
the bridge thickness varied between ~2 mm (0.5 mA) and ~5 mm (1.5 mA), for example. As
soon as the bridge was formed, the beakers were pulled apart to a distance of (10 ± 1) mm. The
average time between the formation and final beaker position was ~ 10 s. The bridge water
a) Horizontal Configuration

20,000 kV
0.2500 mA

Most of the EHD bridges used for the research presented in this thesis were run in
accordance with the methods outlined in Wexler et al. [18] in a pair of single-spout, squatshaped Pyrex beakers, 60 mm diameter, 35 mm height, a wall thickness of 1.5 mm and a 2.2
– 2.5 mm (diameter) lip around the upper edge. The beakers were filled with 66.0±0.5 g of the
de-ionized room temperature water up to about 3 mm below the rim. The initial conductivity
of the water was 0.055 μS·cm-1 as measured with a conductivity/TOC meter integrated in the
Millipore A10 TOC type water supply system (Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA, USA). This
conductivity increased to 0.4 - 1.0 μS·cm-1 depending on the atmospheric conditions [19] and
storage time in a dark glass bottle. The pH value of the water was ~ 5.5, due to ambient CO2
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c) “Dead-Stick”

(q)

(m)
Moving
Armature

(r)

(k)

20,000 kV
0.2500 mA

(m)

(p)

(k)
(i)
(j)

3.2 EHD bridges – experimental setup
The standard protocols to reliably and repeatably generate floating liquid bridges are briefly
presented.

b) Vertical Configuration

Moving Platform

Fixed
Armature

(i)

Fixed Platform

Figure 3.1 Basic equipment for EHD liquid bridge experiments. Schematic representation of typical
horizontal (a) and vertical (b) experimental system for the creation of EHD liquid bridges. Some
mechanical details such as mounting straps and electrode supports are omitted for clarity. The
essential components are liquid vessels (i), insulating platforms or mounts (j), electrodes (k), and a
high voltage power supply (m). Linear translation stages are recommended for the safe separation
of the two vessels once a bridge is established. The dead stick shown in panel (c) is assembled from a
piece of non-conductive rigid material (p), a conductive metal rod (q), and several wraps of electrical
tape applied in a crisscrossed manner or other fixing material (r). The metal end is used to form a
short between the two electrodes after the conclusion of the experiments to assure that the circuit is
discharged prior to handling equipment.
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was at room temperature in the beginning and slightly warmer after the end of the bridge runs
[20]. The temperature of a water bridge is dependent on the current, its characteristics have
been published [20], [18]. From the ~0.3 mA measured we estimated its temperature to be
~45 °C. Standard experimental configurations are shown in Figure 3.1.

3.3 Electrochemical Characterization
This section reviews the methods used to estimate and characterize the influence of ionic
charge transfer through the water bridge. Impedance spectroscopy provides proof that a
protonic current is in operation in EHD water bridges.

Electrically Excited Liquid Water
terephthalate, GL14) enclosing a pair of PTFE coated silicone septa in order to minimize
hydrogen leaking whilst still allowing gas sample extraction. All glass to glass connections
were sealed with grease (glisseal®, Borer Chemie AG, Switzerland). In this experiment the
currents were higher than in the experiments for the ICP analysis (1.3 mA) due to a shorter
bridge length. Whereas water bridges with currents of ~0.5 mA can be sustained for hours,
bridges running at 1 mA and more are thicker, heavier and less stable. When operating such
bridges occasional overflowing can occur, reducing the amount of water in the system and
therefore also the lifetime of the experiment. Whenever such a spilling occurred, the voltage
was increased to maintain the original current level.

3.3.1 Hydrogen Detection

3.3.2 Gas Chromatography

Deionized water which had been stored in a glass bottle was used for the inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) experiments for determination of species concentrations. Each floating
water bridge was operated for 20-30 minutes (unless otherwise specified) at a current of 0.3 –
0.9 mA (1.9 – 3.8 mA when a pH dye was added), the voltage was kept constant at 14 kV. In
all experiments the current rose to reach its maximum after 15-20 minutes and then started
to drop again. For the ICP measurements three bridge experiments were run until shortly
after the current maximum was reached. Electrodes and beakers were cleaned with diluted
nitric acid and carefully rinsed with deionized water prior to water bridge experiments. For
the hydrogen detection experiment, a special gas-tight set-up and fresh Milli-Q water were
used (Fig. 3.2). Custom borosilicate beakers with a threaded stem centred in the bottom of
each beaker allowed the insertion of the electrodes (0.5 mm 99.99% platinum wires) from
below. The beakers rested on a 10 mm thick glass plate. A gas-tight glass dome was placed
over the entire beaker set-up and was closed with a Duran screw septum cap (polybutylene

The atmosphere above the water bridge was investigated with gas chromatography (GC)
for hydrogen formed by electrolysis. Before initiating the water bridge in the set-up shown
in Fig. 3.2 the dome was flushed with nitrogen for five minutes and a reference sample was
taken from the atmosphere. Subsequently, the water bridge was run for another 100 minutes
with the dome sealed. Afterwards, a sample of the atmosphere inside was taken with a syringe
(1 mL) and analysed with a gas chromatograph (Varian µGC CP4900, Agilent Technologies
Netherlands B.V.). This µGC analyser is equipped with two discrete channels, each fitted with
a specific column and a Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD). The sample was manually
injected into channel 1 where hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen were separated. This channel
is equipped with a Mol Sieve 5 Å PLOT column (10 m x 0.53 mm, 30 µm fused silica) which
was operated at a column temperature of 80°C and a pressure of 150 kPa, using argon as the
carrier gas. The µGC was routinely calibrated using 15 defined gas mixture standards obtained
from Air Products B.V. (Utrecht, The Netherlands). The sample acquisition was performed
using Galaxie Chromatography Software (Agilent Technologies, USA) which automatically
integrated and normalized the chromatogram thereby providing actual gas concentrations.

3.3.3 Quantification of Dissolved Ions (Ca, K, Mg, Na, Zn, C and Pt)

Figure 3.2 Gas detection water bridge set-up, view from above (left) and front (right). Beakers, dome
and ground plate are made of glass; the electrodes are 0.5 mm platinum wires (99.99%); and the red
caps are polybutylene terephthalate with PTFE coated silicone septa inside (double septum on top
opening).
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A simultaneous, axially viewed inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer
(ICP-OES; Ciros Vision EOP, Spectro, Germany) equipped with a cross-flow nebulizer, a Scott
type PFA spray chamber and a standard ICP torch with 2.5 mm injector diameter was used
for the quantification of Ca, K, Mg, Na, and Zn. The selected plasma conditions were 1350
W RF power, 12.5 L min-1 outer gas flow, 0.6 L min-1 intermediate gas flow and 0.83 L min-1
nebulizer gas flow; and the following emission lines were used: Ca 396.847 nm, K 766.491 nm,
Mg 280.270 nm, Na 589.592 nm, Zn 213.856 nm. Limits of quantitation (LOQ) for Ca was
1 µg L-1 and 2 µg L-1 for K, Mg, Na, and Zn. The LOQ’s were calculated from the calibration
function (4 concentration levels, 5 repetitions, 95% confidence level). Calibration standards
in the range 0 – 100 µg L-1 were prepared from a multi element stock solution (100 mg L-1 28
element stock solution, Roth, Germany).
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A calibration of the ICP-OES for the absolute carbon concentration is difficult: Carbon
dioxide can be expected to be the dominant source of carbon in the investigated samples,
since carbon dioxide is part of the atmosphere. When using an aqueous carbon calibration
standard (e.g. potassium hydrogen phthalate) the behaviour of the calibrant and the analyte in
the spray chamber will be significantly different resulting in a systematic error. Nevertheless,
the carbon emission signal of the C 193.091 nm emission line was used to obtain relative
values of the concentration distribution in the investigated solutions.
The Pt concentration was quantified using an inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometer (ICP-MS; Elan DRC+, Perkin Elmer, USA) equipped with a Meinhard Type
A nebulizer, a quartz cyclonic spray chamber and Ni- cones. The selected plasma conditions
were 1350 W RF power, 14 L min-1 outer gas flow, 1 L min-1 intermediate gas flow and 0.93 L
min-1 nebulizer gas flow. Using m/z 195 the LOQ of Pt calculated from the calibration function
(4 concentration levels, 5 replications, 95% confidence level) was 0.02 µg L-1. Calibration
standards in the range of 0 – 0.5 µg L-1 were prepared from a Pt single element stock solution
(1000 mg L-1 Pt stock solution, Alfa Aesar, Germany).

is the point of interest in this evaluation the distances on the a* axis were compared to the
respective distance between pH 5 and 6 on the pH dye’s legend.

3.3.6 Optical Fiber pH Measurements
Additionally, the pH was measured using a pre-calibrated fiber optic PreSens pH
microsensor (Z8X pH-1) (Regensburg, Germany). The optical fiber probe was submerged a
few mm into anolyte and catholyte, respectively, for 9 minutes and 33 seconds after the water
bridge reached its thermal equilibrium (15 minutes after start). 565 data points per solution
were recorded.

3.3.7 Electrochemical pH Measurements in Low Ionic Strength
Solutions

Conductivity measurements were performed using an Impedance / Gain Phase Analyzer
HP 4194A (Hewlett-Packard, California, U.S.A) which was connected via four BNC cables to
a BDS 1200 connection head containing a BDS 1309 measurement cell (NOVOCONTROL
Technologies, Germany). The BDS 1309 consists of two gold plated electrodes with a Teflon®
isolation ring in between, the diameter of the electrodes was 11 mm and the distance between
the electrodes was 6.1 mm. This sample cell is especially designed for the investigation of high
permittivity liquids. The software WinDETA (NOVOCONTROL Technologies, Germany)
was used to calibrate the system using the stray capacity of the cell (1.2 pF) and to measure
the samples’ conductivity. Each sample was measured three times.

For low ionic strength pH measurements a pH-meter Orion Star A211 was used in
conjunction with the Orion PerpHecT ROSS combination pH micro electrode (Cat. No.
8220BNWP). Two point calibration was performed using Pure Water pH 6.97 buffer A, Cat.
No. 700702 and Pure Water pH 4.10 buffer B, Cat. No. 700402 (Thermo Fisher Scientific
Chelmsford, MA 01824 USA) according to manufacturer instructions. As temperature can
affect ion-selective electrode potentials both the calibration buffers, ionic strength adjustor,
and sample were maintained at the same temperature. All liquid handling was done using
calibrated adjustable pipettes (Cat. No. 3120000070 and Cat. No. 3120000054, Eppendorf AG,
Hamburg, Germany). The sample was prepared by mixing 3.5mL of anolyte or catholyte with
35 µL of the pHISA pH ionic strength adjustor (Cat. No. 700003 Thermo Fisher Scientific
Chelmsford, MA 01824 USA) in a disposable 5mL polypropylene tube (Cat. No. 0030119401,
Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany). The pH electrode was then rinsed with additional
sample and placed in the tube containing the mixture. After stabilization the pH value of the
solution was recorded.

3.3.5 Colorimetric Analysis of pH Dye Solutions

3.3.8 Impedance Spectroscopy

A liquid pH dye 3-10 (Riedel-de Haën GmbH, Seelze) was used to visualise differences in
the pH between anolyte and catholyte. Twenty-one drops (1 mL) were added to anode and
cathode beaker before, during and after bridge operation depending on the experiment. A
Colorimetric analysis was performed to evaluate the colours of dyed solutions. All images
for this analysis were recorded using the same camera system (Canon 300D) with the same
settings (exposure, ISO, aperture), the same background and the same lighting. The original
RGB colours of the images recorded were transformed into the CIE L*a*b* colour space
assuming a D65K white reference. This colour space is spanned by three axes: a* from green to
red, b* from blue to yellow and L* from black to white. It is perceptually uniform which means
that the difference between two colours (as perceived by the human eye) is proportional to
the Euclidian distance within the colour space [21], [22]. Since the reddening of the solution

Horizontal EHD water bridges were created using a pair of 100 mL Teflon beakers or,
alternatively, borosilicate beakers filled with de-ionized water in accordance with the
procedures and methods described in §3.2.1 above. For the measurement of “fresh” milli-Q
water (results shown in Fig. 4.11), this water was filled into the cell directly with minimal
exposure to the atmosphere. The applied operating voltage varied between 5 kV to 20 kV,
mostly between 10 and 15kV, at currents on the order of 0.5mA. The distance between the
electrodes used for these measurements was about 7 cm. As soon as the bridge was formed,
the beakers were pulled apart to a distance of (1.0 ± 0.1) cm. Impedance measurements were
performed using an Impedance/Gain Phase Analyzer HP 4194A (Hewlett-Packard, California,
U.S.A) which was connected via four BNC cables to a BDS 1200 connection head containing
a BDS 1309 measurement cell (NOVOCONTROL Technologies, Germany) thereby applying

3.3.4 Conductivity Measurements
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voltage and measuring current separately in a bipolar electrode configuration. The BDS 1309
consists of two gold electrodes with a Teflon® isolation ring in between, the diameter of the
electrodes was 11 mm and the distance between the electrodes was 6.1 mm. This sample
cell (volume 579 mm3) is especially designed for high permittivity liquids. The software
WinDETA (NOVOCONTROL Technologies, Germany) was used to calibrate the system
using the stray capacity of the cell (1.2 pF) and to perform the measurements. We measured
the complex impedance in a frequency range from 100 Hz to 10 MHz. All measurements were
performed at room temperature. The analyzer settings were chosen to provide 65 data points
on a logarithmic scale from 100 Hz to 10 MHz with threefold internal averaging. Impedance
spectra were fitted with “EIS Spectrum Analyser” software [23] using the Powell algorithm
[24].

3.4 Infrared emission
Infrared spectroscopy provides access to the vibrational and rotational motions of molecular
oscillators. The methods employed in this work allow both spatially as well as energetically
resolved measurements.

3.4.1 Infrared Measurement Principles
Infrared imaging and emission spectroscopy are methods which measure the intensity
of infrared light emitted from the region under study. The simple difference being that
imaging systems have better spatial resolution and accept a broad spectral range, whereas the
spectrometer can resolve spectral features at the cost of spatial information. Together they can
provide useful information on the phenomenon under study. There are two primary physical
processes that contribute to the infrared signature: 1) blackbody or thermal radiation, and 2)
infrared active molecular processes. The blackbody radiation intensity obeys Planck’s law and
is directly proportional to temperature regardless of material composition.

2h c2
Mλ (T) = ______________
   
  ∙ 10-6  ______
 2W  	
[
hc
m ∙ μm ]
5
___
λ   exp 
 - 1 
( [ λkB  T ] )

(Eq. 3.7)

Blackbody emission covers a very broad spectral range and is a smooth distribution as it
results from the total ensemble of allowed transitions for the material driven solely by thermal
excitation. This is in contrast to molecular processes active in the infrared region, again for
water these are vibrational, rotational, and translational motions described by the appropriate
Hamiltonians. Depending on the molecular environment these spectral features will have
a defined width that is much narrower than the thermal background. In the gas phase the
transition probability distribution is very narrow and becomes inhomogeneously broadened
as the liquid condenses due to the increased coupling between neighboring molecular
oscillators. These two sources of infrared light (e.g. thermal and molecular) are convolved
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along with the surface emissivity. This materially dependent quantity is defined as the ratio
of intensity emitted from the real object versus that from an ideal blackbody at the same
temperature:

M 
ε = ___
 λ0 	
Mλ 

(Eq. 3.8)

For pure liquid water and is not dependent upon the viewing angle as for solid surfaces.

3.4.2 Infrared Emission Spectroscopy
The water bridges used for these measurements were prepared using pyrex vessels, Type
I HPLC grade water. The applied operating voltage varied between 5 kV to 20 kV at currents
on the order of ~ 0.3 mA.
The IR emission spectra were recorded with a Bruker IR spectrometer VERTEX 70
using a liquid N2-cooled CdHgTe detector and an emission attachment that consisted of an
articulated, internally gold-plated brass tube (length 120 cm, diameter 3.81 cm), which was
continuously purged with dry N2. The open end of the tube was positioned at ~3 cm from the
water bridge, its height being adjusted so that the bridge would be closest to the center of the
tube. Thus, the area surrounding the water bridge was constantly flushed with nitrogen from
the brass tube. Before each measurement, the instrument was interferometrically calibrated.
A cylindrical IR mirror was placed directly behind the bridge at a distance of approx. 1 cm in
order to collimate as much IR light as possible into the tube. A sketch of the set-up is shown
in figure 3.3.
When recording the emission from bulk water, the open end of the emission attachment
was placed above a beaker containing approx. 200 mL of water at a specified temperature.
For background measurements a black body calibration source at 22°C was used. All water
bridge spectra presented here are an average of 50 scans divided by 50 background scans, 25
of which were recorded before and 25 after the measurement. All water spectra presented
here are an average of 50 scans divided by 100 background scans, 50 of which were recorded
before and 50 after the measurement. In all cases the background spectra before and after the
measurements were indistinguishable. The standard deviation of the bridge measurements
was, depending on the wavenumber, between 0.1 and 1.5% (background), 0.2 and 1.4%
(bridge) and 0.2 and 2.1% (resultant curve), respectively. For the water at 37°C measurements,
the standard deviation was between 0.2 and 2.4% (background), 0.8 and 2.8%(water) and 0.9
and 3.0% (resultant curve); for the water at 47°C measurements, the standard deviation was
between 0.2 and 2.7% (background), 1.2 and 4.7%(water) and 1.5 and 4.8% (resultant curve);
respectively. Since this is, for all cases, hardly more than the thickness of the curve, it is not
shown in the spectra.
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3.5 Elastic Radiation Scattering
The local structure of the liquid matter contained in the bridge can be elucidated through
the methods discussed here. X-rays provide information on the electron density whereas
neutrons reveal nuclear positions. Together with isotope substitution a complete picture of the
motionally averaged local structure of the liquid in the bridge can be recovered.

3.5.1 Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS)
X-ray powder diffraction measurements were conducted on the MS-X04SA beamline[25]
at Paul-Scherrer Institute (Vilingen PSI, Switzerland) using the 60000 element MYTHEN
II strip detector[26] which collects up to 120° of scatter simultaneously. Radial translation
of the detector removes small gaps of 0.17° between modules and acts to improve intensity
normalization as different channels will collect the same scattering angle. For the measurements
used here the detector assembly was translated to four radial positions allowing collection of
scattering angles between 0.105° and 125.161° ( 10-3 Å-1 > q < 22.5 Å-1). The monochromator
was set to a beam energy of 24.9882 keV (λ=0.496Å). The incident beam was focused into the
center of the bridge and slitted down to cover a rectangular area 1.00 mm vertical by 4.00 mm
horizontal. Type 1 ultrapure water (Cat No. ZMQSP0D01, Millipore Corp., MA, USA) was
used throughout the X-ray experiments for both bridge and reference measurements. The
bridge experiment was set-up in a similar fashion to that of the neutron experiments and is
shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.3 Water bridge infrared emission measurement set-up, horizontal and vertical view.
a - glass beakers, b-Pt electrodes, c- cylindrical mirror, d- gold plated brass tube (external input of
spectrometer), e- floating water bridge

3.4.3 Long-wave Infrared (LWIR) Imaging
The bridge was imaged thermographically using several different LWIR cameras. For
the data presented in §4.4.4 an Inframetrics camera (Model 760 Infrared Thermal Imager,
Inframetrics, North Billerica, MA) was used. This dual band camera operated in two spectral
windows: 3-5µm (2000 – 3333 cm-1) and 8-12µm (833 - 1250 cm-1). Both ranges were
calibrated for the observed temperature range. For data presented in chapter 2 the IRCAM
Taurus 110k L (7.7-9.4 μm) and the Gemini 110k ML (3.7-5 μm / 8-9.4 μm) cameras were
used.
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The beakers were mounted onto an armature with two moveable platforms (Cat No.
MTS25Z8, Thorlabs, USA) that allowed both bridge extension as well as centering the
incident beam so it coincided with the center of the bridge. The armature was mounted to the
two axis mechanical translation stage integrated into the beamline endstation; this allowed
vertical translation of the bridge and alignment with the beam focal point. Platinum sheet
electrodes (Cat. No. 7440-06-4, Alfa Aesar GmbH, Germany) delivered the positive 9-18
kV generated by the high voltage power supply (HCP 140-20000, FUG Elektronik GmbH,
Germany). Typical current consumption was 400-1200 μA for bridge diameters between 3-8
mm and lengths between 6-8mm. Bridges are known to undergo an initial stabilization period
of approximately 15-20 minutes during which flow and thermal variations are maximal [27].
Measurements commenced 30 minutes after ignition once these inherent instabilities had
subsided and continued for as long as the bridge remained stable – determined to be the
period where the bridge diameter reduction remained less than 20% of the initial value.
Reference scattering at 0 V was collected from a cylindrical jet of water gravity fed from a 20
L reservoir maintained at a range of constant (±1.5 °C) temperatures between 5 °C and 65 °C.
The flow rate was regulated so the jet overfilled the beam aperture in the same fashion as the
water bridges.
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The collected data is in agreement with a previous small angle X-ray scattering study [32] and
shows that for the extracted scattering data the principle difference in position and intensity
correlates well with temperature effects. This correlation reveals that the effect of temperature
on physical quantities such as density are within the expected bounds and helps in providing
a good point of comparison with reference scattering intensities and subsequent derived
quantities from water samples under zero applied potential.
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Figure3.4 Schematic representation of the experimental setup. The beakers and electrodes are not
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The differential scattering cross-section was calculated from merged normalized data
sets for the measured total scattering profile using GudrunX [28]. The background scattering
correction was derived from the empty beam (air) with the armature in place. The Fourier
transform over the measured q range gave reliable results of the radial distribution function
between 0.3 Å and 10 Å.

3.5.2 Temperature effect on total X-ray scattering and
tetrahedrality
Temperature affects the density of liquid water and thus the effect on the scattering profile
is a non-trivial manner [29], [30]. The first two peaks from the corrected X-ray scattering
data of the reference jets and the combined water bridge samples were fitted as a function
of temperature (Fig. 3.5). Temperature references were prepared to compare the bridge to.
However, it is known that the actually temperature in an operating bridge will fluctuate by as
much as 10 °C and that local heating may transiently occur. Thus rather than attempting to
fit the temperatures directly to the position of the first two S(Q) peaks, S1 and S2, as has been
done previously [31] a different approach which checks that the relationship between the
magnitude of the second g(r) peak, g2, as a function of the splitting, Δq, between S1 and S2.
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Figure 3.5: A check of whether the temperature dependence on tetrahedral order holds in the
presence of moderate intensity electric fields. Water bridge data (triangles) is in good agreement
with reference data (circles). The line is a guide to the eye and fit from only the reference data
(R2=0.9375)

3.5.3 Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)
The neutron scattering experiments were carried out at the ISIS pulsed neutron source,
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, United Kingdom, on the neutron diffractometer SANDALS
allowing the observation of large scattering vectors with a high resolution. The wavelength
of the incident neutrons was between λ=0.05 Å and λ=4.95 Å, the dimensions of the beam
were 7 mm horizontal x 20 mm vertical and the scattered intensity was measured with a
ZnS detector which has 660 cells. Due to the time-of-flight principle, momentum transfers
from q=0.5 Å-1 to 50 Å-1 are accessible. The floating aqueous bridges with 10 mm in length
were set up as described in section §3.2.1 with glass beakers using a specially constructed
remote-control and monitoring set-up inside the SANDALS sample chamber. This allowed
reproducing the beaker position and the bridge length with a precision of < 0.1 mm. A sketch
of the measurement geometry is given in figure 3.6.
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The experiment was run in air, since an evacuation of the chamber was, for obvious
reasons, not possible, and previous studies [33] have shown that the bridge is unstable or
even unachievable in noble gas atmospheres. Thus, a large volume of air (~400 mm diameter)
had to be traversed by the neutron beam, creating a large background scattering which
significantly reduced the quality of the data from the water bridge.
A horizontal vanadium rod (6 mm diameter) was used to calibrate data on an absolute
scale. The beam size was set to 7 mm horizontal x 30 mm vertical, using adjustable slits in the
beam line and a fixed aperture which was inserted just before the sample. In order to verify
the calibration procedure a rod of amorphous SiO2 with 4 mm diameter was placed between
the beakers at the exact position of the water bridge. Figure 3.7 shows the structure factor
from this rod, after corrections, and compares with data obtained from a 3 mm solid slab of
silica measured on SANDALS under the same conditions as the present study, but using the
full beam size, 30 x 30 mm. This measurement confirms that accurate data are obtainable
using the water bridge geometry, but also shows that the statistics are likely to be poor due to
the reduced sample volume in the beam (about 0.1 mL in this case) and the large air scattering
from around the bridge. For the water bridges, the diameter was typically smaller than that of
the silica, so that the volume of the sample in the beam was even less, around 0.03 mL, which
is about 40 times smaller than is normally used on SANDALS.

Figure 3.6 the aqueous bridge set-up at the SANDALS instrument

The bridge system during operation is considered as three connected liquid bodies: the
anolyte, the catholyte, and the bridge itself. After bridge operation ceases only the former two
bodies remain.
The water bridge formed between two beakers placed horizontally on either side of the
neutron beam as soon as the voltage was applied. Operating at ~12-15 kV, the bridges that
formed looked alike for light water (H2O), heavy water (D2O) and a “null” mixture (0.6407
H2O : 0.3593 D2O) of light and heavy waters with diameters oscillating between 1-3 mm.
The use of isotope substitution in neutron scattering improves the site-site radial distribution
function resolution. In null water, the hydrogen atom has zero scattering length on average,
thus in principle the O-O correlation can be measured directly. However, the O-O signal
constitutes only 12% of the total signal compared to the incoherent background from the
hydrogen, thus a very high signal-to-noise ratio is required for this measurement.
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The corrections for normalizing to the incident beam monitor, background subtraction,
calibration against the vanadium sample scattering, and corrections for multiple scattering
and attenuation were applied using the GudrunN [28] software package. The data were
analyzed detector by detector, and only added together at the very end. About 5% of the
detectors showed low counts due to electronic faults or masking by the vacuum tank and were
therefore excluded from the analysis.
Due to the dynamic nature of the phenomenon, the diameter of the floating bridges
changed from 1-3 mm. Thus, in order to put the diffraction data on an absolute scale, it was
necessary to assume the density of the bridge water was the same as bulk water, and use the
diameter as an adjustable parameter to give the correct overall scattering level. At this point
it should be noted that a previous neutron scattering study showed that the micro-density of
a D2O bridge is sensibly the same as the bulk D2O density [34]. Therefore using bulk density
for this calculation is a valid assumption.
The average diameters obtained over several bridges and many (e.g. 8+) hours of uptime were 1.60 mm (H2O), 1.80 mm (D2O) and 1.56 mm (null water). These diameters gave
scattering levels typical to those found in similar experiments on the bulk versions of these
samples. Typically, the scattering level for light and null water is a few percent below the
theoretical limit due to inelasticity effects at the larger scattering angles.
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The discrepancies between the different measurements are within the experimental
uncertainties. When, e.g., a certain pressure is applied or solutes added [35], [36] to water, the
trends in the structure factors are clearly visible which is not the case for the data presented.
Therefore, we conclude that the water in the beakers after bridge operation is, with regards
to this measurement and within the detection limits, identical to bulk water. It is noteworthy
that there was no change in the overall scattering level of the null water from the two beakers,
the scattering levels are equal within 1%, indicating there was no discernible electrophoretic
separation of H2O from D2O.

3.5.5 Empirical potential structure refinement
The method and limitations of analyzing combined X-ray and neutron data from
disordered materials is covered extensively in the literature [37]–[39]. The methods used
herein are consistent with those used for liquid materials and specifically water. In the case of
the use of an EHD bridge as sample it bears to briefly remind the reader of potential pitfalls
in using the standard approach. The detector geometries are somewhat biased in relation to
the imposed electric field parallel to the longitudinal bridge axis. On average the neutron

Figure 3.7: Interference differential scattering cross section for a horizontal amorphous silica rod
4mm in diameter placed at the same position as the water bridge (red crosses). The corresponding
data from a 3 mm slab of amorphous silica is shown as the solid blue line.

3.5.4 Anolyte and Catholyte Neutron Scattering Cross-section
In addition to the measurements on the water bridge itself, samples of water were taken from
the beakers after running the bridge and were subject to a standard diffraction measurement
on the new NIMROD diffractometer in order to check whether the observed differences (see
§4.2.1) in the anolyte and catholyte chemistry before and after bridge operation affected the
scattering profile; this comparison is shown in figure 3.8.
The small differences between the anolyte, catholyte, and bulk water are due to differences
between SANDALS and NIMROD instrument performance and not due to structural changes
in the water. The structure below ~1 Å-1 should be ignored as it is due to mismatch between
different detector banks. This mismatch is particularly true for the NIMROD data since the
instrument was being commissioned at the time the measurements were being made so the
low q region was not fully optimized.
For these measurements the samples were contained in closed 1 mm flat plate cans, so the
thickness was known within a few percent. Since the scattering level for D2O and null water
was exactly as expected for these samples, there cannot have been any significant exchange of
H2O for D2O (e.g. light water contamination) while the bridge was running.
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Figure 3.8: Diffraction pattern from the water in the beakers after the bridge operation. The spectra
from the grounded beaker and that from the HV beaker are shown as solid blue lines as measured on
NIMROD, while earlier results from bulk water on SANDALS (H2O, D2O and null) are shown as the red
lines. For H2O only the catholyte data is shown, for D2O, both electrolyte solutions are plotted, and
for null water, the green line represents a bulk water spectrum run on NIMROD.
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scattering vector is along the bridge axis, whereas X-rays scatter in a perpendicular direction.
However, the neutron detectors on SANDALS are designed for large square samples and thus
span a range of azimuthal angles, depending on the scattering angle, which means that in
practice there can be quite a few off-axis scattering vectors included in the average signal. This
problem is essentially non-existent in the MYTHEN II detector as this system is optimized
for cylindrical samples and covers an azimuthal distance (8 mm) which is close to the incident
beam width (4 mm). The atomic form factors, inelastic scattering contributions, and material
density are considered unchanged from that of bulk water throughout the data reduction
and subsequent analysis. Empirical structure refinement was conducted using the EPSR24
distribution[40] using the TIP4P/2005 force field [41]. This model has been previously
shown to quantitatively agree with small angle X-ray scattering data [42], matches well to key
physical parameters such as the density maximum of water [41], and has been used for other
combined neutron X-ray refinement studies [43], [44] and explorations of intermediate-range
order in water [45]. The simulation box contained 1000 molecules with a number density of
0.1002 molecules/Å3. The molecules were randomized and brought to equilibrium without
the application of the empirical potential for 100 cycles. Identical copies of this box were
loaded as the starting point for the simulations were an empirical potential was applied to
force the scattering profile of the simulation to approach that of the measured differential
scattering cross-section. Both simulations ran simultaneously on the same computer so that
the effect of the pseudo random number generator producing artifacts would be minimized.
The simulations were also run for a large number of accumulations to reduce the output to
a statistically significant and stable configuration. For every five steps in the simulation an
output file was recorded and these were compounded into the stable configuration which
included 23650 snapshots.

3.6 Quasi-Elastic Neutron Scattering (QENS)
QENS is a special case of inelastic scattering which permits the measurement of diffusion,
relaxation, and other slow energy or mass transfer modes in materials using a time-of-flight
spectrometer. This data is compliments NMR methods.

3.6.1 QENS Theory
The scattering relationships of matter-matter interaction are very similar to those for
photon-matter experiments. The scattering is said to be quasi-elastic as the change in energy
of the scattered (μeV) vs incident particles (meV) is small. QENS is able to probe interaction
length scales from 1-100Å and time scales on the order of ps – ns. The method is well
suited for probing incoherent scattering processes like the molecular diffusion of hydrogen
with minimal contributions from coherent signal arising from the material structure and
collective nuclear dynamics. The method returns the time scale of atomic motion (protons in
this case) in the intermediate scattering function derived from the Fourier transform of the
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autocorrelation and pair correlation functions and provide the spatial dynamics as well. Thus
with this method it is possible to not only derive the diffusion rates but also the jump length
of the probed atom.

3.6.2 General experimental considerations
In order to investigate the molecular properties in the water bridge with QENS, one is
faced with a serious challenge: whereas normally shape and geometry of a sample are rather
independent from its molecular properties, previous studies [46] have shown that applying
an electric field to bulk water in a single beaker does not turn it into the “water bridge water”
tested here. Submerging two electrodes in one beaker will result in too low voltages or two
high currents – recalling the concept of the “leaky dielectric”. In order to see minute influence
from high electric fields – e.g. different relaxation times – only small currents normally in the
range between 0.1 and 1 mA are allowed when high voltages are applied, otherwise ohmic
heating will render the experiments impossible. In the experimental setup used the required
high voltage (~10kV) can be applied since the hanging water rope acts as an aqueous resistor
limiting the current. Therefore, if such an aqueous resistor is needed to record molecular data
by QENS, one must measure in this very specific water bridge setup – including its beakers,
cables, electrodes, etc. Thus one must deal with the disadvantages of such an approach:
Sample surface is much too low (20-30 mm² instead of 25 cm²), and the additional tools
required for the creation of the bridge do block the scattered neutrons in certain directions
resulting in substantial data loss. Moreover, the sample thickness (2-3 mm instead of 0.1 mm)
causes multiple scattering which is next to impossible to compensate for mathematically. The
only viable option to correctly interpret data from a water bridge set-up is a comparison to
a bulk water sample with the same suboptimal geometry, and to compare that sample to an
optimal sample and the calculated values. This option is the path that was chosen in this
work: an aluminum cylinder filled with deionized water positioned between the beakers was
measured at the exact position where the water bridge formed. Aluminum has the advantage
of practically being invisible for the chosen neutron wave length and angular range. In order
to make up for some of the loss due to the beaker shadows, this approach was carried out in
two configurations, one for small angles, and one for large angles.

3.6.3 QENS Protocol
The QENS experiment was carried out at the Laboratoire Leon Brillouin (LLB) in Saclay,
France, using the time-of-flight spectrometer MiBeMol. The incident monochromatic neutron
wavelength was 6.0 Å (E=2.27 meV), which resulted in an energy resolution (FWHM) of 92.7
µeV. Water bridges were created using a pair of borosilicate beakers filled with de-ionized
water as per the protocol described in section §3.2. The applied operating voltage varied
between 10 and 15 kV, at currents on the order of ~ 0.3 mA. The bridge length was 10 ± 1 mm
with a diameter of ~2 mm.
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As mentioned in §3.6.2, two different geometries were applied. In the “small angles”
geometry (a), the bridge was placed perpendicular to the beam, and only detectors 6-19 were
evaluated. In “large angles” geometry (b), the bridge turned counterclockwise by 40°, and only
detectors 61-84 were evaluated. Detectors with known issues were identified and omitted in
all analyses (2,3,4,5,69,75,84). All parts of the set-up except for the bridge were protected from
the incident neutrons by Cadmium shielding. Photographs with explanatory sketches of the
actual set-ups are given in Fig. 3.9a (“small angles scattering” geometry) and Fig. 3.9b (“large
angles” scattering geometry).
The data were normalized using the scattering intensity from a thin vanadium cylinder
(2mm diameter) which was placed at the position of the bridge. For comparison, for the
reasons explained above, an Al cylinder with a 2 mm inner diameter was filled with deionized
water and also measured at the position of the water bridge.

Electrically Excited Liquid Water

3.6.4 QENS Data Analysis
Under optimal conditions QENS data is evaluated assuming that in the region of small
energy transfers the scattered intensity is represented by the dynamical structure factor
S(Q,ω):

-Q  2〈 u  2〉 
S(Q, ω) =exp[_______
 
 
T Q, ω) ⨂ R(Q, ω)	
3 ] (

(Eq. 3.9)

which includes a Debye–Waller factor (the exponent) accounting for time-independent
contributions due to atomic vibrations. Where 〈u  2〉 is the mean square amplitude of the
vibration modes of the protons and and represent contributions from translations and
rotations, respectively [47], [48]. According to the model of Sears [49], rotations can be
separated from translations assuming independence of the two. The rotational term can be
reduced to the sum of a -function plus a Lorentzian with HWHM equal to 1/(3xt1) [47] where
t1 represents the relaxation time associated with rotational diffusion. It has an Arrhenius type
of behavior and can be written as

E  
τ1  = 0.0485 exp ___
  A   
[kB  T ]

(Eq. 3.10)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, and Dr the rotational
diffusion constant. EA =1.85 kcal mol-1 and can be associated with the hydrogen bond strength
[47]. Ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy measurements presented in §4.7 have shown that the
hydrogen bonds in a water bridge system are significantly stronger than in bulk water due
to the applied high voltage, meaning that EA(water bridge) >> EA(bulk water). In the model of Sears
[49], the relative intensities of the two contributions (translation and rotation) are linked by
Bessel functions. A higher energy reduces the temperature dependence of t1. For the small
angle data, because of the value of the Bessel function, the contribution of the rotational line
is negligible and will be neglected in the present analysis.
In order to link the QENS data to a more fundamental interpretation one must keep in
mind that previous experiments have shown that the water in the water bridge is not in a
liquid bulk water state. According to the results from §4.7 and Teschke et al. [50], the water
in the water bridge is in a state between liquid and solid in terms of the vibrational lifetime
of the OH-stretch vibration of HDO molecules in HDO:D2O; and viscoelastic behaviour of
the bridge. The vibrational life time in the bridge was determined to be 630±50 fs, in between
that of ice (384±16 fs) and the bulk at 0°C (740 ± 40 fs) [46]; the viscoelastic behaviour was
described in in terms of the Young modulus (24 MPa) [50].
Figure 3.9 Photographs and sketches of the measurement geometries: a) “small angles” scattering
geometry: bridge perpendicular to the beam, detectors 6-19 evaluated. b) “large angles” geometry:
bridge turned 40° counterclockwise, detectors 61-84 evaluated.
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Together with these findings and based upon infrared emission spectroscopy §4.4.4, a
model for a cooperative proton transfer is proposed: In the bridge hydrogen-bonding between
H2O molecules is strongly enhanced, and two proton populations can be distinguished: One
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consisting of protons strongly bound to the oxygen atoms with very slow diffusion as in
a viscous liquid (immobile population), and a second one of more delocalised, quasi-free
protons (mobile population).
In QENS the translational diffusion of the first population (strongly bound to the oxygen
atom) is drastically slowed down, to the point that the measured correlation time is out of the
instrumental window. While in water at room temperature the re-orientation takes places
in the sub-ps range, the situation is formally that of orientational crystals where molecules
turn at fixed sites of a crystalline lattice, although one has to also assume a weak diffusion
outside the experimental window. So these protons are expected to show elastic scattering
behavior in the current experiment. The second population – the quasi-free protons - are
more mobile from a quantum-mechanical proton channel perspective than protons in bulk
water, and are expected to scatter inelastically significantly more than protons in bulk water.
A proper formula used for the curve fitting of the data based on the assumptions above is
given in equation (3.11). Here, the Debye-Waller factor is suppressed, S(Q,ω), represented by
one Lorentzian for the inelastically and a δ(ω) function for the elastically scattered neutrons,

S(Q, ω) = IEl
 δ(ω)+ A _____
 2 Γ 2 	
Γ + ω 

(Eq. 3.11)

ω is the elastic peak shift, IEl the elastic peak intensity, A the Lorentzian intensity, and Γ the
Lorentzian’s HWHM. Naturally, in a purely liquid sample, the expected contribution of is
zero, but should be significant in the water bridge. The Lorentzian is expected to be much
broader in the water bridge than in the bulk; in both cases it is supposed to be broader than
under optimum conditions due to multiple scattering.

3.7 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
The NMR methods used herein specifically probe the environment of protons in the system
under study and provides clues about the strength of both intra- intermolecular coupling in
the system.

3.7.1 Magnetic resonance principles
The positively charged nucleus of every atom is positively charged and possesses a quantity
associated with angular momentum described by the spin quantum number. The effectively
spinning charge of the nucleus generates a small magnetic field, the orientation of which is
described the nuclear magnetic dipole vector, μ. The external application of a strong magnetic
field will partially align the nuclear dipoles, temporarily pinning a certain population of
them against thermal agitation. Of those aligned dipoles two populations will emerge a high
energy and a low energy population depending on relative polarity of the external magnetic
B0 and nuclear magnetic field vectors. The energy difference (ΔE) between these two levels
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is dependent upon the magnetic field intensity and the gyromagnetic constant related to the
magnitude of the nuclear dipole moment:

∆ E = γℏ B0 	

(Eq. 3.12)

where, ℏ, is the Dirac constant. The stronger the external field the greater the energy splitting.
This has implications because conservation of angular momentum will require μ to precess
about direction (z-axis) of B0. The precession (Larmor) frequency of M0 is related to ΔE by the
transition frequency, ν0, between the two energy levels:

ν0  = γ B0 / 2π	

(Eq. 3.13)

and determines the operational frequency of magnetic resonance spectrometers and imaging
scanners. These instruments use radio frequency (RF) pulses with a defined bandwidth
and centered on the Larmor frequency of the nucleus under study. For the investigations
discussed currently, only the spin ½, single proton of the hydrogen nucleus (1H) was probed.
By shaping the phase and timing of the applied RF pulses it is possible to interrogate the unit
vector contributions to the net magnetization vector, M0, of the precessing nuclear dipole
population. By convention, the longitudinal vector is labeled Mz, whereas the transverse
components Mx and My lie in the x-y plane.
There are many types of pulses and pulse sequences employed in modern nuclear magnetic
methods [51] however only two will be discussed in this introduction: 90° and 180° pulses.
The difference between these two pulses are in how they affect either M0 or alternatively the
population distribution between upper and lower energy states. For example, a 90° pulse will
rotate M0 π/2 radians so that M0 is rotated towards the laboratory frame y-axis unit vector.
In a similar fashion the 180° pulse will turn invert the direction of M0, rotating the vector
through π radians. Quantum mechanically speaking the action of a 90° pulse is to promote the
excess spin population to the less populated level (usually excited) thus creating an equal spin
distribution between the two levels. By doubling the pulse duration to produce a 180° pulse
the excess population becomes inverted. The decay of these various magnetic polarization
states provides information on the local nuclear environment being probed. Pulses perform
both pump and probe operations however, the stimulation and detection schemes differ
depending on which type of physical quantity one wishes to probe. The three observables
investigated in this research are the proton chemical shift, δ, longitudinal relaxation time, T1,
and transverse relaxation time, T2.
Relaxation times are the time required for a particular component of M0 to return to
the thermal equilibrium value prior to excitation. T1 is derived from the recovery of the
full magnitude in the direction Mz and is also known as the spin-lattice relaxation as the
absorbed energy is redistribute to the thermal bath providing a measure of the enthalpy
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of the system. T2, or spin-spin relaxation, describes the loss of phase coherence between
neighboring spins which for a hydrogen bonding liquid includes not only intramolecular
modes but also local intermolecular modes. Transverse relaxation is an adiabatic process
whereby energy is redistributed locally but without the whole spin system losing energy, this
provides a measure of the local entropy of the spin system. The physical causes of relaxation
are dependent upon the sample composition but spin ½ protons in a simple polar liquid like
water or glycerol only a few interactions contribute significantly [52]: intermolecular dipoledipole (near field modulated), scalar coupling (electron field modulated dipole-dipole), spinrotational coupling (diffusion and translation), and a very small contribution from chemical
shift anisotropy (slow tumbling asymmetric molecules). This last difference can be seen in
figure 4.32 as the slopes of the relaxation shift are different for different proton populations.
For example, the relaxation change of the alkyl protons are less affected by temperature than
the alcohol protons. For those protons involved in hydrogen bonding the dipole-dipole
interaction will be contribute most significantly to T1. Strong coupling constants yield shorter
relaxation times as the absorbed energy is quickly lost to the bath. Whereas, the bandwidth
of the excited nuclear spins will undergo spectral diffusion through scalar and spin-rotational
coupling and this will impact T2. Transverse relaxation can also occur without T1 via what
is known as spin-spin flip-flop which is a dipole mediated exchange whereby two opposite
spins flip polarizations, the change of polarity induces a small transition dipole moment that
decays in the transverse plane. The less coherent the interacting system of spins the longer T2
relaxation will take (with T1 setting the upper limit).

Figure 3.10 Zero-distance EHD bridge prepared with ultrapure light water. The bridge waist diameter
in this image is 6 mm.
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The identification of different proton groups in a sample is done using the chemical shift.
This is a small change in the Larmor frequency of the probe nucleus due to the presence of
neighboring atoms within the same molecule. These nuclei also produce their own magnetic
field (and precess at their own Larmor frequency as γ is different for each nucleus) which adds
to and augments B0 resulting in a change of the local magnetic environment. The applied field
also induces an electron current perpendicular to B0 which further distorts the local magnetic
field. Since all molecules of a given chemical species have essentially the same chemical
structure these small changes add up and with the use of a spectrometer the distribution of
varying Larmor frequencies can be detected. This powerful tool is most commonly used for
structure determination and can also provide information about the interaction between two
chemical species.

3.7.2 EHD Bridges in high magnetic field environment
EHD bridges were prepared in a manner consistent with the method described in §3.2
and modified to be compatible with the magnetic environment in a medical MRI scanner
(Magnetom Sonata, Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany). Non-magnetic materials
were used in the construction of the fixating armature, cable supports, and electrode mounts.
The beaker spouts were left in contact throughout the measurements to reduce the chance of
bridge rupture, liquid leakage, and electrical arcing – all of which could pose a hazard to the
MRI scanner. Though this produced a bridge system without a free-hanging section these
“zero-length” bridges (see figure 3.10) behaved in a manner consistent with extended bridges.
The seven EHD bridges used in this study, four for isotope mixture measurements and three
for flow investigations, were operated in a voltage limiting regime between 15.00-18.00 kV
and open currents between 600-1600 μA. The higher current than previously reported is due
to the larger diameter of the bridge ~6-8 mm on account of the zero-length. The experimental
set-up, illustrated in figure 3.11, was placed within a standard circular-polarized knee coil,
and aligned so that the long axis of the bridge was parallel to the main magnetic field B0.
The bridge center was located at the isocenter in the head-feet and right-left directions, and
several millimeters above the isocenter in anterior-posterior direction.
The bridges were always arranged with the anode placed towards the foot end of the patient
table and cathode towards the head end. A plastic box filled with 500 mL agar and covered
with a glass plate formed the electrically insulating support base for the beakers. The agar
phantom was used as a signal reference for intensity normalization. All materials were fixed
in place using MR compatible tape which does not produce artifacts in the recorded images.
Platinum foil (99.999% Pt, MaTeck GmbH, Jülich, Germany) was soldered to both the high
voltage (HV) and ground leads. These wires were sufficiently long (~10 m) to reach from the
experiment at the MR scanner isocenter to the power supply located just outside the room via
an RF suppressing pass-through in the Faraday cage wall. A low voltage resonant RLC tank
circuit installed on the HV coaxial shield and ground wires shifted most of the induced radio
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3.7.3 High Field NMR Spectroscopy
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Figure 3.11 Diagram of the experimental setup used for the presented study. Main orthogonal

All spectra were recorded on a DRX-400 AVANCE spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA,
USA) with a two channel z-gradient inverse probe head using the bundled software (Topspin
1.3, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA). Irradiation and measurement frequency was 400.13 MHz
for protons (1H). Temperature was adjusted between in the range between 300 K and 328
K (27 °C - 55°C) with an accuracy of ±0.05 K (°C). The NMR tube was rotated during the
measurements. The C6D6H of residual from the not fully deuterated C6D6 in the vortex
capillary was used as external reference (δ = 7.15 ppm) [57].

directions (feet-head, anterior-posterior and left-right) are indicated in the upper left corner.

One dimensional proton (1H) spectra were recorded with a 1H-pulse flip angle of 30°,
acquisition of 32k data points and a relaxation delay of 1.0 s. Free induction decays (FID) of
eight scan were added for one spectrum. After zero filling to 64k data points the summed FID
was directly Fourier transformed to gain spectra with a spectral range of 6,000 Hz.

frequency interference (RFI) bands outside the operational frequency range of the scanner,
however one band persisted. Mass flow was tracked by filling the one beaker with heavy water
(99.9 % D2O, DLM-4-100, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc., Andover, MA, USA) and
the other with an equal volume of freshly prepared ultrapure light water (~99.98 % H2O).

Longitudinal relaxation time constants (T1) were determined by the inversion recovery
method changing the recovery delays in eight steps from 10.0 ms to 5.0 s. [58] For each scan
a 180°y pulse, the recovery delay and a 90°-y pulse were followed by the acquisition. During
acquisition 32k data points were collected and the subsequent relaxation delay took 5.0 s.
FIDs resulting from eight scans were added prior to Fourier transformation which led to
spectra with a spectral range of 6,000 Hz.

The starting mass used in these experiments was 61.3±0.7 g light water, 65.5±2.3 g heavy
water corresponding to a starting volume of ~63 mL in each beaker. The variability in mass
was due to the criterion that the liquid levels at the spouts be equal. Heavy water produces
no signal as the precession frequency of the deuterium (2H or D) nucleus at 1.5 T is outside
the operating bandwidth of the MRI scanner [53] thus it is possible to track the mass transfer
and mixing rates of protium (1H or H) nuclei in an operating bridge as a function of both
intensity and location [54]. In all experiments the starting conductivity of the water was below
1 μS∙cm-1. MR flow imaging used equal volumes of light water (67.0±0.5 g) in both beakers.
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To obtain samples for NMR measurement neat liquids (H2O, glycerol, or defined mixtures
of these two compounds) have been used. The liquids were filled into 5 mm high precision
NMR sample tubes (Wilmad 507 PP 8’’). A C6D6 vortex capillary was added to the probes to
avoid mixtures between the deuterated substance use for the lock and the investigated liquids.
Comparable systems have been described earlier [55], [56].

The transversal relaxation time constants (T2) were measured with the spin-echo sequence
(CPMG) using a τ of 10.0 ms and varying the number of spin-echo blocks (2τ-times) from 2
to 50 [59]. For each scan a 90°y pulse was followed by the series of spin-echo blocks (τ - 180°y
pulse - τ) prior to the acquisition. During acquisition 32k data points were collected and the
subsequent relaxation delay took 5.0 s. FIDs resulting from eight scans were added prior to
Fourier transformation which led to spectra with a spectral range of 6,000 Hz.
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Isotope mixture was visualized by repeated acquisition of a 3D FLASH measurement
with protocol parameters: TE, 1.9 ms; TR, 4.5 ms; flip angle, 5°; resolution 1.3x1.3x5.0 mm3;
bandwidth, 300 Hz/pixel; FOV, 160x160 mm2; number of slices, 16. The acquisition time of 3 s
per 3D slab determined the time resolution of the imaged mixture process.

Figure 3.12 Diagram of the coaxial temperature controlled sample cell for low field NMR spectroscopy
with static electric field in glycerol

For flow measurements a 2D FLASH-based phase contrast sequence with three-directional
velocity encoding by a simple four-point velocity encoding scheme (Bernstein et al. 2004) was
employed. Velocity encoding (VENC) was set to 70 cm/s in all directions. Further protocol
parameters were as follows: TE, 5.1 ms; TR, 41 ms; flip angle, 10°; resolution 0.5x0.8x4.0 mm3;
bandwidth, 225 Hz/pixel; FOV, 140x140 mm2; number of averages, 19. The bridge volume was
covered with 7-9 parallel overlapping slices (slice distance of 2 mm) in (almost) sagittal image
orientation determined by the planning procedure described above.

3.7.6 Image analysis
3.7.4 Low Field NMR Spectroscopy
A special temperature controlled sample cell (Fig. 3.12) was prepared for low field
spectroscopy that consisted of a coaxial arrangement whereby the liquid under study was
contained in the central tube and the outer jacket carried recirculated water in a closed
heating/cooling loop to provide constant temperature. The inner sample tube was closed on
both ends with glass encased potted electrodes that allowed the generation of electric fields up
to 300 V cm-1. Dielectric failure of the electrode casing on the anode prevented investigation of
higher field strengths. A fiber optic temperature probe embedded in the tip of each electrode
provided temperature readings and showed the temperature was constant throughout the
measurement series at 35 ± 0.01 °C.

To study isotope mixture, the time evolution of mean signal intensities for anolyte
(SIanolyte), catholyte (SIcatholyte) and agar phantom (SIreference) were derived in the central sagittal
slice employing standard MR software (syngo.MR, Siemens Healthcare GmBH, Erlangen,
Germany). The regions of interest (ROI) in the anolyte (ROIanolyte) and catholyte (ROIcatholyte)

3.7.5 MRI sequences and protocols for isotope and flow
analysis
The bridges studied under this protocol were composed of water or heavy water as described
in section §3.7.2. Isotope mixture and flow experiments were started with the acquisition of an
isotropic 3-dimensional (3D) spoiled fast low-angle shot (FLASH) sequence (Bernstein et al.
2004) covering the experimental set-up. Protocol parameters were as follows: Echo time (TE),
3.5 ms; repetition time (TR), 9.3 ms; flip angle, 5°; resolution 0.7x0.7x0.7 mm3; bandwidth,
130 Hz/pixel; field-of-view (FOV), 140x140 mm2; number of slices, 88. The sagittal (or almost
sagittal, in case of small experimental misalignment) plane containing the exact long axis of
the bridge was reconstructed from the 3D data set by multiplanar reformatting (see figure
3.13) and was used as central imaging plane for further measurements. This sampling volume
reveals all salient features of an operating EHD bridge system – i.e. anolyte, catholyte, and
bridge.
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Figure 3.13 Tomographic volume rendering of a typical water bridge (a) and the multiplanar
reformatted central sagittal slice (b) used in this study.
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comprised the respective fluid volumes and were manually adapted in each time frame; the
ROI in the agar phantom (ROIreference) was kept fixed (figure 3.14). Relative volumes of anolyte
(relVolanolyte) and catholyte (relVolcatholyte) at a time t were estimated according to

ROIi(t)
relVoli(t) = ______

 ,	
ROIi(t0)

(Eq. 3.14)

with i = anolyte or catholyte and t0 the time of bridge ignition.

The change of relative total signal intensity for anolyte and catholyte with respect to the
reference signal SIreference is defined as:

Relative total fluid volume (relVoltotal) at a time t was determined as:

ROIanolyte( t)+ ROIcatholyte( t)
relVoltotal(t) = ___________________

  
   ·	
ROIanolyte(t0)+ ROIcatholyte(t0)

As signal intensity in FLASH sequence is proportional to proton density (Bernstein et al.
2004), relative signal intensities (relSI) of the anolyte relSIanolyte = SIanolyte/(SIanolyte+SIcatholyte)
and catholyte relSIcatholyte = SIcatholyte/(SIanolyte+SIcatholyte) were employed as measures of proton
densities in respective beakers. By choosing low flip angle and short echo time, the FLASH signal
intensity depended only moderately on changes in T1 and T2  *   relaxation times, which might
be caused by chemical exchange of hydrogen isotopes and/or heating during mixture [51].

(Eq. 3.15)

SIanolyte( t)· ROIanolyte( t)+ SIcatholyte ( t)· ROIcatholyte ( t)
relSItotal(t) = _________________________________
    

   / SIreference(t)
ROIanolyte( t)+ ROIcatholyte ( t)
(Eq. 3.16)
and was used to check for possible relaxation time changes during the experiment.
Phase contrast images of light water flow experiments were evaluated by means of
prototype software (4D Flow, Siemens Healthcare GmBH, Erlangen, Germany) allowing
visualization and analysis of 3D velocity fields [60].

3.7.7 MR Relaxation Mapping and Thermometry
3.7.7.1 Glycerol bridges
The bridges studied for this section were prepared from glycerol rather than water. This was
done for two reasons: 1) the relaxation times of glycerol (~50-500 ms) are much shorter than
that of water (~3000-4000 ms) at 1.5 T which meant that multiple complete measurement sets
could be completed in a single measurement period and, 2) the higher viscosity of glycerol
(1.412 Pa·s) [61] compared to water (8.9 x 10-4 Pa·s)[62] reduced the influence of motion
artifacts on the resulting relaxation maps. The same experimental set-up as was used for the
water studies described above (§3.7.2, Fig. 3.11) was used except anhydrous glycerol (49767100ML, Lot # BCBK7056V, Sigma Life Science, St. Louis, MO, USA) was used instead. A total
of 31 pairs of T1 and T2 measurements were made using data collected from nine glycerol
bridges operated at 16 kV and 10-20 μA. Glycerol temperature was measured before and after
bridge operation in both the anode and cathode beaker with an alcohol thermometer. The
typical temperature rise in the beakers after the entire measurement lifetime of the bridge was
only 1.5±0.5 °C.

3.7.7.2 MR imaging of glycerol bridges
Figure 3.14 Definition of regions of interest in the isotope mixture experiments. Fluid levels of
anolyte and catholyte (here at t = 800 s) were adapted in each time frame (as indicated by arrows).
The bridge was excluded from analysis.
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MR imaging of the glycerol bridges was performed at 1.5 T (MAGNETOM Sonata,
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a standard circular-polarized knee coil. The glycerol
bridge was aligned so that the long axis of the bridge was parallel to the main magnetic field
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with the anode placed towards the foot end of the patient table and the cathode towards the
head end; the bridge center was located in the isocenter in head-feet direction, in right-left
direction, and some millimeters above the isocenter in anterior-posterior direction (Figure
3.11).
Before applying voltage an isotropic three-dimensional spoiled fast low-angle shot
(FLASH) sequence covering the experimental set-up was employed to optimize and fix the
sagittal imaging plane visualizing beakers and the glycerol bridge. Estimation of relaxation
times in these regions before bridge ignition, during the existence of a bridge (voltage applied,
typically for more than one hour) and after bridge termination was based on two-dimensional
spin echo measurements in this plane.
For T1 estimation spin echo sequences with two different repetition times (TR) were acquired
with the following protocol parameters: TR, 70/300 ms; echo time (TE), 8 ms; bandwidth,
170 Hz/pixel; field-of-view, 150x150 mm2; resolution, 0.8x0.8x3.0 mm3, number of averages,
1; imaging time, 17 s / 1 min 01 s. For T2 estimation a multi-echo spin echo sequence with
sixteen different echo times (8.3/16.6/24.9/33.2/41.5/49.8/58.1/66.4/74.7/83.0/91.3/99.6/107.
9/116.2/124.5/132.8 ms) was used. Further protocol parameters were as follows: TR, 400 ms;
bandwidth, 280 Hz/pixel; field-of-view, 150x150 mm2; resolution, 0.8x0.8x3.0 mm3; number
of averages, 3; imaging time, 3 min 54 s. To compensate for decreased signal-to-noise ratio in
the images during the existence of the bridge, measurements for T1 determination were threefold averaged and measurements for T2 determination six-fold, such that correspondingly
longer imaging times resulted.

ROI 3

ROI 5

ROI 1

Figure 3.16 experimental setup for the calibration of temperature behavior of relaxation times of
glycerol. Panel A provides a diagramatic representation of the experimental apparatus, a frame
made of plastic grid material was used to secure the botttle in place against the forces of buoyancy.
Panel B is a representative MR image of the glycerol bottle in the water bath.

3.7.7.3 MR image analysis
For each pair of spin echo images (with different TR times) and each multi-echo spin echo
measurement, average relaxation times were estimated in five regions-of-interest (ROIs); in
both beakers, near the spouts or bridge base, and in the bridge itself (Figure 3.15).
In both spin echo images with different TR times mean ROI signal intensities were derived
from ROIs drawn as similar as possible, but carefully excluding electronic noise artifacts and
partial volume areas in the time-varying bridge. Mean T1 times at the five localizations were
determined from fitting the mean signal intensities of corresponding ROI pairs to the spin
echo signal intensity equation [51].

ROI 4
ROI 2

signal intensity = A(1 - 2 e-(TR- 2 )/T1+ e-TR/T1)	
TE
___

(Eq. 3.17)

where A and (mean) T1 are the fitting constants.

Figure 3.15 Segmentation of five regions-of-interest (ROIs) in the glycerol bridge for determination
of magnetic relaxation times. ROI 1, anode beaker; ROI 2, cathode beaker; ROI 3, tip of anode beaker;
ROI 4, tip of cathode beaker; ROI 5, bridge section.
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For T2 estimation the image with the lowest echo time (TE = 8.3 ms) and images with
predominant noise contribution (typically TE > 83 ms) were excluded from the series of
multi-echo spin echo images. Pixel signal intensities of the remaining multi-echo spin echo
images were fitted to the signal intensity equation

signal intensity = A e-TE/T2	

(Eq. 3.18)
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to determine T2 of the pixel (and an additional fitting constant A). This calculation was
performed for any pixel by the scanner software to produce a T2-map. Mean T2 values in both
beakers, at both beakers’ tips and in the bridge were determined from corresponding ROIs
drawn on the T2-map.

300

3.7.7.4 Calibration of temperature behavior of relaxation times of glycerol

250

In order to perform relaxation based thermometry a calibration standard was imaged
and processed using the same methods as described for the bridge. The temperature
calibration sample was a sealed bottle of anhydrous glycerol immersed in a water bath held
in an insulating box. A thermocouple recorded the temperature of the sample which was
allowed to equilibrate between temperature steps. A diagram of the set-up is shown in figure
3.16a, while 3.16b shows a representative MR image. The normalized temperature calibration
measurement data for T1 and T2 were then fitted using an Arrhenius type exponential function
as given in equation 3.19, and plotted in figure 3.17a for T1 and 3.17b for T2. The fit coefficients
were derived using a bisquare robust, Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares routine
in MATLAB. (R2014a, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The plot shows the 99% confidence
bounds, with R2 values of 0.9982 and 0.9956 for T1 and T2 respectively.
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Figure 3.17 Temperature calibration curves for T1 and T2. Fit is according to Eq.3.19 and uses a robust

Figure 3.18 Relaxation quotient correction plot, (Q = T1/T2). Fit is according to Eq.3.19 and uses a

Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares fit, 99% confidence bounds are shown as dashed

robust Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares fit, 95% confidence bounds are shown as

2

lines. R values of 0.9982 and 0.9956 for T1 and T2 respectively.
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dashed lines. R2 is 0.9874
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It was also necessary to correct for non-linear behavior between T1 and T2 thermometry.
This is due to the connection between the two relaxation constants, namely that transverse
relaxation not only loses energy due to dephasing but also to the longitudinal relaxation of the
sample. The effect in glycerol becomes more pronounced at lower temperatures. There is an
additional systematic error that relates to the selection of TR for the T2 measurements at very
high temperatures. In this regime the values of T1 and T2 converge which means that much
of the energy originally present in the transverse magnetization plane is lost and this affects
the statistics of the measurement which reduces the fidelity of T2 at temperatures >60 °C
however this is much higher than measured in the bridge system which tended to operate <50
°C. The quotient factor is a convenient tool for correcting these divergences and is derived by
comparing the ratio between T1 and T2 values at known temperatures. The fitting coefficients
are derived in the same manner as for the relaxation times (Eq. 3.19). The results of the fit are
shown in figure 3.18, the confidence bounds are 90% and R2 is 0.9705. The quotient value was
used to correct the T2 times measured from the mapping experiments using the temperature
derived from flanking T1 measurements, the expectation is that the two values will converge
if there are no other changes to the relaxation dynamics of the liquid.

Electrically Excited Liquid Water
constructed from polypropylene. The needle was bent at a right angle ~5 mm beyond the
handle in a manner so as to prevent the electrode from blocking the incident laser beam.
For each experiment the electric potential was set to 20 kV and applied as a step function.
During operation a small leakage current <10 μA could be measured and was presumably
due to corona discharge. The electric field for this configuration was modeled using COMSOL
Multiphysics (v. 5.0 Comsol, Inc., Stockholm, Sweden) and is shown in figure 3.19b-c.
a)
V
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H
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HV Supply
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3.8 Inhomogeneous Electric Field Experiments

Plate Electrode - 20 kV

In order to examine the role that the electric field gradient plays in the observed molecular
changes found in EHD bridges a simple point-plane electrode system was employed.
EHD liquid bridges are a complex system which makes characterization of the underlying
physics challenging. In order to explore the influence a strong electric field gradient has on
the liquid under study a method was devised which could produce strong field gradients (1010
V/m2) with very little current injection (nA). This method also provides observation of the
liquid response not only close to but many tens of mm distant from the electrode and is well
suited to many optical methods such as interferometry and spectroscopic imaging.
The inhomogeneous electric field was produced using a point-plane electrode geometry
and is illustrated in figure 3.19, panel a. Type I HPLC grade purified water (18.2 MΩ, Cat No.
ZMQSP0D01, Millipore Corp., MA, USA) was filled into a glass cuvette (52 mm x52 mm x
14mm, Cat. No. 704.003, Hellma analytics, Müllheim, Germany), and this was then placed in
between the electrodes. The planar electrode is made from copper foil (Cat. No. 1181 3M, MN,
USA) which is embedded in an insulating PMMA block (100 mm x 100 mm x 25 mm) and
connected to the high voltage output of a DC power supply (HCP 30000-300, FuG Elektronik
GmbH, Schechen, Germany). The PMMA block had a 5 mm deep groove machined into the
top where the cuvette was placed into direct contact with the upper electrode surface. The
planar electrode had nearly the same dimensions (9.5 mm x 50 mm x 2.6 mm) as the bottom
of the cuvette. A stainless steel acupuncture needle (SJ.25x40, 40 mm x 0.25 mm, Seirin
Corp., Shizuoka, Japan) was used to form the point electrode and connected to the ground
terminal of the high voltage source. The electrode was affixed to a rigid insulating armature
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b)

x107 V/m

c)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Figure 3.19 Experimental configuration used in this study. The point plane electrode and liquid
cuvette (panel a) is modeled to show (b) the electric field (x107 V m-1) and equipotential lines (1000
V per contour) and (c) the localized electric field (x107 V m-1) strength just beneath the ground
(needle) electrode. The electric field polarizations referred to in the Raman data §4.4.3 are shown in
the upper left of panel (a).
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Twenty milliliters (20 mL) of water were used for each measurement. This brought the
liquid surface to a height of 40mm from the bottom of the cuvette and to within 1mm from
the tip of the needle. The water for the interferometric investigations was kept in borosilicate
glass bottles heated in a water bath to 70°C and transferred to the unheated cuvette just
prior to energizing the experiment and the water replaced for every new measurement. The
elevated temperature enhanced the polarization response of water and the resulting relative
shift in refractive index meant changes were better resolved by the interferometer. Raman
measurements were conducted using room temperature water (20±1°C). Temperature was
measured during the experiments using a fiber optic probe (OTG-F, ProSens, OpSens Inc.,
Quebec, Canada) which could be placed at several locations in the experiment including
directly beneath the point electrode. The sensor system spectroscopically monitors the
band gap energy of a GaAs crystal to measure temperature and as such is not affected by the
applied electric field nor any field induced changes in the sample. This probe has a maximum
resolution of 0.01°C and readout speed up to one kHZ repetition rate. During interferometric
measurement the most significant response was observed in less than 10 seconds so the
overall temperature change in the liquid was negligible relative to the field effect.

3.9 Interferometry
Very small perturbations in the optical properties of a liquid can be detected using
interferometry, these ultimately reflect changes in the polarizability of the liquid which can
arise from changes in physical properties.

Electrically Excited Liquid Water
divergence, Crystalaser, NV, USA) with built in optical isolator and polarization ratio 100:1, a
half wave plate was positioned to rotate the polarization direction in the interferometer. The
beam was spatially filtered using a 20x microscope objective and 5μm pinhole, subsequently
over expanded with a biconcave lens and finally collimated using a large diameter planoconvex lens. The over-expanded beam was blocked with a square aperture placed at the entry
port of the first beam splitter cube. This assured that the most central portion of the Gaussian
beam filled the full aperture and provided good uniformity of illumination throughout the
test subject. The mirrors in the interferometer section were inclined slightly to produce a
carrier fringe system that allowed the disambiguation of the phase shift in the recovered
interferograms. The cuvette test section was position in the interferometer in direct view
of the recording camera (Photron FASTCAM SA1.1) fitted with an 18-270 mm, F/3.5-6.3
zoom lens (Cat. No. B008, Tamron, NY, USA). Images were collected at 50 frames per second
full frame resolution (1024x1024 pixels). The recorded images were evaluated using IDEA
software (http://optics.tugraz.at/) using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) based digital fringe
evaluation [63]. For the interferometry studies the time-resolved response of the sample was
recorded as the voltage was applied according to a rectangular step function. The voltage
profile was to step between 0 and 20 kV with a rising edge <500 ms, a stable plateau between
10 – 60 seconds and a falling edge which fully discharged the experiment back to ground
potential in under 2 s.
Beam Expander
HR Mirror

3.9.1 Interferometry principles
In an interferometer the light path is split at the first beam splitter into a reference and test
arm, the latter passes through the test section, in this case the cuvette, before both beams are
recombined in the second beam splitter. The light passing through the sample suffers a phase
lag which is dependent upon the refractive index of the material. Depending upon the phase
lag the light will interfere constructively or destructively and creates bright and dark bands
or interference fringes. The measurement is line-of-sight, meaning that it is only sensitive to
light whose propagation direction (i.e. pointing vector) is towards the detector, off axis or
scattered radiation is not detected, and the phase lag is integrated over the path in the cuvette.
This makes interferometry quite sensitive to local perturbations in the complex dielectric
permittivity (i.e. refractive index) of the material under study and provides a measure of the
polarizability as well as the dipole number density in the material.

3.9.2 Interferometry measurement
A Mach-Zehnder interferometer was constructed with 2 meter base length and is diagramed
in figure 3.20. The source laser was a frequency stabilized continuous wave single-line mode
diode laser (DL640-050-S, P=50mW, λ=635±2 nm, 1.1 mm Gaussian beam diameter, 1 mrad
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Figure 3.20 Diagram of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 2 m base length, 50 mm2 clear aperture.
The beam expander consisted of a 20x objective, 5 μm pinhole, and several lenses to further diverge
and collimate the spatially filtered beam.
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3.10 Raman Spectral Imaging

M1

Raman scattering is an inelastic method which can probe changes to the polarizability of a
liquid that reflect shifts in the local molecular environment and can be used to determine both
local and non-local vibrational coupling.

+

Ar Laser
λ/2 plate

M2

3.10.1 Raman Principles

f = 305 mm

In a similar manner to interferometry Raman spectroscopy also probes the electric
polarization of molecules - the difference is in the spatial resolution. Unlike the macroscopic
refractive index interrogated by interferometry the Raman bands are a probe of the molecular
transition dipole population distribution in the focal region of the laser beam. The connection
between the vibrational line shape and molecular environment which make up these bands is
an ongoing effort [64], [65] and like most spectral features in condensed matter is obscured
by inhomogeneous broadening [66], [67]. The vibrational modes of water are both infrared
and Raman active. The shape of these bands are complex as expected for condensed matter
and have been extensively discussed elsewhere [68]–[70] and will be summarized here.
The Raman scattering spectrum provide ensemble information on the coupling between
vibrational oscillators in the liquid. The isotropic spectrum has a somewhat complex shape
which has been the subject of much scrutiny. Suffice it to say that those oscillators with
lower wavenumber (3250 cm-1) on the red-side of the distribution correspond to vibrational
oscillators which are damped by interactions with their local environment. Those oscillators
with less degrees of interaction have higher frequencies (3490 cm-1) and the small shoulder on
the blue-side of the distribution at 3650 cm-1 has been shown through computer simulation
using experimental data as fit to belong to free oscillators which behave as single-particles
[71]. The lifetime of such free particles is considered to be quite short lived.
The polarized Raman spectrum is obtained when the analyzer and incident electric
field are aligned. Similarly when the analyzer is rotated perpendicular to E0 the anisotropic
depolarized spectrum is recorded. The isotropic spectrum can be recovered from the
measured spectra via:

Iiso
 (ω) = IVV
 (ω)- _
4 IVH
 (ω)
3

(Eq. 3.20)

Whereas, the anisotropic spectrum is contained entirely in the depolarized spectrum IVH(ω).
The Raman active bands in water can be attributed to a number of physical quantities,
fundamental to all is the electric polarizability of the molecule which is probed directly by
the electric field of the off-resonant incident linearly polarized pump radiation. The decay of
the induced transition dipoles results in a frequency shifted Raman emission which contains
contributions from the isotropic and anisotropic polarizabilities.
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Figure 3.21 Diagram of the Imaging Raman spectrometer used in this study. Both light paths used
are shown.

3.10.2 Raman measurement details
The mid-infrared (mid-IR) vibrational modes of water are Raman active and can be
accessed using visible lasers of high power which have better penetration depth than direct
mid-IR spectroscopy. This is ideal for probing the spatial variation in the vibrational modes of
water under electrical stress. The cuvette point-plane electrode system previously described
was arranged as shown in figure 3.21. A collimated and polarization controlled beam from
an argon ion laser (Innova 6W Ar+, P=400mW, 514.5 nm, 1.5 mm beam diameter, 0.5 mrad
divergence, Coherent, USA) was guided into the cuvette either perpendicular or parallel to
the liquid surface. The beam delivery optics provide a very uniform and tight focus over
several centimeters, given the beam characteristics stated above, the focal spot size is 150 μm
and the confocal parameter is 58.89 mm which is broader than the entire sample cuvette.
Thus it is assured that within the interrogated spectral imaging region the illumination power
and beam shape are uniform. For water at ambient conditions the extinction coefficient for
water at 515nm is 3.96 x 10-4 cm-1, note unit is in terms of propagation distance and not
wavenumbers.
The incident electric field polarization (E0) of the laser beam was controlled by a zeroorder half wave plate. When the beam was parallel to the liquid surface E0 was also parallel
to the central axis of the applied static electric field gradient (Ea) imposed by the needle
electrode. When E0 was perpendicular to the liquid surface it was also perpendicular to Ea.
In order to maintain the imaging condition the entrance slit and laser beam direction were
kept parallel. This effectively meant turning the spectrograph on its side when the beam was
parallel to the liquid surface. This also reduced systematic error due to polarization dependent
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differences in the dispersion efficiency of the spectrograph gratings as the relative orientation
of the grating rulings and E0 was maintained throughout the experiments. There are a number
of electric field vectors to keep track of in the experiments considered here. For simplicity we
will only use the vertical (V) and horizontal (H) directions in discussing each. The first field is
that of the voltage applied to the point plane electrodes, while the real field is a gradient with
complex shape (see figures 3.19b and 3.19c) the needle geometry defines the principal axis
of the field (Ea) as V polarized. The electric field of the laser beam (E0) must be orthogonal
to the beam propagation Poynting vector and was rotated by the λ/2 plate to be parallel to
the long axis of the cuvette. Thus when the beam was parallel to the liquid surface E0 was V
polarized, and when the beam was perpendicular E0 was H polarized. The electric field of the
scattered light (Es) was analyzed in both the H and V polarizations. For each experimental
configuration four sets of spectra were recorded, two VV (or HH) orientations and two VH
(or HV) orientations depending on the beam Poynting vector.
The Stokes shifted Raman scattered light was collected using a photographic lens (Mamiya
Secor SX135 mm F 2.8, Mamiya, Japan) positioned to image the fluid region nearest the tip
of the needle onto the entrance slit of a spectrograph (Acton SpectraPro 2300i, 600 lines/
mm grating, 30 μm entrance slit, resolution 3.9 cm-1, Acton, NJ, USA). Prior to the vertical
entrance slit the light passed through a linear polarizing filter that could be rotated so the
transmitted electric field vector was either parallel or perpendicular to the normal of the
electric field gradient. The monochromator produced spectrally dispersed light which was
imaged using a cooled, intensified CCD camera (NanoStar, LaVision, Göttingen, Germany).
The integration time for each collected frame was 100 milliseconds with an intensifier gain
of 50. For each experimental configuration 50 frames were collected and summed together.
Each frame contained 512 spectra with 640 spectral points each. The sum of the background
intensity images recorded with the entrance slit blocked was subsequently subtracted from the
experimental images. This effectively removed signal contributions due to thermal, electronic
readout, and shot noise and improved the resulting image contrast. All image recording and
post-processing was carried out using Lavision DaVis 7.2.1.64 software (Lavision, Göttingen,
Germany). The applied electric field intensity was either zero or 20 kV. Voltage was applied
as a step function however, now the system was allowed to equilibrate for at least one minute
prior to recording spectra.
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Appendix B Electromagnetic Radiation and
Matter
The isotropic interaction of matter and EM radiation are derived from first principles.

B.1 Electromagnetic Interactions with Matter
Common atomic matter is comprised of two electrically responsive sub-particles namely
electrons and protons which for all intents and purposes of this thesis shall be considered
sufficient to explain the phenomena discussed forthwith. Particles of matter are thus
able to obtain charge and can interact with the electric and magnetic fields arising from
electromagnetic waves. The interaction is governed by Maxwell’s equations (1865) in matter
which are given here in their derivative form:
Gauss’ Law for electric flux

∇ ⋅ D = ρf	

(Eq.B.1)

(Eq.B.2)

Faraday’s Law

∇ × E = − ___
∂ Β 	
∂t

(Eq.B.3)

(Eq.B.4)

where D is the electric displacement field vector, B is magnetic field vector is free space,
H is the magnetic field vector in matter, E is the electric field vector in free space, ρ is the
polarization density, and J is the current density. This form of Maxwell’s equations is used to
treat the propagation of electromagnetic waves in matter rather than in the vacuum and so
requires the introduction of new terms. The electric displacement field D accounts for free
charges in matter and is synonymous with the flux density in free space:

D ≡ ε0 E + P	

(Eq.B.5)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and P is the polarization density (polarizability) which
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(Eq.B.6)

where χ is the electric susceptibility; εr is the relative static permittivity measured as the ratio
between the material in a test capacitor and the same capacitor with vacuum between the
plates. Absolute permittivity has the units F/m while relative permittivity and susceptibility
are dimensionless quantities and thus provide a useful means of comparing the electrical
properties of diverse materials. The total charge density of the material is given by:
(Eq.B.7)

where ρb is the bound charge density due to distortion of the electron distribution within
the material and ρf is the free charge density related to the electric flux. Both quantities play
important roles in how a given material responds to an externally applied electric field. The
non-reflection symmetric boundary conditions at the material surface result in a surface
charge density (σs) given by the scalar product of the polarization density and the vector
normal to the surface:

σ  s=P·ˆ
n	

Ampere’s Law

∇ × H = Jf+ ___
∂ D 	
∂t

ε = εrε0  = (1 − χ)ε0 	

ρ = ρb+ ρf	

Gauss’ Law for magnetism

∇ ⋅ Β = 0	

is the density of permanent or induced dipole moments in the material and reflects the
rearrangement of bound charges in the material. The polarizability is strongly dependent on
the electric permittivity (ε) and its related quantity – electric susceptibility (χ). Permittivity
is a measure of the resistance a specific material has to the formation of electric fields within
a given volume of that material. Susceptibility likewise is a measure of how strongly the
inducing field polarizes the same material. They are related to one another by the following
relationship:

(Eq.B.8)

It is important to note that if the polarization density is uniform within the material then
the only bound charge appears at the surface and is critical in the evolution of deformation
forces in dielectric materials as shall be discussed in the section on the Maxwell stress tensor.
Because we will consider the propagation of electromagnetic waves in matter it is also
important to note that in Ampere’s law the magnetic B-field is replaced with the magnetic
H-field, which is simply the magnetic field arising from within a material. The H-field can
be conceptually distinguished by the observation that the field lines must begin and end at
describable points in space (e.g. at the ends of a magnet) whereas B-field lines can stretch
to infinity. The source of current in matter in an electric field is related to changes in the
polarization density P and gives rise to a frequency dependent polarization current density:

Jp  = ___
∂ P 	
∂t

(Eq.B.9)
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The liquids used thus far in liquid bridges possess weak magnetic moments the
magnetization current total current density is negligible and thus the total current density J
becomes:

J = J  p+ J  f	

(Eq.B.10)

This is another factor that becomes important in the formation of liquid bridges in that this
relationship sets a maximum solution conductivity above which DC biased bridges will not
form. This upper bound is frequency dependent as we shall see in the section on impedance
and indicates that AC fields may be able to produce bridges with higher conductivity liquids,
provided the polarizability is uniform enough throughout the fluid.

B.2 Electromagnetic Wave Propagation
The propagation of electromagnetic (EM) waves in matter is important to the work
presented here not only for the production of the liquid bridging phenomenon but also for
the implementation and interpretation of the measurement techniques used. The triumph of
Maxwell’s work was in predicting the propagation of light as electromagnetic waves which
Hertz later confirmed and characterized. Despite more recent work on the particle-wave
duality of light and Feynman’s declaration that “light is most certainly a particle”; the wave
approximation is a good starting point for following the experiments performed in this
work and where necessary quantum mechanical concepts will be introduced and discussed
elsewhere.
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in real matter results in various non-linear
responses such as scattering, absorption and dispersion which result in a significant deviation
in the behavior of light, especially that of mixed wavelengths, from that of free space. It is
nonetheless useful to consider the propagation form of light in the vacuum and the resulting
vector quantities before proceeding further.
From Maxwell’s equations it is apparent that the electric and magnetic fields are interrelated
via the symmetric equations and the fields lie orthogonal to each other. A vectoral solution, in
generic matter, to the two fields can be found by applying the Laplacian:
2

∇2E = με ___
∂ E2 	
∂ t 
2

  B = με ___
∇
∂ B2 	
2
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∂ t 

(Eq.B.11)
(Eq.B.12)

these field specific solutions can be further reduced to a single expression in terms of the
wave propagation speed (c) and frequency ( ω ) using the Helmholtz equation:
2
∇2ω = _
1c ___
∂ ω2 	
∂ t 

(Eq.B.13)

this equation can be further solved in the limiting case of a harmonically propagating
planar wavefront for the flow of energy in the direction of the propagation vector for isotropic
media yielding the Poynting vector by taking the cross product of the E and B vectors from
Eq. B.11 and Eq. B.12. Further, because the harmonic period of the EM radiation is very rapid
in most cases the time averaged form of the Poynting vector is used and more commonly
referred to as the Irradiance (intensity):

c ε 
I ≡ ST = ___
 0 E02	
2

(Eq.B.14)

which in an isotropic, homogenous, linear dielectric becomes:

I = ευ 〈 E  2〉 T

(Eq.B.15)

where υ is the propagation speed in the medium. Thus, the irradiance is proportional
to the time-averaged amplitude of the electric field which again raises the importance of
polarization dynamics in understanding light-matter interaction.
As stated previously, Maxwell’s treatment fails to satisfactorily treat matter treating it as
continuous and representing the material response using constant values for ε and µ. Static
values for the permittivity and permeability erroneously gives rise to a frequency independent
index of refraction. The dispersion phenomenon by which prisms split white light into its
constituent colors for example demonstrates that such a simplification is invalid. The incident
electric field polarizes permanent dipoles to align with the field, the electronic distribution of
bound electrons in a dielectric are likewise perturbed resulting in induced dipoles. Condensed
matter can be thought of as a collection of classical forced oscillators in vacuo driven by the
time varying electric field. The process of induction and relaxation are dependent on the
material properties and are fundamental to the dispersion characteristic of the material as
represented in the dispersion equation:

N q2
n(ω) = 1 + _
ε me  _____
  2 1 2  	
0 e ( ω    – ω    )
0

(Eq.B.16)

where n(ω) is the frequency dependent index of refraction, qe the charge on a single
dipole, N the number of dipoles per unit volume, and me the dipole mass, ω0 is the resonance
frequency of the dipole in the absence of a driving force, ω is the incident radiation frequency.
In the most basic system, the dipole is simply an electron, but the relationship holds even at
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the molecular level, especially where permanent dipoles are concerned as in polar liquids
like water. According to the superposition principle, the frequency difference determines
the resulting phase (φ) relationship between the incident radiation and the oscillating dipole
which now acts as an emitter of the incident wave. The implication is that the index of
refraction changes with wavelength accordingly:
Resonance Condition

Resulting Phase

Index of Refraction

(ω20–ω2) < 0

φ ~ 180º

n(ω)>1

(ω20–ω2) > 0

φ ~ 0º

n(ω)<1

If the index of refraction for a given material is examined over a wide range of wavelengths
it will be observed that the index of refraction undergoes several transition between n>1 and
n<1. Thus it can be considered that there are many fundamental resonance modes in a real
system of N molecules per unit volume with fj oscillators having base frequencies ω0j, with j
= 1,2,3... Additionally, the energy lost on radiation by the oscillator results in a damping term
(iγjω) which also includes frictional losses with neighboring dipoles. Finally, the collective
modes of neighboring oscillating dipoles results in a local electric field (P(t)/3ε0) which further
damps the system. These conditions prevalent in the materials under study here results in the
more complete dispersion relation for condensed matter:
2

f
N q2
∑
3 ε0 me j ω     − ω    + i γω
0,j
j

j
e
____
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  ____________
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2
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(Eq. B.17)

In the case where dn/dω is positive and the material is transparent to the incident EM wave,
as ω approaches ω0j dn/dω becomes negative and the oscillators begin to resonate strongly
resulting in absorption of the incident light wave. The inclusion of absorption necessitates
that the dielectric permittivity become a complex quantity given by the relation:

D 
ε(̂ ω) = ε′(ω)+ i ε″
 (ω) = _
 0( cosδ + i sin δ)	
E0 

(Eq.B.18)

the real component relates to the polarization of the medium and the imaginary part
accounts for the phase loss associated with absorption of the incident radiation field. The
periodic formulation of the complex permittivity shows this relationship more clearly as the
ratio between the displacement and electric fields in the complex plane as a function of the
phase difference between the two fields.
The above dispersion relationships hold for dielectric materials; however, in the case of
metals or other materials which possess free charges (e.g. plasmas) the dispersion relationship
changes yet again. This is because free electrons typically lack a fundamental frequency and
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those oscillating 180° out-of-phase with the incident wave will reradiate cancelling wavelets
thus attenuating the incoming radiation. This, for example, leads to the reflectivity of metal
surfaces in the optical frequency range. It is important to note that in plasmas the free
electrons do have a natural frequency ω0p known as the plasma frequency which is given by:
____

√

N q2
ω0p
  =  ____
ε  me	
0 e

(Eq. B.19)

The importance of the plasma frequency is that it is a critical limit below which the index
of refraction becomes complex and the incident wave is exponentially attenuated; in a similar
manner dielectrics will behave like conductors when an incident radiation field sufficiently
ionizes the material generating a plasma.
The dispersion relationship also reveals the processes underlying scattering at the
continuum level. When a very large ensemble of molecules is probed the isotropic limit
once again restores these quantized states to a smooth distribution as the total number of
contributions from many processes present in the real material field are superimposed. As
previously stated if the incident EM wave is resonant with the intervening matter absorption
will occur, however, if the electronic structure is non-resonant then the incident field is
scattered. The mechanics of the scattering is dependent on the material properties. If the
scatterers are far apart or weakly interacting (at that frequency) the incident light is reradiated
without a change in photon energy, but with a phase shift dependent on the size of the
scatterer. If the particles are small compared to the wavelength the incident wave induces a
dipole oscillation resulting in a radial scattering angle that is strongly wavelength dependent
with zero emission in the direction of, a process known as Rayleigh scattering. Conversely,
particles much larger than the incident wavelength will develop multi-pole oscillations
which when taken together reinforce in the forward direction, this process is known as Mie
scattering. Scattering will result in an angle dependent polarization of the incident light due to
the shift in the phase velocity such that in the forward direction no polarization occurs, with
increasing polarization at higher angles. In the case of a polarized incident wave the phase
velocity will not change however there will be no radiation in the direction of the induced
dipole oscillation.
In dense matter these scattering relationships also result in diffraction of the wavefront
which is again wavelength dependent. In the case where the atoms or molecules in the
absorbing material are strongly coupled the absorbed energy can be partly transferred
between oscillators and the emitted photon will have a different energy level than the incident
wave, this inelastic scattering is known generally as Raman scattering and can yield useful
information about the kinds of coupling present between oscillators in a sample. This process
is related to but distinct from vibrational relaxation spectroscopy techniques.
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B.3 Electromagnetic Emission
Surrounding an oscillating dipole it is possible to discern three distinct regions as a
function of distance (r): the reactive near-field, the radiative near-field and the radiation zone
or far-field. In the near-field close to the dipole (r < λ) the E-field is static as the field lines
have not closed upon themselves. The reactive near-field region (r < λ/2π) is special in that the
antenna and the environment are mutually reactive to each other. The electric and magnetic
flux lines are unpredictable in this region and issues like self-capacitance become important.
This is precisely the reason why the density of scattering bodies determines the resulting
radiation propagation features as already discussed and can lend useful information about
the local environment of atomic level emitters. In the far-field (r > λ) the electric field is far
simpler to characterize and fulfills the following condition:

(k  ⃗⋅ r⃗− ωt)
p k  2sin θ cos_____________
E = ________
  0
  
	
r 
4π ε0 

(Eq. B.20)

p0 is the time-dependent dipole moment, θ the phase angle, the propagation vector, the
positional vector, and k the dispersion coefficient . In practical systems the irradiance (I) of
the oscillating electric field at a given point falls off with the square of the distance r :

p2ω  4 sin2θ
I(θ) = _______
  0 2 2  _

	
32 π ε0  r2

(Eq. B.21)

The geometry of the emitting body can influence the way in which the radiation pattern
propagates and is a concern in practical radiation sources.
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4

Water Speaks
Experimental Results
The experimental observations are presented and combined to
overcome limitations and uncertainty inherent to each technique.
Key findings are highlighted throughout and reveal a nonequilibrium proton population, charge sequestration, and the
emergence of dynamic heterogenteity in the electrically excited
liquid.
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4.1 Unveiling hidden flow structures with
proton imaging – The water bridge in a
medical MR-scanner
MRI is used to observe the flow field present in the bridge without the use of tracer particles but
rather using the water protons themselves to generate the signal, with heavy water serving
as contrast agent. An opportunity to observe the flow pattern without the complication of
additional dielectric interfaces can better reveal the precise shape of the electric field in the
bridge. From these measurements we find that the bridge has a layered structure, with distinct
flow regimes lying one on top of the other.

4.1.1 Flow in the bridge
The flow direction in an EHD liquid bridge is a dynamic phenomenon and best understood
as the balance of EHD and hydrostatic forces [1]–[3]. The steady state flow direction is material
dependent on account of the stability and transport kinetics of ions in the liquid [4]. For water
this results in preferential flow from anolyte to catholyte. However, periodic flow reversal is
an established trait of EHD bridges and is thought to result from the hydrostatic pressure
temporarily overcoming EHD transport. Likewise, reverse flow can occur immediately
following bridge ignition and is likely due to brief force imbalances associated with bridge
ignition [5]. These types of reverse flow are transient and last no more than a few to tens of
seconds in bridges made using identical solutions in both beakers.
The reverse flow observed in the isotope mixing experiments (see appendix C.1.2) is thus
an unusual situation. It can be explained as an additional displacement generated by the
isotope density difference. That the reverse flow persists for many tens of minutes indicates
separate flows of different density (H2O, HDO, D2O) within the system. This will retard local
mixing and prolong the time require for the system to equilibrate as is seen to be the case.
Density gradients are thus a deterministic factor in the dynamic mass balance of a water
bridge.
In order to better visualize the flow dynamics and mixing forces in the bridge section 3D
velocity maps were recorded for three light water bridges (figure 4.1a). Despite the limitation
of averaging non-stationary flow for several minutes of data acquisition the results for the
three bridges were consistent and provide a first look at the complex flow dynamics inside
the bridge. Previously flow has only been observed optically in EHD liquid bridges using
a number of techniques [6], [7] that suffer from limitations due to the variable cylindrical
geometry.
Two counter current flows are present in the bridge (figure 4.1b), one flowing over
the other as they cross from one beaker to the other. The mean peak velocities (νf forward
direction or νr reverse) of these flows were sampled at two positions in the bridge – halfway
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between the bridge base and center. Forward flow shall always refer to flow from anode to
cathode, and reverse flow the opposite. Mean peak velocities found in the slice half-way
between anode base and bridge center (figure 4.1c) were νf = 18 ± 5 cm/s and νr = 27 ± 6 cm/s,
respectively. At half-way between catholyte base and bridge center (figure 4.1d) νf = 22 ± 2
cm/s and νr = 26 ± 4 cm/s. The deviation values are the standard error of the mean (SEM).
These peak velocities in the forward and reverse direction are on the same order of magnitude
as those measured for the longitudinal flow using LDA. However, due to the limited spatial
resolution of MR phase contrast images it is as yet difficult to determine whether or not the
spiral flow observed previously in the outer bridge is a genuine feature present only in a
very thin surface shear layer [3]. It can be extrapolated from these measurements that in the
normal steady state condition where the forward flow velocity is less than the reverse velocity
the cross-sectional area of the forward flow must be greater than that of the reverse flow in
order to maintain the equilibrium. Indeed the shape of water bridges is known to be amphora
like [8], and furthermore swings in the equilibrium height difference between anolyte and
catholyte is associated with bridge diameter fluctuations. Such a relationship is consistent
with the Bernoulli flow model discussed in [1]–[3].
It is also interesting to consider the action of the magnetic field on the liquid volume. The
configuration of the bridge system was chosen in part to minimize the Lorentz force that
would act on the bridge during operation. As a quick check of the maximum forces expected
on the system we can quickly calculate the Lorentz force acting on a current carrying wire:

F = Il × B0  = ‖Il‖‖B0 ‖sinθ	

(Eq. 4.1)

Where I is the current over the bridge (1.6 mA), l is the length (<1 cm), and B0 the magnetic
field strength (1.5 T). As the cross-product is sensitive to the relative orientation of the current
path and the magnetic field lines in a purely coaxial situation, which is approximately the
case here, the net force will be zero as sin(0) = 0; as a worst case scenario one could imagine
current conduction perpendicular to B0, sin(90) = 1, and thus becomes for the values reported
in this study

g
F = ‖(1.6 ∙ 10-3A)(10-2m)‖‖
 1.5T‖sin90 = 2.4 ∙ 10-5N = 2.4 ∙ 10-4_____
cm ∙ s 	

(Eq. 4.2)

This value is rather small when compared to the EHD forces responsible for the bridge
which are capable of lifting and transporting several grams of water per second over barrier
heights in excess of 1 cm. Thus, by several orders of magnitude we can see that the observed
behavior is likely not the result of magnetic field interactions with charges in the liquid volume
and is rather a genuine feature of interacting isotope labelled EHD flows. For a more complete
discussion on the role that electromagnetic forces play on polarizable fluid elements see the
work of Engel and Friedrichs [9].
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4.2 The discovery of charged water – Proton
Production & Charge Separation
In this section the electrochemistry in the water bridge is investigated. The conductivity of the
system is examined and it is found that proton conduction is necessary to fully account for the
measured charge transport. The bridge acts as a protonic resistor and impedance spectroscopy
corroborates the finding that a proton gradient forms across the entire system.

4.2.1Electrochemistry
The electrolytic production of hydrogen and the characterization of charge carriers is
appended in §C.2.

4.2.1.1 Conductivity
In a floating water bridge system, about 87% of the charge carriers responsible for
conductions, as calculated using their molar conductivities [10] are protons (see Tables
C.3 and C.4). Generally the calculated conductivities Σλf are in good agreement with the
measured ones λexp when taking into account their respective errors. Small deviations can
be explained by the dynamics of the air/water interface. If, for example, the calculations are
carried out with only 80% of the dissolved carbon as starting value, the conductivity of the
reference water matches the calculated value exactly. As a matter of fact, if 80%, 90% and 74%
of saturation are assumed for experiments 1, 2 and 3, all values match with the calculated ones
(within their standard deviation, so Σσ (λ f ) < Δλ).
Another general behavior catches the eye when looking at Table C.4: The conductivities in
the anolyte are higher, the conductivities in the catholyte are lower than that of the reference.
This is due to the electric field enriching cations in the catholyte and anions (hydrogen
carbonate) in the anolyte. Thus, the proton concentration is also higher in the anolyte,
with hydrogen carbonate and protons being mostly responsible for the conductivity, their
concentration in the anolyte outweighs the concentrations of the cations in the catholyte by
far, resulting in higher conductivities in the anolyte than in the catholyte.

Figure 4.1 Velocity field in a light water bridge determined by tri-directional MR phase contrast
imaging. Upper panel (a) displays velocities in the central sagittal slices as color encoded 3D vectors.
For better visualization of layer structure of upward and backward flow, the central panel (b) displays
only vertical velocity component (red is downward, blue is upward). Multiplanar reformatted cut
planes for peak velocity evaluation are indicated as white lines and respective velocity distributions
are shown in 3D vector representation in panels (c) and (d)
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The only cation that showed a higher concentration in the anolyte than in the catholyte
is platinum. Platinum was found in all three anolyte solutions (0.07, 0.08 and 0.02 µg L-1),
but only in one catholyte sample, experiment 2 (0.03 µg L-1). In contrast to the other cations
in the solution, platinum is a noble metal, and its ions are easily reduced. Therefore it is
straightforward to conclude that platinum ions are rapidly reduced to metallic platinum once
they arrive at the cathode, whereas the alkali and earth-alkali metals just accumulate in the
catholyte.
In summary, the most important contribution (87%) to conductivity comes from
solvated protons and their concentration is higher in the anolyte.
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4.2.1.2 pH Change
The measurement of pH is typically made in solutions that contain relatively large amounts
of acid or base or dissolved salts, conditions under which conventional pH electrodes can
make measurements quickly and precisely. Measurements in pure water with low ionic
strength are more difficult. Although electrodes respond quickly in buffers, in pure water the
electrode response is often unsatisfactory (slow, drifting, noisy, inaccurate, etc.). Naturally, pH
electrodes will not work properly under the application of high voltage, since the electronics of
such instruments are not designed to operate under these conditions. Using a pH dye has the
disadvantage of being much less precise, so small changes of pH will be difficult to measure.
Moreover, adding a pH dye can, under these circumstances, influence the pH, because of its
intrinsic acidity. If these effects are taken into account, however, it offers the advantage to
easily visualize a distribution of pH (a matrix) in real time. This is why the pH change was
investigated using three independent methods: 1) the addition of a pH dye (during and after
operation), 2) pH dependent fluorescence using an optical fiber (during and after operation),
and 3) electrochemically (after operation).
Without proton transport through the bridge, pH shifts according to electrolysis can be
easily calculated. Taking the same example as in the previous section and calculating the
amount of H+ and OH- being produced starting from an initial pH of the pure water of about
5.5, after 30 minutes of bridge operation, the pH should be ~2 in the anolyte and ~10 in
the catholyte. In this work we show that the actual pH difference is much lower, between
0.1 and 0.3 units, according to all three methods employed. Fig. 4.2 shows the result of the
first method, the addition of a pH dye. In order to quantify the colors of the solutions in the
subfigures, a colorimetric analysis was performed, the results of which are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Colorimetric evaluation of Fig. 4.2a, c and f. The relative pH shift towards acid
(increase of redness) is calculated from the redshift (Δa*) of the solutions in linear relation
to the redshift of the pH dye reference.
a* Anolyte

Redshift (Δa*)

pH shift

Fig. 4.2a:

-8.3 ± 0.2

-7.4 ± 0.3

-0.9 ± 0.5

0.04 ± 0.03

Fig. 4.2c:

-5.1 ± 0.4

-11.6 ± 0.1

6.5 ± 0.5

-0.28 ± 0.03

Fig. 4.2f:

-6.1 ± 0.2

-13.5 ± 0.5

7.4 ± 0.7

-0.31 ± 0.04

Reference:

pH 5
7.7 ± 0.1
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a* Catholyte

pH 6
-15.2 ± 0.4

22.9 ± 0.5

-1.0

Figure 4.2 a-c: A floating water bridge (13 kV, 2.8 mA) run with pH dye; a: before bridge formation;
b: during bridge operation, H+ and OH- production and paths highlighted; c: after shut down of
bridge operation; d-f: A floating water bridge (13 kV, 0.5 mA) run without pH dye; d: before bridge
formation; e: during bridge operation, H+ and OH- production and paths highlighted; f: pH dye
added after bridge operation.

As second method, in another water bridge experiment, the pH was measured online during
bridge operation in both anolyte and catholyte, respectively, using a fiber optic pH sensor.
Figure 4.3 shows a consecutive measurement of the pH of anolyte and catholyte for a steady
state water bridge.
As a third, independent investigation, 40 water bridge experiments were performed for up
to 5 hours each, and the pH of the anolyte and catholyte was measured afterwards with an ionselective electrode. Averaged over all experiments there is a statistically significant difference
between anolyte and catholyte of 0.27 ± 0.05pH (t-test, P<0.001). Table 4.2 summarizes
the pH measurements and calculations. As mentioned before, the pH dye is slightly acidic,
thereby lowering the overall pH of the system compared to the other two methods. All three
methods show that there is a pH difference between anolyte and catholyte, but much lower
than the theoretical one based upon electrolysis without considering proton transport
and neutralization; the deviation is nearly 7.5 orders of magnitude!
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This field strength was approximated by 14 kV/ 7 cm, but is stronger along the bridge and
weaker in the beakers [3]. This taken along with the fast EHD flow present throughout the
system it is reasonable to consider that protons travel quickly from the anode to the catholyte
where they rapidly recombine with the slower hydroxide ions. This mechanism is visualized
in Fig. 4.2b. In order to demonstrate that the pH dye is actually displaying pH changes and
is not electrochemically altered or destroyed by the applied current, another experiment was
run. After shutdown, the polarity of the voltage was reversed, and the bridge was reignited.
This experiment showed the exact same situation as in Fig. 4.2b, only mirrored. Finally, the
content of the two beakers was mixed, returning the solution to its original color. Therefore,
it is safe to say that the above shown changes in color really correspond to local changes in
the pH.

Figure 4.3 pH measurement during bridge operation using a fiber optic pH sensor. After 9:33 min in
the anolyte the sensor was moved from the anolyte to the catholyte.

Table 4.2: pH of anolyte and catholyte according to three measurement methods: pH dye,
fiber optic sensor and ROSS Ultra electrode compared to theoretical values based upon
electrolysis without considering proton transport and neutralization
calculation

pH dye

Fiber optic sensor

ROSS electrode

pH anolyte

2

5.20 ± 0.07

5.39 ± 0.02

5.45 ± 0.02

pH catholyte

10

5.54 ± 0.03

5.50 ± 0.01

5.72 ± 0.03

4.2.1.3 The proton resistor
The reason why the theoretical pH values (2 and 10) are never reached although the
respective protons and hydroxyl ions are produced is the connection between the beakers,
the floating water bridge, which provides a gateway for protons. Possible mechanisms for this
transport will be discussed later on in regards to the infrared emission of the water bridge
(see §4.4.4).
The ionic mobility for an aqueous electrolyte is experimentally determined by the use of
an accelerating voltage applied to the solution under study. Accepted values for H+ 3.623·10-7
m2 s-1 V-1 and OH- 2.064·10-7 m2 s-1 V-1 [11] under a field strength of 2.0·105 V/m in water
bridge experiments yield non-negligible ionic drift speeds of 7.0·10-2 m s-1 and 4.0·10-2 m s-1.
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Electrochemical electron transfer reactions take place close to the surface of the electrodes
in the interfacial double layer. The characteristic thickness of this layer is called the “Debye
length” (κ−1) [12], a distance indicating the length over which separated charge, and hence
electric fields, are screened in an electrolytic solution. It is reciprocally proportional to the
square root of the ionic strength. In aqueous solutions it is typically on the scale of a few
nanometers, its thickness decreases with increasing concentration of the electrolyte.
In order to enable a Faradaic current and thus electrochemical reactions, the potential
established at the electrode surfaces must drop sufficiently rapidly over the Debye length. The
Debye length is defined as
______

√

ε ε k T
κ-1 =  ______
 r 0 B2 	
2 NAe I

(Eq. 4.3)

with εr being the dielectric constant of the medium, ε0 the permittivity of vacuum, kB the
Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, NA Avogadro’s number, e the elementary
charge and I the ionic strength.
In an exemplary low voltage electrolytic cell, the calculation of the field strength across
the Debye length is straightforward: With an ion concentration of 0.1 M at 300 K and an
estimated potential drop in the order of 1 V and a Debye length of ~0.96 nm according to (Eq.
4.3), one obtains a field strength of 107 V/cm. When pure water (~ 3 µmol L-1, calculated from
Table C.3) is used instead, the Debye length becomes much larger, about 175 nm, meaning
that the electric field can penetrate into the solution much further since there are fewer ions to
shield it. In order to create a similar situation as in the low voltage example, the potential must
be ~182 times higher, about 182 V. Furthermore, the potential difference between hydrogen
evolution reaction and oxygen evolution reaction is thermodynamically 1.23 V at any given
pH [11]. In practice, the applied potential required for water electrolysis differs from the
thermodynamically potential, due to potential losses caused by, e.g., electrolyte resistance
(concentration losses) and electrode resistances (activation losses). This potential difference
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is called the overpotential. In the water bridge, the electrolyte resistance is expected to be the
biggest contribution to the overpotential, since platinum electrodes are used and the pH and
temperature are close to standard conditions. Therefore, the overpotential can be estimated
using Ohm’s law,

η(V) = i.R.l = i __
1 l	
λ

(Eq. 4.4)

with I =1300 µA (current applied during H2 production experiment) , λ=0.93 µS cm-1 (see
Table C.3) and l = 7 cm, the overpotential required is ~9800 V.
Because the potentials applied to create a water bridge are typically 13 kV and higher, this
potential is easily available, and field strengths achieved close to the electrodes are sufficient
to drive the Faradaic process. From the considerations above it is obvious that electrolysis
of deionized water would not take place using usual, approximately a 1000 times lower
electrolytic voltages. Moreover, it is impossible to achieve the electric characteristics of the
system by placing two electrodes in one beaker. Water acts as an Ohmic resistor (“leaky
dielectric” [13]). If placed in one beaker, the high voltage and currents will lead to quickly
heating the system to the boiling point, at which break-down events are likely to occur and
destroy the set-up [14]. Only when a “proton resistor” – like the water bridge – limits the
current can the safe and stable operation of a high voltage electrolysis system be maintained.

Figure 4.4 Impedance analysis of fresh milli-Q water (black dots) and a simulation using the
circuit shown in the right insert (red line). The values of Raq and C are 1.12·106 Ω and 8.64·10-12 F,
respectively.

4.2.2 Impedance Spectroscopy
Fig. 4.4 shows the measured spectrum of a fresh Milli-Q water sample used in this work
(dots) and the calculated spectrum (line) fitted according to the model shown in the insert.
The values of Raq and C are 1.12·106 Ω and 8.64·10-12 F, respectively. The R² value of the fit
(amplitude) is 0.00036.
Fresh milli-Q water quickly absorbs CO2 from the atmosphere causing the impedance
to decrease as discussed in §C.2.3. This effect is visible in Fig. 4.5 which shows an example
for a measured spectrum of anolyte (rectangles) and catholyte (dots) taken during bridge
operation in a Teflon beaker and manually fitted spectra (lines) according to the models
shown in the insert. For the anolyte the values of R1A and R2A are 6.67·105 Ω and 3500 Ω
the values for C1A and C2A are 8.17·10-12 F and 1.26·10-7 F, respectively. For the catholyte the
values of R1C and R2C are 1.03·106 Ω and 6000 Ω the values for C1C and L are 8.72·10-12 F and
8.0 H, respectively. The spectra were fitted by manual adjustment of the parameters, since
none of the automated fitting algorithms successfully reproduced the pseudo-inductance and
the pseudo-capacitance features represented by the resistor/inductance and resistor/capacitor
elements satisfactorily. This feature is visible as a small, (anti-)clockwise pointing tails on the
real axis, lower frequency right-hand side of the spectra.

Figure 4.5 Impedance analysis of an anolyte (black squares) and catholyte (black circles) taken during
bridge operation in Teflon beakers and a simulation using the circuits shown in the right insert. The
values of R1A and R2A are 6.67·105 Ω and 3500 Ω; the values for C1A and C2A are 8.17·10-12 F and
1.26·10-7 F; the values of R1C and R2C are 1.03·106 Ω and 6000 Ω; and the values for C1C and L
are 8.72·10-12 F and 8.0 H, respectively. The resistor/inductance and resistor/capacitor elements are
visible as a small, (anti-)clockwise pointing tails on the real axis, lower frequency right-hand side.
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Figure 4.6 Three consecutive impedance measurements of the anolyte taken from an operating
floating water bridge set-up using Teflon beakers.

Electrically Excited Liquid Water

Figure 4.8 Three consecutive impedance measurements of anolyte, reference water and catholyte
taken from the beakers after 20min of floating water bridge operation using glass beakers.

Three consecutive measurements of an anolyte extracted from an operating bridge using
Teflon beakers are shown in Fig. 4.6. The observed impedance shift between first and third
measurement on the real axis is about 13 kΩ, corresponding to a conductivity decrease
by 0.03µS cm-1. This impedance shift is due to the fact that the read-out process in the
spectrometer destroys excess protonic and aterprotonic charge (ancient Greek ἄτερ,
“without”) as discussed in §5.2.1. The anti-clockwise tail on the real axis lower frequency
signifying an electrochemical reduction is clearly visible in the first measurement. This
conductivity shift amounts to 33% of the theoretical, maximum possible conductivity shift
calculated in Appendix §C.2.
Fig. 4.7 shows three consecutive measurements of a catholyte extracted from an
operating bridge using Teflon beakers. The observed impedance shift between first and third
measurement is about 135kΩ, corresponding to a conductivity increase by 0.14 µS cm-1. This
conductivity shift amounts to 61% of the theoretical, maximum possible conductivity shift
calculated in Appendix §C.2.

Figure 4.7 Three consecutive impedance measurements of the catholyte taken from an operating
floating water bridge set-up using Teflon beakers.
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Fig. 4.8 shows three consecutive measurements of an anolyte, a catholyte and the original
(reference) water measured about 2 hours after a bridge operation for about 20 minutes in glass
beakers. In contrast to Figs. 4.5-4.7 all solutions are now saturated with CO2. The observed
impedance shift on the real axis for all three measurements (anolyte, catholyte, reference) in
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4.3 Coupling Local Structures in an Electrically
Stressed Polar Liquid
In this section the interaction between the local coulombic and the externally applied field is
examined. While the static structure is found to be unchanged within the given accuracy of
the employed measurements, the systematic analysis of the data using computer simulation
reveals changes in the dynamic environment that are reliable above the limited instrument
precision. The imposed electric field of an EHD bridge is shown to distort the probability
distribution of the local coulombic interaction between molecules in the bridge.

4.3.1 Total scattering of water under moderate electric field
A comparison of the corrected differential scattering intensity from both neutron and
X-ray experiments for bridge and bulk water is shown in figure 4.9. Differences are evident
in the scattering signal in the range 1-5 Å-1. Small changes in intensity for the X-ray data are
evident for larger q range whereas at low q the departure between the two data sets becomes
more pronounced. The first peak in the heavy water neutron scattering shifts to higher q in
contradiction to previous work [15]. Oscillations at high q are also more pronounced in the
case of the electrically stressed bridge water. The electric field steepens the transition between
the first and second peaks in the neutron scattering data from light water. Null water in the
bridge is particularly interesting since it shows very little of the characteristic oscillatory
structure up to 10 Å-1 which is present in the bulk liquid (reference water, no electric field).
This is usually indicative of the pronounced O-O distance of ~2.8 Å which is seemingly less
pronounced in the electrically stressed bridge water. Another feature is that for both H2O
and D2O the high q oscillations do not decay quite as rapidly with increasing q in the bridge
compared to bulk. The Fourier transform of the scattering intensity provides the molecular
radial distribution function (RDF) (figure 4.10). The previous features are again visible,
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In order to investigate the life time of the charged solutions, we ran another experiment
where we stored the water after bridge operation from Teflon beakers in Greiner tubes (SigmaAldrich T1943, polypropylene) and measured the impedance after two and seven days (data
not shown). Whereas the results after two days were comparable to the ones shown in Fig. 4.8,
after seven days the effects associated with excess charge could not be reproduced, indicating
a limited life time of the excess charge in the order of hours to days.
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Fig. 4.8 compared to Figs 4.6 and 4.7 is due to the low frequency components associated with
ion drift. Similar effects as for the measurements in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 where samples were taken
during bridge operation are visible. The resistor/inductance and resistor/capacitor elements
for catholyte and anolyte are again visible as a small, (anti-) clockwise pointing tails on the
real axis. The difference between the three reference water measurements is small and shows
the reproducibility of the measurement.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the corrected scattering data (open-circles) and the EPSR generated
fits (lines) for a) ground potential liquid water at 40°C and b) electrically stressed bridge water at
40°C. The neutron scattering data from (a) was collected on the NIMROD instrument using a can
geometry, while that of (b) on SANDALS with the cylindrical bridge geometry. For both cases the
X-ray instrument was identical (MS04) as was the sample geometry (e.g. cylindrical bridge or jet).
Close inspection of these curves reveals some misfits, but these fits appear to be the best that can be
achieved with the present programs and data analysis.
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namely a slightly weaker intensity in the first X-ray peak along with reduced oscillations
between 1-3 Å-1. The first peaks for both heavy and light water are both stronger in the bridge,
and again the oscillations up to 3 Å-1 are more strongly pronounced. These effects are known
but not satisfactorily understood within the field and are often attributed to problems in the
inelastic correction. A novel feature is visible in the null water transform near 2.2 Å-1, a feature
which is also more enhanced in the light water scatter from the bridge.
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4.3.2 Structure refinement to extract site-site radial
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Figure 4.10: Molecular radial distribution functions derived from the Fourier transforms of either
the EPSR generated fits (lines) or scattering data (open-circles) from a) ground potential water (can
or jet) at 40°C for X-ray and neutron (NIMROD) or b) from electrically stressed bridge water at 40°C
for X-ray and neutron (SANDALS). The small misfits carry over from the scattering data and again
appear to be the best that can be achieved with the present programs and data analysis. The RMS
noise in g(r) is 1.3E-04 for reference water (a) and 1.2E-03 for bridge water (b).
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The combined X-ray and neutron data sets discussed previously form a complete basis for
the determination of the order parameters within liquid systems[16] and thus it is possible
to extract the site-site radial distribution functions (RDF), namely H-H, O-H, and O-O
for water. Comparison of the simulated and measured scattering data shows a reasonable
level of agreement for both the water bridge (Fig. 4.9b, 4.10b) and bulk water samples (no
electric field, Fig. 4.9b, 4.10b). Again, the small discrepancies are likely due to poor inelasticity
correction. Furthermore, the agreement for the respective site-site RDFs is acceptable. The
differences between fit and data for the first peaks can, in part, be attributed to the structural
differences expected between heavy and light water as in the simulation they are assumed to
be structurally identical. The variance in oscillatory behavior is likewise partially attributed
to the degree of disordering between isotope variants; where light water is expected to be
the slightly more disordered species [17, p. 53]. The enhanced oscillations at high q may also
indicate the onset of long-range dynamic reorganization in advance of electrically induced
phase transitions [18], [19] indicative of increasing local structure which generates medium
range order even in the face of elevated temperature [20].
The relative differences between scattering with and without electric field can be discerned
in the site-site RDFs shown in figure 4.11. One reason for examining the site-site RDF is that
these distributions, unlike the molecular RDF and differential scattering intensity, are largely
unaffected by changes in temperature [21], [22]. The O-O RDF for the electrically stressed
bridge water is shifted to shorter distances, a trend observed for all three site-site RDFs. The
second peak in the O-H RDF also has increased intensity and a narrower distribution a feature
shared by both of the first two peaks in the H-H RDF. Some of these shifts are reminiscent
of liquid water at elevated temperatures and pressures well above the liquid critical point
where the site-site RDFs are compressed in reflection of the partial collapse of the molecular
coordination [23] but the bridge data does not show the peak broadening also associated with
pressure effects.
The measured site-site RDFs also show similarities to those reported for concentrated
hydrogen chloride solutions [24], but it is uncertain whether the proton concentration in the
bridge is high enough [25] to change the local structure. Solvated protons carry an intense
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The recovered H-H pair potentials hint at this though not significantly, however it must
be kept in mind that the RDFs are modeled parameters and differences in experimental data
must be considered alongside the simulation results.
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of the site-site RDFs recovered from the EPSR simulations for electrically

The RDFs are the convolution of two quantities: the imposed reference potential (RP)
and the empirical potential (EP). Examination of these contribution gives the opportunity
to check how the simulation applies interaction forces in order to converge simulation and
scattering data. Since a rigid non-polarizable model is used the extracted RPs are identical for
both simulations and the Morse and Leonard-Jones potential are thus identical. The site-site
empirical potentials (EPαβ) shown in figure 4.12, however, are quite different even though
the requested magnitude of the EP is identical for both systems. In EPSR there are no rules
governing the shape of the EP and it is allowed to freely evolve to arrive at the best fit of
simulation and experiment possible. Thus an examination of the empirical potential provides
clues about how the energetic environment in the two simulations differ. The observed
changes show three patterns: EPHH amplifies the second peak from the bulk (figure 4.12),
EPOH is roughly anti-phase to that of the bulk, EPOO merges the two bulk peaks into a broad
distribution. Thus, the forces acting upon the atom pairs are non-equivalent between the two
simulation sets and this must be considered as deriving from the experimental data as all other

stressed bridge water data (symbols), bulk reference without electric field (line). Plots are offset for

150

clarity. While differences are readily observable the shifts are within the recognized uncertainty of
the applied methods.

E [kJ/mol]

electric field around them which distorts the local intrinsic electric field. It has been suggested
that solvated protons act as an inverse-polaron [26], [27] whereby the proton defect perturbs
the local order and it is possible that the applied electric field is behaving in a similar way –
reducing the interaction distance between molecules by strengthening the effective dipole via
the action of induced dipole moments in the neighboring molecules as described by LorentzLorenz theory and discussed for water ice Ih [28]. The resulting local anisotropic distribution
of the electric field polarizability will distort the local dipoles establishing strongly coupled
local structures. Changes in the local environment will in turn distort the intramolecular
potentials which cannot be captured by a rigid water model but are nonetheless captured
in the raw scattering data as small changes in high q oscillations (see figures 4.9a and 4.9b).
The implications of changes in molecular geometry by a moderate electric field are indeed
surprising and illustrates that the assumptions under Born-Oppenheimer provide an
incomplete basis for systems like water. The imposed electric field, though weak compared
to the local interaction potential, will polarize a subpopulation of dipoles leading to
further distortion of the local electron density. This will have a non-negligible effect on the
light hydrogen nucleus and thus the two fields can no longer be considered as decoupled.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the empirical potentials from the EPSR simulations from reference
water without electric field (lines) and electrically stressed bridge water (symbols). It is clear that
the applied empirical potential distributions vary significantly between the two simulations. Such a
mismatch is not currently reported in the literature and illustrates the underlying differences behind
the smaller shifts in the site-site RDFs.
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The differences in the results of the structure refinement are close to the uncertainty level,
however, the simulations also provide additional information – e.g. intermolecular energy
(Ui), pressure (Pi), and the chi-squared (χ2) value of the fit to scatter data – that can show
non-structural differences between the two experimental cases. These are typically monitored
to check that the values obtained are realistic and the system has settled into equilibrium
(i.e. not exploding nor imploding). Since the requested empirical potential is a user selected
variable, the choice of which must be carefully considered, for the comparisons thus far in
the work a value of EPreq = 20 kJ/mol was selected for both systems as there is precedent in
the literature for liquid water and ice under varying conditions [22]. It was noticed that the
two systems (bulk vs. bridge) do not settle into the same thermodynamic regime which
indicated that the generated static structure changes were also reflected in the iterative
dynamics of the simulation. It is important to clarify that the ‘dynamics’ discussed here are
not molecular dynamics since EPSR, like the reverse Monte Carlo simulation method it is
based on, lacks a meaningful time metric [30]. Rather the dynamics refer to how simulation
parameters vary in response to pseudo-random perturbations. It is thus a measure of the
stability of the simulation which is expected to converge if the two systems are identical. Two
approaches were taken to better understand the response of the simulations to variation in
EPreq: A symmetric approach where EPreq was varied equally for both simulations between
0 kJ/mol – i.e. reference potential only – and 100 kJ/mol; and an asymmetric analysis of the
response where the established value of EPreq = 20 kJ/mol was held constant for the bulk
water simulation and EPreq varied between 16-37 kJ/mol for the bridge system. This range
was selected as it was within a basin of stability which provided the best fit and physically
reasonable parameters. The starting point for the simulations used to check the EPreq response
was an identical configuration take from the equilibrated simulation where EPreq=20 kJ/ mol
one for each of the two data sets. The symmetric approach was run for a minimum of
5000 iterations, whereas, the asymmetric analysis run only for 500 iterations. In both cases
however, the behavior of the systems were stable within a narrow band of random oscillations
as evidenced by small values of the standard error of the mean on the order of 5·10-2 and
4·10-2 for Ui and Pi respectively. An increase in EPreq reduces Ui in both systems, however, the
electric field of the bridge damps this response and the two values diverge quickly and can
be compared in Table 4.3. In a similar manner increasing values of EPreq drives Pi ever lower
indicating that the system heads toward implosion. Again however, in the presence of the
moderate electric field of the bridge the simulated system uniquely resists this trend and Pi
stabilizes even at the highest requested potentials. While enticing to consider the implications

Applied
Electric Field
Strength

4.3.3 Analysis of the EPSR simulation

Requested
Empirical
Potential (EPreq)

parameters are equivalent. Disordered materials such as liquid water cannot be satisfactorily
described using only two body correlation functions such as the RDF and work is ongoing to
develop three-body correlated models for computer simulation [29].

Electrically Excited Liquid Water
Table 4.3: Comparison of how changing the requested empirical potential affects the environmental parameters in the simulation
environment used to refine the data from reference (0 V/m) and bridge (1E6 V/m) water.
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of such trends in terms of the experimental system a check of χ2 also shows a quickly decaying
quality of fit in the electrically stressed bridge system at EPreq values above 30 kJ/mol. Thus,
it is best to restrict our search for energetically equivalent simulations to EPreq below this
value. Here we define a new quantity – the excess empirical potential EPex – which is simply
the additional energy in terms of EPreq necessary to force the two simulations to energetically
converge and is defined as

Intermolecular Energy Difference [kJ/mol]
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The electric field in the bridge system is not uniform. Strong field gradients are present at a
number of locations and this establishes a spatial non-equilibrium which assures that the
liquid will be continually excited and de-excited as the molecules, protons, and proton-holes
flow through the gradient regions. This stimulates a change in the molecular polarizability,
evolves physical gradients, and restricts the allowed rovibrational relaxation transitions.
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Figure 4.13: A comparison of the a) differential intermolecular energy (Ui) or b) intermolecular
pressure (Pi) reported in 500 configurations for difference in requested empirical potential (dEP
= EPbridge-EPbulk). An equivalency in Ui is found at an excess energy of 7.5 kJ/mol requested for the
bridge simulation. The pressure term requires more energy ~12 kJ/mol requested in order for the
bridge simulation to approach that of the reference water. Fit values of R2(a) = 0.9378 and R2(b) =
0.7498 also show that the terms are not equivalent in sensitivity to noise
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where EPbridge and EPbulk are the requested empirical potentials for the simulation. The
response of Ui and Pi are different and it is thus expected that the equivalent values for these
parameters may lie at different values of EPreq. Figure 4.13a shows the plot of dUi/dEPex
yielding an equivalence point between simulations of 7-8 kJ/mol EPex. Figure 4.13b likewise
shows the response of Pi to EPex and as expected the resulting equivalence point is around
12-13 kJ/mol EPex, however, the regression R2 is not as good for the pressure as for the energy
~0.75 vs. ~0.94, respectively. One possible reason for the observed discrepancy may lie in the
method by which these two quantities are calculated [31], [32] and the assumed interactions
in the TIP4P/2005 force field [33]. It may also reflect the development of dynamically
heterogeneous distributions which is expected when quantum mechanical forces are turned
on in the simulation [34]. .

4.4 Excitation of Water by an Electric Field
Gradient – change in molecular polarisation

0

-3.5
-10

(Eq. 4.5)

In an interferometer the light path is split at the first beam splitter into a reference and
test arm, the latter passes through the test section, in this case the cuvette, before both beams
are recombined in the second beam splitter. The light passing through the test section suffers
a phase lag which is dependent upon the refractive index of the material. Depending upon
the phase lag the light will interfere constructively or destructively and creates bright and
dark bands or interference fringes. The measurement is line-of-sight, meaning that it is only
sensitive to light whose propagation direction (i.e. pointing vector) is towards the detector,
off axis or scattered radiation is not detected, and the phase lag is integrated over the path in
the cuvette.
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Figure 4.14: Interferogram of the water filled cuvette and point plane system showing the locations
of electrodes and evaluated region of interest (a). Time evolution (panels b-g) for the response of the
liquid to from the evaluated interferograms shows the formation of a dense downward jet of liquid
(a Woisetschläger jet) constrained between regions of less dense water just below the surface.

This makes interferometry quite sensitive to local perturbations in the complex dielectric
permittivity (i.e. refractive index) of the material under study and provides a measure of the
polarizability as well as the dipole number density in the material.
The recorded interferograms clearly show that application of a dense inhomogeneous
electric field of the magnitude used in these experiments ( ∇  2Ea  ≈10  10 V⁄m  2)  will generate
polarization forces which disturb not only the liquid nearest the point electrode but generate
perturbations along the entire air-liquid surface and deep into the bulk. The processed results
from the interferometric investigations are shown in figure 4.14. A representative image from
a raw interferogram showing the placement of the two electrodes as well as the evaluated
region of interest (ROI) is displayed in panel (4.14a). The evaluated data panels (4.14b) to
(4.14g) with correction for phase ambiguity (i.e. positive phase shift for increase in density)
show that there are several responses of the liquid and that the time evolution of each feature
is different. Two major responses will be discussed: surface polarization and downward jets1.
1
These jets are hereby named Woisetschläger jets both for their discoverer – Jakob
Woisetschläger of the TU Graz – and for the etymology of the name as it represents a clearing
cut into the deep woods (schlag, from the middle high German word slac) by a warrior (voj, from
old Slavic which evolved into woiset). More information on the name and the man is available at
http://ttm.tugraz.at/jw/?seite=wois
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The application of the electric field results in a strong bending of the fringes in the top few
millimeters of liquid and likewise the removal of the field causes the fringes to return to their
original position. The magnitude of response is dependent upon the surface forces as well as
the dielectric properties of the liquid, thus in water even at room temperature the force of the
reaction field is much less pronounced and thus harder to evaluate with this method. Surface
polarization spreads along the entire surface of the liquid, and it is interesting that in the case
of water a region of liquid accumulates in a band that has an apparently lower refractive index
(density). This band is visible in the phase images as a blue colored feature that lies in a stable
position a few millimeters beneath the surface. The region above it (that is just below the
air-water interface) subsequently appears to have a normal number density. This low density
band feature is slow to develop and only becomes pronounced several seconds after the field
is activated.
The low density band is interrupted in the immediate vicinity of the needle electrode.
Here we see that within a very short time (<1 sec) after the field is switched on, a higher
refractive index (density) region develops, quite diffuse at first and steadily becoming more
pronounced and localized close to the point electrode. The density continues to increase and
the region affected shrinks in size until this more dense fluid begins to sink and forms a
downward moving jet of liquid. It is a natural assumption to think that this liquid must be
denser because it is colder, and indeed this is the case. When the fiber optic temperature
probe was placed into the liquid beneath the needle a temperature difference of ~1°C was
measured. It is interesting to note that moving the probe further away from the needle did not
recover any areas were the water was warmer as one might think to be the case for the band of
apparently less dense water just below the surface. So it appears that while temperature does
play a role in the phenomenon it is not the only parameter being affected by the field.
It should be noted that the change in the electric field plays a role in the observations.
Switching the electric field on or off yields the most dramatic response and with regards
to the jets the change in electric field state (i.e. on or off) elicits the same response. In the
steady state, the dynamics are far more irregular with jets coming and going, and is likely due
to instabilities in the system caused by temperature driven dynamics or ionic wind along the
surface. There is a clear difference, however, between the jets which form during a change
in the field and those that are present during steady state conditions. The later tend to move
slowly back and forth along the surface at a rate of ~0.2 – 0.5 mm/s whereas the jets produced
by the voltage step form directly below the needle and do not drift along the surface but
rather propagate downward ~0.8 mm/s and dissipate within 10 seconds. Additionally, the
jets present during steady state conditions have a weaker effect on the optical phase rarely
exceeding +3π radians compared the +6π radians shift when the field change is applied.
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4.4.2 Thermographic Imaging of the Polarized Surface

t=0s

t=0s

t=2s

t=2s

Thermal imaging of the water surface (Fig. 4.15) corroborates the interferometric
information. The needle is in air a few mm above the liquid surface. Upon a change in the
field gradient (either switching on or off) there is first a brief release of heat from the surface
followed by the development of a stable cool spot. Both electrical polarities produce this
response. The motion of the liquid can be seen as distortions in the boundaries between
more of less emissive regions. There is a stable downward flow from the surface down into
the jet. However, the liquid surface loses emissive energy quickly upon entering the area
focused under the needle. The flow of the liquid into the region of the highest field gradient
is caused by the dielectrophoretic forces which act asymmetrically along the direction of flow
further accelerating the interacting dipoles towards the region of the greatest field intensity.
Through viscous coupling a volume of liquid cannot remain in a fixed position and the
system establishes a stationary flow regime. The thermal gradient in turn also develops an
electric field gradient which can in the system studied here achieve an order of magnitude
of nearly the same order of magnitude as that induced by the electrodes [35]. The resulting
thermoelectric effect generates a semi-open feedback loop and fluid elements flowing in
will exchange their thermal state for electrical polarization which will in turn transform the
polarization to velocity. This relationship will be further discussed in §5.6.

4.4.3 Mid-Infrared Raman Imaging Spectroscopy – 			
polarizability and extinction ratio

positive plate

t=4s

t=4s

t=6s

t=6s
negative plate

Figure 4.15 Thermographic images of the surface of water (70 °C) in the point plane electrode set-up.
The scale ranges from black (cold) to white (hot) with an orange overlay to enhance visibility. Both
electrical polarities were investigated, plate electrode positive polarity (left), and negative (right).
The time in seconds is shown in the lower right corner of each frame.
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In a similar manner to interferometry Raman spectroscopy also probes the electric
polarization of molecules – the difference is in the spatial resolution. Unlike the macroscopic
refractive index interrogated by interferometry the Raman bands are a probe of the molecular
transition dipole population distribution in the focal region of the laser beam. The connection
between the vibrational line shape and molecular environment which make up these bands is
an ongoing effort [29], [36] and like most spectral features in condensed matter is obscured
by inhomogeneous broadening [37], [38]. The vibrational modes of water are both infrared
and Raman active. The shape of these bands are complex as expected for condensed matter
and have been extensively discussed elsewhere [39]–[41] and will be summarized here.
The Raman scattering spectrum provide ensemble information on the coupling between
vibrational oscillators in the liquid. The isotropic spectrum has a somewhat complex shape
which has been the subject of much scrutiny. Suffice it to say that those oscillators with
lower wavenumber (3250 cm-1) on the red-side of the distribution correspond to vibrational
oscillators which are damped by interactions with their local environment. Those oscillators
with less degrees of interaction have higher frequencies (3490 cm-1) and the small shoulder on
the blue-side of the distribution at 3650 cm-1 has been shown through computer simulation
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c) Laser Beam Parallel, Needle Submerged Below Laser Beam
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b) Laser Beam Parallel, Needle Submerged Above Laser Beam
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Figure 4.16 Normalized isotropic Raman spectra for the different measurement cases. The laser
beam was oriented either parallel to the liquid surface (a-c) or perpendicular (d). In the parallel case,
the laser beam was 5 mm below the surface. The needle depth was also varied so as to be (a) 2mm
above the water surface, (b,d) 4 mm or (c) 6 mm below the water surface.
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a) Laser Beam Parallel, Needle in Air
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The spectrum collected when 20kV is applied (orange line) and when no voltage is applied (blue
line) are subtracted to yield the absolute difference spectrum (grey line) . The normalized scattering
intensity and the absolute difference is given by the left and right ordinate scales respectively.
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using experimental data as fit to belong to free oscillators which behave as single-particles
[42]. The lifetime of free particles is considered to be quite short lived.
The polarized Raman spectrum is obtained when the analyzer and incident electric
field are aligned. Similarly when the analyzer is rotated perpendicular to E0 the anisotropic
depolarized spectrum is recorded. The isotropic spectrum can be recovered from the
measured spectra via:

Iiso
 (ω) = IVV
 (ω)– _
4 IVH
  ω 	
3 ( )

(Eq. 4.6)

Whereas, the anisotropic spectrum is contained entirely in the depolarized spectrum.
The Raman active bands in water can be attributed to a number of physical quantities,
fundamental to all is the electric polarizability of the molecule which is probed directly by
the electric field of the off-resonant incident linearly polarized pump radiation. The decay of
the induced transition dipoles results in a frequency shifted Raman emission which contains
contributions from the isotropic and anisotropic polarizabilities.
Three experimental variables in addition to the scattering polarization were examined:
1. needle position relative to the water surface
2. laser beam orientation relative to the liquids surface, and
3. the applied DC electric field either on or off.
The isotropic Raman spectra for each of the experimental configurations are shown in
figure 5 and reveal small changes in intensity when voltage is applied. Each of the 25,600
single spectra are background subtracted, summed and then intensity normalized; providing
the cumulative polarizability response of water to steady state electric field. When (4.16a) the
needle is in air ~2 mm above the liquid surface and the laser beam parallel the least amount
of change in the spectrum is observed. When the needle is subsequently submerged 4 mm
below the liquid surface (4.16b) so that the laser beam is now probing the area 1 mm deeper
than the needle the intensity increases most. Submerging the needle further (4.16c) to a depth
of 6 mm – 1 mm deeper than the laser beam – reduces the scattering intensity of the central
frequencies. This contrasts the response when the laser beam is perpendicular to the liquid
surface (4.16d) and the needle is submerged 4 mm now there is no observable change in
the central frequencies but rather enhancement in both wings of the isotropic spectrum as a
result of the applied voltage.
In order to recover changes in the frequency distributions of the probed chromophores in
response to the applied field, the absolute difference spectrum (grey solid line) was calculated
and plotted on the second y-axis in figure 4.16a-4.16d. In both panels (4.16a) and (4.16c) the
shape is similar and is what would be expected given a small shift in temperature [43]. The
peak frequency of the difference spectrum shifts more towards the blue side (4.16a) when the
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needle is in the air indicative of heating, whereas the red shift when the needle is submerged
(4.16c) fits in the case of cooling. The spectral shape of (4.16b) and (4.16d) have a bimodal
distribution although (4.16b) is much narrower than (4.16d). These spectra are obtained
from areas where the grad Ea is the strongest. In the case of E0 parallel to Ea (E0 ∥ Ea 4.16b)
the residual difference resembles a superposition of those from (4.16a) and (4.16c). Whereas
when E0 perpendicular to Ea (E0 ⊥ Ea 4.16d) there is a clear enhancement in both the red
and blue wings of the spectrum. This situation is perplexing as it would appear to indicate
that competing energy modes – cooperative and single particle vibrational relaxation – are
enhanced rather than the expected behavior where the population density shifts from one
mode to the other. This indicates a departure of the system from the ground equilibrium state.
In order to better ascertain the positional dependency of these observed changes the
spectral imaging maps are examined in figures 4.17 where E0 ∥ Ea and figure 4.18 where E0
⊥ Ea. The maps are the average of 50 images filtered using an asymmetric, 2D, third order,
Savitzky-Golay filter to reduce spurious noise and intensity fluctuations between adjacent
spectra. The resulting maps without applied voltage are then subtracted from those with voltage
for both the isotropic and anisotropic polarizability tensor and are displayed in the panels
right and left, respectively, of center. The resulting maps provide an image of the difference
in the molecular polarizability density of states caused by Ea. The displayed orientation of
the maps matches that of the laser beam (and entrance slit) so that in figure 4.17 distance is
plotted along the abscissa whereas in figure 4.18 it is plotted along the ordinate. This is done
to reduce confusion regarding relative orientations between configurations. The experimental
configuration used is illustrated in the central panel for each row. The needle electrode is the
solid black line whose top location is highlighted within a circle and the height indicated by
the dashed line. The red solid line indicates the laser beam location, and the grey square the
area imaged, however, only the illuminated volume of the beam is sampled and additional
spatial filtering is provided by the spectrograph entrance slit. The spectra are mapped over
the same frequency range (2400 cm-1 – 4200 cm-1) as is done throughout the paper. When the
beam is parallel to the surface we have the opportunity to examine the lateral dissipation of any
induced polarization. The location of the needle is shown with a black dashed line. Adjacent
to each spectral map is an additional panel where three spectra are displayed that represent
the summed difference intensities from one of three regions on the map. The color of the line
corresponds with the highlight color on the distance axis and follows the progression red,
green, blue moving successively further from the needle electrode. The red curve corresponds
to the region closest to the needle in all measurements.
Let us first examine the results when E0 ∥ Ea shown in Figure 4.17. The central frequencies
of the anisotropic polarizability are suppressed when the needle is in air (position I) and the
voltage is applied. The response is most strongest closer to the needle as can be seen in the red
spectrum. Once the needle is submerged (positions II and III) this response is inverted, the
central frequencies are now enhanced. When the beam is nearest the needle (position II) the
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response is the weakest, the extracted signal is close to the noise floor, and there appears to be
no spatial variance. With the needle deeper (position III) the response becomes stronger, the
voltage enhances the anisotropic polarizability. Thus, central frequencies of the anisotropic
response appear to be tuneable by varying location of a dense inhomogeneous electric field
with respect to the liquid surface.

extremes of the bandwidth are enhanced in agreement with figure 4.16d. This observation
brings back the question of a bimodal distribution in the vibrational band structure of water
under the influence of an inhomogeneous field. An estimate of population size, taken from
the integrated intensity values, that is affected by the field shows this number to be quite small
~1% of the probe volume which is corresponds to approximately 7 x1016 oscillators.

The isotropic polarizability is much stronger than the anisotropic and it is thus better
suited for observing changes due to polarization. When the needle is in air (position I) the
blue side of the spectrum shows strong enhancement similar to what is found in figure 4.16a
and this is again strongest nearest the needle where the field density is highest. The blue curve
shows a bimodal distribution enhancement furthest from the intense field.

The influence of temperature on the Raman spectra of water in the presence of
inhomogeneous electric field gradients bears further investigation, however, direct
measurement of the region directly beneath the needle using the fiber optic temperature
probe found the temperature decreased ~0.3°C when the inhomogeneous field was applied
to 20°C water.

Submerging the needle has an exceptionally strong effect on the isotropic spectrum when
the beam is just below the needle (position II). This is the area where the magnitude of Ea
is the greatest and the effects of local refractive index change may play a non-trivial role in
the resulting spectral maps. Indeed the intensity is found to fall off quite quickly once the
beam passes the needle's position. Potentially trivial causes of the observed spatial changes
in the recovered intensity can be ascribed to either the deflection of the beam due to local
refractive index changes associated with the cold jets or geometric misalignment. However,
it is expected that such changes in scattering due to the propagation of the pump radiation
would also be observed in the anisotropic spectrum (Fig. 4.17 left panels) which it is not.
Additionally, the absorption cross section and expected scattering losses over the mm length
scale are considered too small to play any significant role. The overall enhancement of
intensity is strongest before reaching the needle and is more than 4x stronger than in the case
of position I. The relative change of the mode density is more symmetric than in position
I. With the needle fully submerged (position III) the isotropic modes are now suppressed
furthest from the needle and weakly enhanced closes to the needle. The spatial image is also
quite intriguing as nearest the needle the intensity difference becomes weakly positive. This
may be due to the reflection of scattered radiation back towards the detector by the needle
which was placed behind the laser beam. The red curve shows what would be expected for a
decrease in temperature – namely the enhancement of the low frequency collective mode and
loss of high frequency single-particle modes.

In summary, the applied inhomogeneous electric field redistributes the vibrational
population of ambient water. The effect is dependent upon the magnitude of the field
gradient. The polarization response tends toward a bimodal distribution where the gradient is
strongest. Where the field is weaker temperature effects become apparent in the spectra. This
is consistent with the anatomy of the flow dynamics observed from interferometry. A locally
focused region of cooler liquid confined below the needle electrode moves downward and
dissipates several tens of mm below the surface.

Rotating the laser beam perpendicular to the surface also changes the orientation of the
probing electric field,, the results are shown in figure 4.18. The laser beam was focused next
to the needle electrode and the region of interest positioned so that the needle was less than
1mm below the top of the frame thus minimal optical interaction is expected with the needle
and the scattered radiation. In both the anisotropic and isotropic spectral maps there is a
clear effect of the electric field on the scattering intensity. The greatest influence is found
where the electric field gradient is the strongest. While the central frequencies of the
isotropic spectra are clearly depleted by the field, those oscillators with frequencies at the
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4.4.4 Mid-Infrared Emission Imaging
Fig. 4.19 shows the mid-IR emission spectrum of bulk water at 37°C and 47°C compared
to black body emission of these temperatures. The emission has a broad maximum centered at
~ 2150cm-1 (peak a). Peak b is the unresolved envelop of the C-O stretching vibration mode of
molecular CO2 at 2350cm-1 combining with rotational modes [26]. Peak c shows the resolved
combination bands of the H-O-H bending mode with rotational modes of molecular H2O
[27-29].
Fig. 4.20 displays a comparison between the water bridge emission and bulk water at
37°C and 47°C, respectively. The thermographic and the optical images of the water bridge in
comparison with bulk water are given in Fig. 4.21. All emission curves were scaled and offsetcorrected. The bridge water emission curve was scaled so that it overlapped with the 37°C
bulk water curve in the 8-12µm region, resulting in a gross overlap with the emission curve of
water at 47°C in the 3-5µm region. This effect is also visible in the thermographic imagery in
Fig. 4.21. Whereas bulk water shows the same temperature in both regions (50°C), the bridge
appears brighter (equivalent to 47°C) in the 3-5µm region and darker (equivalent to 37°C) in
the 8-12µm region.
In order to rule out chemical reactions with the atmosphere as source of the additional
IR peak, an additional experiment was performed: The IR emission was recorded
thermographically in the 3-5µm region both in a normal air atmosphere and in pure nitrogen
(data not shown). No significant differences were found.
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Figure 4.17 (opposite, top three rows) Raman spectral imaging with the laser beam parallel to the
liquid surface. The center diagram shows the orientation of the needle (black line), the laser beam
(red line), and the imaged region of interest (grey square). Three different needle depths are examined
and move progressively deeper with each row. Difference spectral maps obtained by subtracting the
spectra with (20 kV) and without (0 kV) electric field with the beam parallel to the liquid surface.
The anisotropic map (left) and isotropic map (right) have different intensity scales. Three equal area
segments from the maps are binned together to produce the line plots and are show as a shaded
overlay on the abscissa of the 2D plots. The region closest to the needle corresponding to the red
spectrum, the region flanking this to the left and right in green, and finally the region furthest from
the needle in blue.


Figure 4.18 (opposite, bottom row)Raman spectral imaging with the laser beam perpendicular to
the liquid surface. The center diagram shows the orientation of the needle (black line), the laser
beam (red line), and the imaged region of interest (grey square). Difference spectral maps obtained
by subtracting the spectra with (20 kV) and without (0 kV) electric field with the beam parallel to the
needle. The anisotropic map (left) and isotropic map (right) have different intensity scales. Three
equal area segments from the maps are binned together, according to the color overlay on the
ordinate, and give the extracted spectra shown in the line plots. Red curves are the shallowest and
closest to the needle, blue the deepest and furthest from the electrode.

132-A

132-B
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Figure 4.19 Infrared emission spectra of liquid, bulk water at 37 and 47°C compared to black body

Figure 4.20 Comparison of the water bridge emission with water emission of 37°C and 47°C,

emission curves of the same temperatures. The letters signify the different peaks: a- broad emission

respectively. The shaded areas mark the sensitivity ranges of the thermographic camera (3-5µm

-1

peak centred around 2150cm , b- CO2 absorption peak, c-water vapour absorption lines arising

and 8-12µm).

from H2O molecules in the air above the water surface.

4.4.4.1 Bulk water emission
Bulk water closely resembles a black body when keeping in mind that the Planck formula
is used to calculate the radiation intensity of a spectral region and that the peak position is
somewhat arbitrary, depending on the physical quantity used during integration [30]. In Fig.
4.19, the Planck formula was integrated using wavelengths (in µm) and afterwards converted
to wavenumbers (in cm-1). The intensity increase from 37°C to 47°C for a black body is ~22%
(whole spectral range); when looking at a region without an absorption peak water shows a
similar behavior. On the low-energy end (e.g. 700 – 1180cm-1) the intensity increases by 22%
as well, and at the high-energy end of the spectrum (2400 – 2640cm-1) the increase amounts
to 19%.
The emission of water exhibits a broad maximum at ~2200 cm-1, always keeping in mind,
however, that the spectra as shown are obtained from a ratio of sample and background
spectra, both represented by Planck radiation curves. Whilst resembling black body
concerning the continuous emission intensity, water molecules vibrate at quantized levels,
giving rise to narrow emission and/or absorption bands [31,32]. When looking at water
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absorption spectra, the band closest to the 2200 cm-1 emission band is at ~2150cm-1. It can
be assigned either to a combination of the bending and libration modes 33,34 or to the third
overtone of the libration band [31]. It is weak in absorption but appears to dominate the
emission spectrum as evidence by Fig. 4.19. Due to the broadness of this emission band, it is
certainly composed of all other possible modes and their overtones, dominated by librational
modes of the ensemble of water molecules in the liquid state. The libration or “hindered
rotation” originates from the fact that the water molecules are restricted in their motion
by their neighbors. Whereas bending or stretching are vibrations of a single molecule, the
librational modes require intermolecular forces – otherwise the molecule would freely rotate.
Within the hydrogen-bonded network any (vibrational) motion of a single water molecule
will inevitably cause the surrounding water molecules to respond, thus any vibration of one
molecule will cause librations in the surrounding molecules, which will again cause librations.
It has been suggested that vibrations of the water molecules are coupled to some extent [21],
but it is expected that such domains would be microscopic and the water molecules around
them would again respond via librational movements. Therefore, in the emission spectrum,
the vibrational energy within water will assert itself mostly as the form of librational modes.
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4.4.4.2 Water bridge emission
The bridge water emission spectrum differs from the emission of bulk water in two
aspects: (i) the emission intensity is higher in the 3-5µm range when compared to that of bulk
water at 37°C, and (ii) the width and/or position of the emission peak at ~2200cm-1 is shifted
compared to that of 47°C water. Its broad maximum lies at 2150cm-1, exactly at the same
position as the corresponding absorption peak. Two Gaussians are fitted into the emission
curves (fitting region 1800-2613 cm-1). The CO2 absorption double peak is approximated by a
single Gaussian. The fitted Gaussians are given in Table 4.4.
Whereas the actual boundaries of the broad peaks cannot be seen, the data at hand
indicates that the water emission is somewhat (347 ± 45cm-1) broader than the water bridge
emission (see Fig. 4.22). This suggests that the probability density function is red-shifted
and narrower in the water bridge, indicating that the number of spectral diffusion modes
is reduced. The described effect would cause a slightly preferential orientational motion of
the water molecules compared to the motions in bulk water.

Figure 4.21 Upper row: Thermographic images at two IR wavelength ranges and photographic image
in the visible range of two beakers with bulk water at 27°C (left beaker) and 50°C (right beaker);
Lower row: same images of the water bridge. The radiative temperature of the bridge appears as
47°C when recorded at 3-5µm and as 37°C when recorded at 8-12µm.

Table 4.4: Data for the peak fitting shown in Fig. 4.22.

Peak

Position [cm-1]

Width [cm-1]

water 47°C CO2 absorption

2346.53 ± 0.55

57.04 ± 1.40

water 47°C emission

2314.34 ± 8.02

1518.84 ± 44.76

water bridge CO2 absorption

2356.84 ± 1.27

40.31 ± 3.11

water bridge emission

2166.16 ± 4.44

1171.85 ± 22.43

Correlation
(R²)

0.92

0.84

Figure 4.22 Water bridge and water emission (47°C) spectra fitted with two Gaussians using GRAMS
AI software. The spectra are fitted with two Gaussians each, one for the CO2 absorption and one for
the emission. The reddish area shows one sensitivity range of the thermographic camera (3-5 µm);
the data on the fitted peaks is given in Table 4.4
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4.5 Proton transport in water bridges –
Quantification by QENS
The proton mobility in the water bridge is quantified and compared to the reported literature
values. The derived mobility corroborates the findings thus far presented and shows that
electrically stressed liquid water can support a highly mobile proton population.
Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the raw data of the water bridge and water in an Al cylinder for
both configurations in terms of S(ω), thus an addition of all Q data of the evaluated angles as
shown in the insets in both figures, respectively. The additional peak on the right end of Fig.
4.24 is due to an adventitious reflection from a metal surface of the set-up.
When the data was fitted using Eq. 3.32, the elastic part measured from the water in the
aluminum cylinder was negligible (peak fitting resulted in 0 intensity for the delta function for
the small angle geometry), whereas for the water bridge data, this was not the case. Here, the
data could be fitted better with a contribution of the delta function with values between 5%
and 30% of the total intensity, representing the immobile proton population. Since the present
data quality does not justify a more detailed analysis or interpretation of these values, future
work is needed to address this issue with an improved experiment at a different instrument.
Figure 4.25 shows an exemplary fit of an S(Q,ω) data set for one specific angle for the water
bridge data with a Lorentzian and the remaining elastic contribution.

Figure 4.23 S(ω) of the water bridge and water in an Al cylinder, “smaller angles” geometry, and a
vanadium (V) rod showing the instrument resolution.

In order to learn about the second population the HWHM of the Lorentzian was
further analyzed. The Lorentzian describes the contribution of the quasi-free, quantummechanically mobile protons (“excess protons” on a proton channel). Their movement
through the oxygen lattice is approximated by the random jump diffusion model, where the
protons movements are considered as transitioning between vacant lattice sites, with the
“jump”-time assumed to be very short, near-zero, and the proton diffusion described in terms
of a residence time τ0 and a translational diffusion coefficient D:

DQ²
Γ(Q) = _ 	
1 + DQ² τ0 

(Eq. 4.7)

Normally this model is used to describe the movement of water molecules in the bulk
and can thus be also applied to the data gathered from the water in the Al cylinder, keeping
in mind that in this case there is only one proton population with a strong intramolecular
bonding, and a weak intermolecular interaction. In other words, in bulk water, the vast
majority of the protons are staying with a water molecule, and their diffusion constant is
commonly associated with that of the water molecules (at ideal conditions only 10-7 mol / L =
10-7 mol / 55.5 mol = 18 ppb of the H2O molecules are dissociated).

Figure 4.24 S(ω) of the water bridge, water in an Al cylinder, “larger angles” geometry, and a
vanadium (V) rod showing the instrument resolution.. The additional peaks on the right end are due
to reflections from a metal surface of the set-up.
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Figure 4.25 S(Q,ω) of the water bridge for Q=0.655871Å-1. The grey dots are the original data points.

Figure 4.26 Quasi-elastic scattering data of water in an Al cylinder placed at the exact position of the

Black (Lorentzian) and red curve (elastic line) are the two components of the fit (orange curve).

floating water bridge compared to fitted and published [17] random jump curves of water measured
at optimum conditions using D20°C=2.22x10-5 cm²s-1; and τ0,20°C=1.25 ps, respectively. The gap
between 1 and 3 Å-2 is due to the shadows of the beakers.

Moreover, the mechanism normally accepted to take into account pH is not based on
molecular dissociation. Instead, it is based on “hopping”, the possibility for a hydrogen
engaged in a bond to jump from one to another of the two minima, forming for a short time
the two ionized species OH- and H3O+. This Grotthuss mechanism [20] describes the motion
of this “defect” without any motion of the molecules, even not of the hydrogen atom at the
origin of the process, because it may be that it is another proton that jumps next.
Figure 4.26 shows water at room temperature in the Al cylinder to test the influence of
the water bridge geometry on the experimental results. The recorded data are compared
to the predictions of the random jump model for water at room temperature (20°C) using
the optimum test cell geometry with D20°C=2.22x10-5 cm²s-1 and τ0,20°C=1.25 ps, respectively
[17]. Under optimum conditions, the data calculated using this model (blue line in Fig.4.26)
matches with the experimental data almost exactly [12]. The deviations observed when
probing the water in the Al cylinder (bridge geometry) are what is to be expected under the
experimental circumstances as explained above, and they tell the observer which deviations
are to be expected from the water bridge geometry: increased values due to multiple neutron
scattering, and an increasing spread of with increasing Q. The translational diffusion coefficient
and the residence time derived from these values are, naturally, higher.
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As a first approximation in the interpretation of the water bridge results, one can assume
that relative increases of D and τ0 due to multiple scattering are the same for both samples – for
the water bridge sample and the geometrically identical Al-cylinder sample (Fig. 4.26). The
difference between fitted (experimental, index ‘exp’) variables and the published ones from a
geometrically optimum Al cell (index ‘pub’) can then be used to estimate the real values of the
water bridge data with correction terms derived from the Al cylinder experiment, the FuchsTeixeira2 relation:

Dpub
  ≈ 0.52x Dexp
 	

(Eq. 4.8)

τ0,pub ≈ 0.94xτ0,exp	

(Eq. 4.9)

A water bridge, created with the given parameters (I~0.3mA, 10-15kV) typically warms
up until reaching an equilibrium temperature of 45-50 °C [16]. Using the empirically derived
2
Named in recognition of the extensive contribution to this work by Elmar C. Fuchs of
Wetsus and José Teixeira of Laboratoire Léon Brillouin.
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Fuchs-Teixeira (FT) relation the position of the theoretical curve for a water cylinder at 50°C
with multiple scattering can be calculated assuming temperature effects on the correction
values to be small.
On the other hand, from the parameters fitted through the water bridge data, values of
D and τ0 can be estimated by compensating for the systematic error from multiple scattering
using the . A comparison of these values is depicted in Fig. 4.27 which compares all data
considered and where the derived values are given in Table 4.5. Blue dots present the QENS
results from the Al cylinder with water bridge geometry, with the blue dashed-dotted line
plotting the data fit. The blue solid line represents the theoretical data at 20°C and the red
dashed line shows the calculated QENS data for water at 50°C under water bridge geometry
again corrected for multiple scatter by the FT relation.
The green triangles present the QENS data from the floating water bridge under the given
conditions with the green dashed-dotted line representing the data fit (nonlinear least square
method, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [21,22]). The solid green line is the water bridge
data using the FT correction for multiple scattering.

Electrically Excited Liquid Water
Table 4.5: Diffusion coefficients (D) and residence times (τ0) of water at different
temperatures (representing water molecules) and the water bridge (representing protons
only) with and without corrections for multiple scattering.
Sample
Water, 20°C, simulation

D / 10-5 cm² s-1

τ0 / ps

2.218

1.25

4.249 ± 1.612

1.30 ± 0.32

Water, 50°C (not shown)

4.0

1.00

Water, 50°C, simulation corrected to include
multiple scattering using Fuchs-Teixeira

7.7

1.04

Water, 20°C, in Al cylinder (fitted data)

Water bridge, ~50°C, fitted data

50 ± 20

0.58 ± 0.08

Water bridge, ~50°C, fitted data corrected for
multiple scattering using Fuchs-Teixeira

26 ± 10

0.55 ± 0.08

4.6 Ultrafast relaxation revisited
The results from ultrafast work are presented here in a more detailed manner despite not
being included as a method in this thesis for the reason that careful consideration of this
data in conjunction with the rest of the data presented in this thesis is necessary to come to a
consistent and general understanding of the molecular response of water to the electric field
gradients present in the bridge.
Ultrafast mid-IR vibrational spectroscopy can measure the vibrational lifetime of the OH
stretch vibration of HDO molecules. Measurement on HDO:D2O water bridges found that
the relaxation time was shorter in the bridge (630 ± 30 fs) than for HDO molecules in bulk
HDO:D2O (740 ± 40 fs). The vibrational relaxation time constants were calculated using a
single exponential fit to the anisotropy decay vs delay shown in figure 4.28. The pump beam
polarization was aligned either parallel (p-polarized) or perpendicular (s-polarized) to the
long axis of the water bridge. For both configurations we observed a vibrational lifetime of
600±30 fs. Hence, the vibrational relaxation does not depend on the orientation of the
excited OH vibrations in the water bridge.

Figure 4.27 Line widths from the Lorentzian fits of water in a water bridge and water in an Al cylinder
placed at the exact position of the floating water bridge compared to simulated curves of water at
50°C corrected for multiple scattering. The values for D and τ0 are given in Table 4.5. Errors of the fits
are shown as 95% confidence interval.
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One may think that the shorter vibrational lifetime of the water bridge could be the result
of a local heating effect, as the current running through the water bridge leads to a local rise
in temperature [44]. For most substances, an increase in temperature leads to an acceleration
of vibrational energy transfer processes. However, one of the anomalous properties of water is
that its vibrational lifetime increases with rising temperature [45]. This anomalous behavior
can be explained by the blue-shift of the OH stretch vibrational spectrum with temperature.
Due to this blue-shift, the coupling to lower-frequency accepting modes decreases, and thus
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the Tα lifetime increases. In a Raman study of the water bridge a small blue-shift of the OH
stretch vibration spectrum was observed [46], which is thus also consistent with a heating
effect in the water bridge. Hence, based on the temperature effect, a small increase of the
vibrational lifetime of the water bridge would have been expected, which makes the observed
shortening of this lifetime all the more surprising. For a bulk liquid HDO:D2O sample the
observed lifetime of ~600±30 fs would correspond to a temperature below 0°C [45]. The water
bridge is not supercooled but had a temperature of 25±2 °C (measured with a thermographic
camera calibrated to the emissivity of water [5]), slightly warmer than the water in the beakers.
Figure 4.29 shows the result of a global fit to the data at all probe frequencies. The left
panel depicts the population dynamics following the relaxation of the OH stretch mode for
the water bridge (in blue) and the bulk sample (in black). The fitting results are represented
by solid lines. The fit to the three-level model yields a similar time constant for the excited
state relaxation of the OH stretch vibration as was obtained from the analysis of the data
in the frequency regions where the heating effect on the signal is negligible. We found
TαWB=630±50 fs and TαBulk=740 ±40 fs.
Interestingly, it is found that the rise of the thermally equilibrated end level is much slower
for the water bridge (TeqWB=1.5±0.4 ps) than for the bulk sample (TeqBulk=250±90 fs). The
right panel in figure 4.29 presents the extracted relaxation time constants. The error bars
reflect the spread of the lifetimes over all the analyzed data sets (15 for the water bridge –
including data at higher and lower potential and s excitation polarization, and 15 for the
reference sample).

Figure 4.28 Normalized delay traces for the water bridge (blue circles) and for the reference bulk
sample (black circles). The traces are measured at a probe frequency of 3500 cm-1, where the heating
effect is negligible. The lines are guide to the eyes resulting from mono-exponential fit.

Figure 4.29 Thermalization dynamics of the water bridge (in blue) and the bulk sample (black)
following the relaxation of the OH stretch mode. Right panel shows the extracted lifetimes for the
excited (circles) and intermediate states (triangles).
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The nuclear spin environment is another sensitive probe of proton mobility and molecular
coupling in liquids. Here glycerol is used instead of water to provide a check of the generality
of the findings presented for water, and for the practical reason that the shorter relaxation
times allow for the thorough collection of data. The basic spectroscopy and environmental
influences are presented in appendix C.5. Evidence of the partial collapse of the hydrogen
bond network is again found.

4.5.1 MR Relaxation Mapping and Thermometry
The results from the combined relaxation mapping on nine glycerol bridges are shown in
figure 4.30. The data are given as temperatures derived from the calibrated relaxation times
for glycerol in the absence of an electric field. If there is no effect from the electric field in
the bridge on the relaxation processes then it is expected that the two derived temperatures
will agree and should line up with the grey dashed line. However, this is clearly not the case.
T2 clearly shows a tendency to overestimate the temperature. By examining the spatial
variance of the data it is also clear that the effect is dependent upon where in the system the
measurement is made. The beakers tend to show the smallest error, however, a discrepancy
between anode and cathode side is clear. The magnitude of the electric field and the field
gradient density is expected to be higher at the high potential electrode than near the ground
electrode on account of additional losses from the experimental set-up (e.g. leaking of charge
to the atmosphere, and support plate). The data from both bridge bases corroborates this
observation as here the field gradient is very strong . The highest values of T(T2)are reported
in the bridge section however data becomes much more disperse. Several measurement
artifacts are likely the cause of the increased variability. Fluid flow will transport signal out
of the measurement volume and large temperature fluctuations during measurement times
will introduce non-linearities in the relaxation dynamics. Flow may also play a role in the
dispersion of the cathode data as this area also exhibits rapid fluid motion. Ignoring the
outliers for the moment there is a clear trend away from the expectation values for transverse
relaxation in the bridge system.

4.5.2 Water – Glycerol Interaction
From the literature there are some things known about the way water and glycerol
mixtures will interact and in particular how the two liquids change the dielectric properties.
The dielectric constant will decrease as glycerol content increase. As temperature increases
the permittivity will also rise. These two trends would indicate that as a glycerol bridge
which at first contained anhydrous glycerol it is expected that there will be a slow and steady
increase in ε, where the temperatures are higher (e.g. bridge) this effect will be magnified.
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The expectation is that the total water content will never exceed a few percent in practice on
account of the dry atmosphere in the measurement environment, however no quantitative
measurement of the relative change in water content was made. A critical water content that
could affect the hydrogen bonding dynamics is expected at 77.3 wt.% glycerol as previous
studies have reported a transition in the free volume of the liquid undergoing vitrification
and which was attributed to an inhomogeneous to homogeneous distribution of the water
hydrogen bond network [47]. Infrared vibrational spectroscopy and MD simulation on
water:glycerol mixture found that high glycerol content mimics the hydrogen bonding
dynamics of ice without the structural transition [48], [49]. Glycerol slows water dynamics
even at room temperature and concentrations between 43-60 wt.% [50].
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Figure 4.30 Comparison of relaxation derived temperatures taken from nine glycerol bridges. T2 is
ROI 1
ROI 2
ROI 3
ROI 4
Roi 5
shown to overestimate the temperature indicating a slow dephasing of couple nuclear spins. The
fitted temperatures derived from T1 and T2 are plotted against each other, the dashed line is a guide
for the eye representing agreement in derived temperature. Relaxation times were extracted from
five regions of interest (see figure 3.15): bulk anolyte (ROI1 red squares), bulk catholyte (ROI2 black
squares), anode bridge base (ROI2 red triangles), cathode bridge base (ROI4 black triangles), and
the bridge itself (ROI5 black circles). Red indicates those data from the high voltage beaker.
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4.5.3 Low-field eNMR – The echo of free protons
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35

Relative Signal Intensity [a.u.]

The 1H spectrum of anhydrous glycerol under voltage using the set-up described in
§3.7.4. The spectra at 1.5 T are not as well resolved as at 9.4 T and a strong water signal from
the cooling jacket dominate. Regardless of these limitations two peaks could be identified
corresponding to the different proton populations of glycerol though it is difficult to precisely
assign them to specific chemical groups since the MRI magnet is not well suited for detailed
spectroscopic studies. This is primarily due to the large bore and field inhomogeneity that
reduce spectrometer resolution. Coupling effects are also dependent upon the magnetic field
strength and so it is also not reliable to compare signal patterns with higher field spectra to
infer peak assignment. The intensity of glycerol peaks are plotted at six applied voltages in
figure 4.31. It is clear however that two peaks, at 4.5 ppm (blue circles) and 5.0 ppm (grey
circles), are largely unaffected as the applied electric field intensity increases. These are
always present and can be assumed to be part of the normal ‘bound’ proton population. A
third peak at about 5.7 ppm (orange circles) is shown to steadily grow in intensity along
with the increasing electric field. This peak may represent the emergence of a mobile
proton population in response to the applied electric field gradient. Linear fits are provided
as a guide to the data and are meant to clarify the rapid growth in the peak at 5.7 ppm.
The statistical significance of the fit to the normal proton populations indicates that these
spectra are not entirely reliable, especially for the lower intensity peak at 4.5 ppm (blue
dashed line, R2=0.4779) which hints that there is relatively poor signal to noise in the imaging
spectrometer. For the more intense peak at 5.0 ppm (grey dashed line, R2=0.8977) the signal
intensity is sufficient to be less strongly affected. Thus, it is quite striking that the relatively
weak peak at 5.7 ppm has such a good fit R2=0.9641. This provides confidence in considering
the underlying mechanism further, and will be discussed in §5.6 along with the results of the
nuclear magnetic relaxation mapping. It must be clearly stated, however, that these findings
are still preliminary and that a more systematic approach must be adopted in order to first
confirm the findings and second to test the proposed underlying mechanism of a quasi-free
proton population. It is also necessary to examine whether the generally of these findings hold
in another liquid such as methanol or water.
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Figure 4.31 Peak intensity from 1.5T (63MHz) 1H spectra of glycerol under increasing electric field
intensity. The peaks assignments are not specific however the peaks at 4.5 ppm (blue circles) and
5.0 ppm (grey circles) likely belong to the ground state protons of glycerol. The signal at 5.7 ppm is
barely detectable at 0 volts and grows quickly in response to increasing voltage. This may be a signal
related to a quasi-free proton population. R2 values for the linear fits are as follows: blue 0.4779, grey
0.8977, and orange 0.9641.
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Appendix C: Supplemental Results
C.1 Supplemental MRI Results
C.1.1 Electrical polarization, bridge ignition and noise
Prior to the existence of a bridge the experiment can be understood as a simple dielectric
capacitor. As the applied voltage is ramped electrical energy is stored within the liquid and
other dielectric materials present. These materials become polarized and will leak charge
into the surrounding environment. The DC power is converted to material fluctuations in
the Hz to kHz range which generates an audible sound commonly encountered in capacitor
charging circuits. Additionally, the system will leak and spray charge in the form of ion or
corona wind by which air is charged at sharp edges or points in the setup, this plasma will
generate broadband radio frequency interference (RFI) the intensity of which is maximum in
the seconds preceding and during bridge ignition. Image acquisition in the isotope mixture
experiments was begun prior to the application of electrical energy (t=0 s) thus it is possible
to observe the charging of the system in the radio frequency domain as shown in figure C.1.
The voltage ramping rate was between 800-1000 V/s with bridge ignition occurring between
10-15 kV (t=12-15 s). The impulsive stochastic noise which covers the entire image frame
becomes spatially constrained (t=21-24 s) after the bridge is established. This indicates that
the interfering signal is now confined to a narrower frequency band introducing zipper-like
artifacts parallel to phase encoding direction [51]. Between subsequent frames the artifact
showed a slow drift movement indicating that the extraneous frequency is time varying.
In case of flow experiments, image slices with zipper-like artifacts close to the bridge were
repeatedly measured.

C.1.2 Mass transport and isotope mixing
Two experimental cases were prepared to track mass transport:
Case 1 heavy water anolyte and light water catholyte;
Case 2 light water anolyte and heavy water catholyte.
Both cases were investigated twice, however, in only one instance of each case did the
system completely mix as evidenced visually and by converged relative signal intensity (relSI,
Eq. 3.16) values. The reason for this is not readily apparent and did not correlate with the
variations in starting mass.
A summary sequence of representative images at regular time intervals from the two
experimental cases is shown in figure C.2. A movie compiled from the MR images stack of a
single instance for case 1 is provided in the supplemental materials. In both cases the bright
signal from 1H labeled molecules are transported across the bridge. The light water floats on
top of the heavier deuterated water as expected given the density difference between isotopes.
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As the experiment progresses the light water spreads throughout both beakers. The proton
signal moves slowly downward into the originally deuterated volume. At the same time the
signal intensity in both beakers falls. Most of the mixing is observed to occur in the upper fluid
volume and along the bridge itself but is not especially strong in the vicinity of the electrodes.
Schlieren flow visualization figure C.6 has shown that a downward flow is present at both
electrodes, however, in the case of the heavy water volume this flow is insufficient to overcome
the density gradient resulting in an upward buoyancy force that repels lower density flows of
H2O and HDO. Heating in the bridge section will further enhance any buoyancy forces in
the system. Thus, an unmixed volume of heavy water remains at the bottom of the respective
beaker. In case 1 (heavy water anolyte, figure C.2a) this unmixed layer persists for nearly the
entire experiment (~1700 s), whereas in case 2 (heavy water catholyte, figure C.2b) mixing is
nearly complete within 900 seconds. The duration of the experiments is listed in Table C.1 and
it can be seen that in general case 1 required much longer to mix than case 2.
In addition dynamics in the relative volume are visible as changes in the respective liquid
levels of each beaker. In case 1 (figure C.2a) the initial net mass flow is towards the anode after
some time this flow reverses and the catholyte volume increases significantly. Volume only
flows from anode to cathode in case 2 (figure C.2b). For simplicity we will use the convention
throughout this section that forward flow is from the anode to the cathode, and reverse flow
from the cathode towards the anode. Forward flow the typical behavior for water bridges
prepared with a uniform isotope composition.
At the conclusion of the MR measurements the final weight of the liquid in each reservoir
along with the temperature was recorded and is compared in Table C.1. The deviation values

Table C.1 Comparison of relative changes in mass and temperature for the two cases
considered. The starting mass was 61.3±0.7 g light water and 65.5±2.3 g heavy water. All
bridges lost some mass during operation. The starting temperature for all liquids was 23°C.

Case
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Duration [s]

Rel. mass
change
anolyte [g]

Rel. mass
change
catholyte
[g]

Rel. mass
change
total [g]

Rel. temp.
change
anolyte [°C]

Rel. temp.
change
catholyte
[°C]

1 (D2O
Anolyte)

1794 ±5

-22.0±2.0

10.5±1.1

-11.5±1.1

31.3±0.5

34.8±0.2

2 (D2O
Catholyte)

1029±109

-17.0±0.1

7.5±1.8

-7.5±1.8

24.3±2.4

27.1±1.6

are the standard error of the mean (SEM). In all bridges measured some mass was lost, this
is presumed due to evaporation during the measurement time caused by Ohmic heating and
electrospray [52]. The average final solution temperature was 52.3±1.6 °C. This indicates
operation temperatures higher than typically encountered in normal water bridges and may
be due in part to energy liberated by isotope mixing. The temperatures in the catholyte were
consistently higher than the anolyte for both cases.
The time courses of relSI (upper panels) and relVol (lower panels) for both anolyte and
catholyte were measured using the ROIs illustrated in figure C.3. Data show that in one
instance of each case the relSI converge to the same value and these systems are called ‘fully
mixed’ (figure C.3a, C.3b) as compared to ‘partially mixed’ (figure C.3c, C.3d) where the
values have not yet converge. It is assumed that given enough time all systems will become
fully mixed. Calculations based on the final relVoltotal values confirms that material is lost
in the experiments as shown in Table C.1 and Figure C.3 (lower panels). The discrepancy
between volume and mass loss measurements is likely related to a reduced density at the
elevated temperatures found in these bridges. The agreement is nonetheless within a few
percent and is given in Table C.2. The duration of the reverse flow from case 1 is taken to be
the elapsed time before the anolyte and catholyte volumes again become equivalent. Similar
times were recorded for the fully mixed case 873 s (Figure C.3b) and the partially mixed
case 900 s (figure C.3d), although in the latter the cross-over is less well pronounced. The
bridge system regardless of case eventually reaches a steady state where the relative volumes
are ~0.75-0.8 and ~1.2-1.25 for the anolyte and catholyte, respectively. The change of relative
signal intensity in all four experiments (Table C.2) initially proceeds at approximately the
same rate, and requires on average 378±8 s to reach a level where change in relSI has reached
half of the fully mixed equilibrium value.
Table C.2 Comparison of ROI based measurements for the two cases in both the fully and
partially mixed states. The relative loss of volume, and signal intensity are compared to the
time to half mixed.
Initial D2O
Volume
Anolyte

Catholyte

State of Mixing

relative volume
loss

Time to halfway
mixed state [s]

relSItotal loss

full

2.2%

382

62%

partial

5.1%

399

62%

full

5.0%

355

55%

partial

3.4%

376

58%
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Measurement of the local proton density is central to following the mixing dynamics.
Figure C.4 shows the time courses of the relative total signal intensities of anolyte and
catholyte in the case of heavy water anolyte and light water catholyte and in the case of light
water anolyte and heavy water catholyte, respectively. The decrease of relSItotal is monotonic
and reaches similar final values in all cases. This indicates changes of signal intensities due
to changes in T1 and/or T2*, which in turn should be caused by both, chemical exchange of
hydrogen isotopes [53] and/or substantial heating during mixture [54], [55] as indicated in
Table C.1. This substantially decreases proportionality between signal intensity and proton
density.
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a) Case 1: Heavy water anolyte

b) Case 2: Heavy water catholyte

Figure C.1 Noise from radio frequency interference imaged during bridge charging, ignition, and

Figure C.2 Representative image sequence showing the transport of 1H nuclei (brighter signal) in the

operation. Impulse noise is visible beginning shortly after the application of high voltage (t = 3 s).

bridge beginning with light water in the cathode (panel a) or anode (panel b) beakers. The transport

As the voltage increases the noise intensity builds and reduces image contrast. Bridge ignition (t =

and mixing of light water with heavy water is much faster in the case where the anolyte is the 1H

12-15 s) is accompanied by a brief electromagnetic pulse that obscures the field of view. Starting at

source, requiring half as much time and producing fully mixed volumes. Zipper-like artifact can be

t = 21 s a zipper-like artifact is visible parallel to the phase encoding direction.

seen moving through the measurement frames. The agar signal phantom is not shown for clarity.
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b)
a) Case 1,
2, fully mixed

c)
d) Case
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2, partially
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mixed

d) Case 2, partially mixed
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Figure C.3 (both pages upper panels) Time courses of relative signal intensities of the anolyte and

H2O beaker data in blue. The cross-over from reverse to forward flow in both instances of case 1 is

catholyte (upper panels) as well as their relative volumes (lower panels). Results from both the fully

clearly visible in the lower panels.

mixed (7a, 7b) and partially mixed (7c, 7d) systems are shown. D2O beaker data are displayed in red,
d) case 2, partially mixed
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Figure C.4 (both pages lower panels) Time courses of the relative total signal intensities of anolyte

starting compositions varied between case 1 using heavy water anolyte and light water catholyte

and catholyte showing either full mixing or partial mixing of the initial voumes of isotopes. Isotope

(panels a,c) and in case 2 using light water anolyte and heavy water catholyte (panels b,d).
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C.2 Electrochemistry
C.2.1 Trace elements from the electrodes
Platinum electrodes were used almost exclusively for water bridge experiments [56].
Although it is safe to assume that due to its nobility this metal is not oxidized and dissolved,
an actual analysis of the Pt content after bridge operation has not been done during previous
research. The oxidation of metals at high voltages is possible and has been described for
electrospray ionization [57]. The Pt concentration of blank, anolyte and catholyte was
carried out using ICP-MS with the Pt concentration measured three times per sample. In the
reference water no Pt was found above the LOQ (limit of quantification, here 0.02 µg L-1); the
concentrations in the anolyte were 0.07, 0.08 and 0.02 µg L-1, respectively. Only experiment 2
showed a quantifiable Pt concentration in the catholyte (0.03 µg L-1).

C.2.2 Other trace elements
In most water bridge experiments conducted so far, glass beakers or cuvettes were used,
and water was sometimes stored in glass bottles [56]. Although glass is often considered to
be an inert and insoluble material, this assumption is not entirely true. Whenever extremely
pure water is in contact with glass surfaces, ions from the glass can dissolve into the water.
Moreover, although the system was handled extremely carefully, wetting of the alligator
clamps through dielectric forces is a possibility, thereby bringing ignoble metals in contact
with the solution. Therefore, the solutions were investigated for all elements detectable with
ICP analyses including ignoble metals such as Fe, Cu and Ni, but only a few elements were
found: Na, K and Ca (see Table C.3). These elements are obviously originating from the
beakers. Also here, the concentrations in reference, anolyte and catholyte were measured
three times per sample.

C.2.3 Carbon
Carbon originates from the carbon dioxide in the air / water equilibrium [58]. Applying
Henry’s law for an equilibrated solution under standard atmospheric conditions results in a
carbon dioxide concentration of 1.2·10-5 mol L-1 and a pH of 5.64. This value corresponds to
the reference water’s pH which was estimated to be in between 5 and 6 using a pH dye. With
this information and the well-known equilibrium,

[H  [HC O3-]
_________

K = 

+]

[C O2 (aq)]

 = 4.45 × 1 0-7	

(Eq.C.1)

the total dissolved carbon concentration [(CO2(aq)] can easily be calculated, since
the second dissociation of the carbonic acid can be neglected at this pH, and proton and
hydrocarbonate concentrations are the same (2311 nmol L-1). This concentration provides
a calibration factor for the ICP measurements, allowing the calculation of the total carbon,
hydrogen carbonate and proton concentration (pH) in anolyte and catholyte. The hydroxyl
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ion concentration can be calculated via the auto-dissociation constant of water (10-14). From
the sum of all dissolved ions the theoretical conductivity can be calculated using their molar
conductivities. The results of these calculations are shown in Table C.3 and compared to the
measured conductivities in Table C.4. All values displayed are above the limit of detection
(LOD). It should be pointed out that the sum of the metal ions only cause between 1% and 3%
of the total conductivity; 11% are due to HCO3- and 86-88% are due to protons.
Standard errors of the measurements were used to calculate the sum of the standard
deviations of the conductivities Σσ(λf) given in Table C.4. For reasons of clarity and readability
these values are not shown in Table C.3.
Table C.3. Measured concentrations and ion conductivities of the ions in reference water I,
anolyte (A) and catholyte (C) of experiments 1, 2 and 3. Λi values are molar conductivities,
λ0 is the limiting molar conductivity of the respective ion [10] (*… estimated value).
Na+

K+

Ca2+

Pt2+

R1 / nmol L-1

273.9

< LOQ

< LOQ

< LOQ

2311

4.3

2311

R2 / nmol L-1

427.5

72.4

47.7

< LOQ

2311

4.3

2311

R3 / nmol L-1

287.1

53.7

38.6

< LOQ

2311

4.3

2311

-1

A1 / nmol L

253.1

< LOQ

< LOQ

0.37

2905

3.4

2905

A2 / nmol L-1

275.3

< LOQ

< LOQ

0.43

2887

3.5

2887

-1

A3 / nmol L

247.0

< LOQ

< LOQ

0.11

3075

3.3

3075

C1 / nmol L-1

278.2

< LOQ

< LOQ

2508

4.0

2508

-1

384.4

< LOQ

40.6

2392

4.2

2392

385.7

87.5

36.9

2380

4.2

2380

λ /mS m mol

50.1

73.5

119.0

λR1 /nS cm-1

13.7

-

-

-

808

0.9

103

λR2 /nS cm-1

21.4

5.3

5.7

-

808

0.9

103

λR3 /nS cm-1

14.4

3.9

4.6

-

808

0.9

103

λA1 /nS cm-1

12.7

-

-

0.04

1016

0.7

129

λA2 /nS cm-1

13.8

-

-

0.05

1010

0.7

129

λA3 /nS cm-1

12.4

-

-

0.01

1076

0.6

137

-1

λC1 /nS cm

13.9

-

-

-

876

0.8

112

λC3 /nS cm-1

19.3

-

4.8

0.01

837

0.8

106

-1

19.3

6.4

4.4

-

832

0.8

106

C2 / nmol L

C3 / nmol L-1
0

2

-1

λC3 /nS cm

< LOQ
0.13
< LOQ
110.0*

H+

349.8

OH-

198.6

HCO3-

44.5
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Table C.4. Comparison of calculated and measured conductivities. Σλf is the calculated
conductivity, σ(λf ) is the standard deviation of the calculated conductivities, λexp is the
measured conductivities, σ(λexp) are the standard deviations of the measured conductivities
Σσ( λ f ) is the sum of the standard deviations of calculated and measured conductivities,
and Δλ is the differences between experimental and calculated conductivities. R…
reference, A…anolyte, C…catholyte; 1,2,3: number of experiment
Σλf

σ(λf )
-1

µS cm

λexp
-1

µS cm

-1

µS cm

σ(λf exp)

Σ σ(λf f )

-1

-1

µS cm

µS cm

Δλ
µS cm-1

R1

0.93

0.01

0.85

0.07

0.08

0.08

R2

0.94

0.01

1.04

0.08

0.10

-0.09

R3

0.93

0.02

0.89

0.02

0.04

0.05

A1

1.16

0.01

1.08

0.01

0.03

0.08

A2

1.15

0.01

1.07

0.03

0.04

0.08

A3

1.23

0.02

1.08

0.03

0.05

0.14

C1

1.00

0.03

0.87

0.01

0.04

0.13

C2

0.97

0.05

0.92

0.01

0.06

0.05

C3

0.97

0.02

0.82

0.01

0.03

0.15

C.2.4 Hydrogen production and measurement
An important feature of electrolysis is the production of oxygen and hydrogen. In order
to investigate whether such a reaction was taking place, experiments were run under nitrogen
atmosphere under a glass dome using Pt wires as electrodes coming in from below (Fig. 3.2).
Gas samples were taken from the atmosphere inside of a glass dome, before and after 100
minutes of bridge operation with about 1.3 mA at initially 14 kV. In order to keep the current
approximately constant, the voltage was gradually increased during the bridge operation to
16.4 kV. An exemplary resultant chromatogram is given in Fig. C.5.
The GC analysis of the atmosphere inside the gas detection water bridge set-up showed
in pure nitrogen prior to the experiment and 0.1 mol% hydrogen for the measurement after
100min of bridge operation. Assuming an ideal gas, this value equals also 0.1vol%. The dome
has an inner volume of approximately (±10%) 880 mL, 0.1% of which equal (0.88 ± 0.09) mL.
According to the Faraday equation,

n = ___
I ∙ t 	
z∙F

(Eq. C.2)

electrolysis for 100 minutes (t=6000 seconds) at I=0.0013A equals 4.04·10-5 mol or
0.99mL H2 (with z=2 electrons per mole gas and F = 96485 C mol-1). Taking into account that
hydrogen will concentrate on the top of the dome where the sample was taken, this calculation
is in good agreement with the experiment, giving a quantitative proof for electrolysis taking
place. So although the conductivity of the water used was low (~0.9µS cm-1, see Table C.4)
it was sufficient to allow a current flow and thereby oxidation and reduction of water at
the electrodes. At the anode, water is oxidized to oxygen (Eq. C.3), at the cathode, water is
reduced to hydrogen (Eq. C.4a). Additional electrochemical considerations are given at the
end of this work.

2 H2O → O2↑ + 4 H+ + 4 e2 H2O + 2 e- → H2↑ + 2 OH-

(Eq. C.3)
(Eq. C.4a)

This solvent oxidation (Eq. C.3) and comparable reduction reactions which are common
knowledge for low voltage electrolysis, have been suggested for high voltage applications
before, e.g. electrospray ionization [57]. In an acidic system such as the presented one
(pH < 7), protons can also be reduced to hydrogen directly,
Figure C.5 Exemplary chromatogram of the atmosphere inside the dome above the water bridge

2e- + 2H+ → H2↑

(Eq. C.4b)

after 100 minutes up-time showing significant quantities of H2 and O2. Samples measured before
bridge operation contained the N2 peak only (data not shown).
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C.2.5 EHD flow and microbubbles
The liquid flow in a floating water bridge system was visualized using a schlieren /
shadowgraph technique as shown in Fig. C.6. The schlieren are visualizations of refractive
index changes due to Ohmic heating of the water (in the bridge) and related density reduction
when this warmer water is flowing into the colder anolyte and catholyte. They show movement
towards the electrodes close to the water surface, jets downwards from the electrodes and
movement back towards the bridge section and to the opposite electrode. This observation
can be summarized as a lemniscate (∞) shaped overall flow pattern (see also [3], [59].
The Faraday equation (C.2) describes how much gas is produced over time in an
electrochemical system when a current is applied. With typical water bridge values like
I = 400 µA, t = 30 min, it is straightforward that the amounts of hydrogen and oxygen produced
are ~7.5 µmol and ~3.7 µmol, respectively.
At 25°C one mole of an ideal gas occupies 24.465 L. If O2 and H2 are considered ideal gasses,
their volumes amount to 91 and 183 µL, respectively. If those gasses would form bubbles at
the electrode, there should be 174 O2 bubbles and 349 H2 bubbles formed over 30 minutes
assuming 1 mm as bubble diameter; or one bubble every 10 and 5 seconds, respectively. This
is not much, but should be observable. The fact that most of the time no bubble formation is
observed, is due to the EHD shear flow which occurs close to the electrodes [59]. This flow
detaches the bubbles during their growth while they are still microscopic. After that, the gas
bubble starts to dissolve through the interface into the surrounding liquid. For any Euclidian
body, the ratio of surface against volume decreases with increasing volume, meaning that
in a smaller bubble a higher percentage of the gas molecules is in contact with the liquid
than in a larger bubble. So if a bubble is detached from the electrode before it would do so
naturally due to its buoyancy, it will dissolve faster than if it had a chance to grow to a larger
volume. Besides, the EHD flow at the electrodes points downwards first the electrode and

Figure C.6 Schlieren image of a water bridge between two cuvettes at ~9 kV DC. a) EHD flow (blue
and red arrows), b) gas flow (white arrows) and electrons (green arrows), c) proton flow (yellow),
equilibration (blue) and electron flow (green).
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then upwards again towards the bridge (see Fig. C.6a), therefore the path of the bubble in
the water is longer compared to a direct path from the electrode to the surface. Therefore the
EHD flow promotes enhanced gas solvation.
Bubbles in the bridge have been observed before. Microbubbles have been suggested to
be source of light scattering in the outer layer of the bridge [5], [7]. Larger bubbles were
observed directly using high speed visualization, as described in reference [5] on page 126:
“… Occasionally, single tiny gas bubbles crossed the bridge…”.The origin of these bubbles was
hitherto not explained satisfactorily.
In an EHD bridge system where hydroquinone solution was decomposed, sometimes the
formation of a large bubble inside of the bridge was observed (Fig. 2g and h in reference [60]).
This bubble consisted of CO2 whose solubility also decreases with temperature. Therefore,
although the chemistry is different, the physics of the two systems are comparable, validating
the mechanism depicted in Fig. C.6b.

C.2.6 Direct gas solvation
Oshurko at al. [61] suggested that the gasses may also dissolve in the liquid immediately
and never form bubbles at all due to the enormously high overpotential. If this is correct,
keeping in mind that the solubility of both oxygen and hydrogen decreases with temperature,
the water bridge itself becomes the probable location for degassing of the solution: In a
water bridge set-up there is a temperature gradient present where the bridge is hottest, with
temperature differences between bridge and beaker water up to 20°C and more [3]. Therefore,
water with dissolved oxygen and hydrogen partly degasses when passing through the warmer
bridge, saturation of hydrogen and oxygen are never be reached, and no visible gas bubbles
are be formed at the electrodes.

C.3 Vapour emission between 1300 and 2000cm-1
Region c in Fig. 4.19 shows a fine structure which appears as absorption in case of bulk
water and as emission in case of the water bridge (see Fig. 4.20). For Fig. C.7 this region was
baseline corrected and is compared to water vapour transmission bands calculated with the
GATS simulator software using the HITRAN data base [62]–[64] with a line width of 5 cm-1.
Fig. C.7 clearly shows that the fine structure of the bridge emission includes the molecular
rotation spectrum of water molecules in the vapor phase. The fact that these lines appear
as emission lines in the case of the bridge can be related to and explained by the effect of
the strong electric field on water. The temperature of the bridge (37°C) is slightly elevated
compared to that of the water in the beakers (22°C). Another important point is the presence
of surface charge on the liquid interface. According to [65], [66] the electrostatic stress created
by the presence of these charges counteracts the surface tension stress on the liquid surface.
The net effect is a reduction of the liquid surface tension which allows higher diffusion of
molecules through the interface, hence evaporation.
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Figure C.8 Ar+ laser sheet visualization of microdroplets above the water bridge with an unfocused
beam. ~3 mm wide sheets, separated in the vertical direction by ~3 mm, were directed parallel to the
bridge axis, viewed at a right angle to the axis of the water bridge. For better visibility the negative
of the actual image is presented.

Figure C.7 Water bridge emission (baseline corrected) compared to the calculated molecular
transmission spectrum of water vapor (GATS simulator, HITRAN data base, 5cm-1 line width).

Finally, some micro-droplets could be visualized with laser sheet measurements in
the region of the bridge (see Fig. C.8). The origin of these micro-droplets can be by both
electrospray processes taking place at regions where the electric field is strongest and by the
break-up of micro jets due to capillary waves on the liquid surface. Once airborne they will
be exposed to an electrostatic stress caused by the electric field. Many authors have studied
the stability of charged droplets in strong electric fields. It is well known that, depending
on the liquid properties and droplet size, these droplets can gradually evaporate increasing
their surface charge density until they reach the so-called Rayleigh limit after which they
“explode” into smaller droplets. These smaller droplets evaporate again, and the process
restarts. In the presence of a strong electric field electro-convection can further reduce the
disruption threshold to 80% of the Rayleigh Limit. Normally, depending on the environment
temperature and mean free path of the surrounding gas, this disruption can continue until
the droplet starts to produce mono charged ions and molecules, like commonly seen in
electrospray ionization. In addition, the presence of smaller droplets increases the liquid-air
interface thereby increasing vaporization.
The airspace above the set-up was probed using laser-sheet visualization. For that purpose
three Ar+ ion laser sheets, ~3 mm wide, separated in the vertical direction by ~3 mm, were
directed parallel to the bridge axis thus illuminating micro-droplets above the set-up in three
levels. In order to ease the visibility of these droplets, the negative of the actual image is shown
in Fig. C.8.
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The most probable reason why gas phase water molecules would emit rather than absorb
IR radiation is their collision with ions accelerated by the electric field. It is well known that
free electrons are rare in air [67], but they can be produced by collisions between electrons
and molecules, between ions and molecules, by photo-ionization of gas molecules, by photoelectric emission from a cathode and by ionization of a metastable gas [68]. In the specific
case of the water bridge next to the ions naturally occurring in the atmosphere, ions are also
produced by electrospray as described above. After colliding with other gas molecules more
ions will be produced and an avalanche is formed. The presence of these charged molecules
in the air above the bridge between the electrodes creates a relative potential which affects
the local electric field intensity creating an oscillation in the field. These field oscillations
interact with the water air contact line and are responsible for the formation of waves on the
bridge surface due to the sheer stresses induced [4]. These waves have been visualized with
Schlieren and contouring techniques [5]. It is straight forward to estimate that positive ions
deflected only by the electric field at a distance which is equivalent to the mean free path
of air under normal conditions have enough energy to excite the water molecules present
in the surroundings of the bridge: The mean free path of the air under normal condition
[67] is 6.6·10-8m, but will in this case possibly be an order of magnitude smaller due to the
presence of the ionized air and the water molecules themselves. With the electrical mobility
of a positive air ion [67] being 1.4·10-4 m2/ (V·s) such a particle, being accelerated in the
electric field, would have an energy of ~ 2·10-4 eV, which is about 4 orders of magnitude higher
than the energy emitted (4.9·10-8 eV or ~2500 cm-1). Thus, a cloud of space charge travelling
between the two electrodes will constantly produces new ions, which, after colliding with the
water molecules, can excite them to emit the observed vapor emission lines. Since these lines
are in between the spectral regions covered by the two thermographic cameras (see Fig.4.20),
they are not observable on the thermographic images.
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Table C.5: Analysis of the simulation outputs used for the structure refinement presented
in this study. Note that these values are not identical to those presented in table 4.3. This
is due to the differences in the way the simulations were run. The data in this table is from
~20x more configurations. The trends in Ui, Pi, Χ2 qualitatively hold.
EPreq = 20 kJ/mol
Number of Configurations

Water bridge
23651

Pure Water 40°C
23654

Number density [NH2O/Å3]

0.10020

0.10020

Chi-squared

0.00548

0.00280

Noise in Average g(r)

0.00119

0.00013

R-factor H2O neutron fit

0.00136

0.00213

R-factor D2O neutron fit

0.00021

0.00081

R-factor HDO neutron fit

0.00031

0.00036

R-factor X-ray fit

0.02004

0.00790

Intermolecular pressure (Pi) [kbar]

-2.60345

-0.00235

Intermolecular energy (Ui) [kJ/mol]

-90.58690

-61.34600

Repulsive pair energies [kJ/mol]

-56.33250

-61.34670

C.5 NMR spectroscopy of, and environmental effects on, dry
glycerol
The proton 1H NMR spectrum for (nearly) anhydrous glycerol at 300 K (27 °C) is shown
in figure C.9.
Three peak groups are readily apparent namely a multiplet from the alkyl protons (3.43.75 ppm), a doublet from the alcohol protons (5.05-5.35 ppm), and weak contribution by
hydration water (4.63 ppm) a small amount of which enters even very pure samples due
to preparation in open air. The contribution to the total signal from the hydration water is
negligible even at relatively high water content (~37 wt% water) where the chemical shift peak
at 4.63 ppm generates <5% of the total signal. The remaining water signal will merge with
alcohol peak at 5.15 ppm. The response of the chemical shift to variations in water content
and temperature are shown in figure C.10. As is expected the chemical shift effect will weaken
slightly as temperature increases due to a redistribution of instantaneous intramolecular
configurations and reduced intermolecular coupling as the hydrogen bonds weaken. Indeed
loss of hydration water is seen in the reduction of intensity and broadening of the hydration
water peak with increasing temperature. The other proton populations also show a response
to increases in temperature. For alcohols the doublet merges into a single broad distribution
whereas the fine splitting of the alkyl protons becomes more pronounced (data not shown).
Both of these trend again fit with the view that as temperature increases the interaction

HW

Hb
HO

Ha

Harmonic pair energies [kJ/mol]

6.81611

Signal Intensity (a.u.)

C.4 Diagnostic Values from EPSR simulation used for PSF
recovery

Ha’

7.22784

HO

HW

Ha + Ha’+ Hb

Chemical Shift δ (ppm)
1

Figure C.9 Glycerol H Spectrum at 300K (27 °C) with peak assignments as per the molecular model
shown.
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Values of T1 and T2 relaxation in glycerol and glycerol: water mixtures at varying
temperatures for each of the three peak groups previously discussed are plotted in figure
C.11. T1 increases with temperature for all three groups of protons and shows only a small
sensitivity to water content. The rather large deviation value in T1 for the hydration water peak
in dry glycerol is likely an artifact due to poor signal intensity at elevated temperatures. Thus it
can be assumed that T1 is largely insensitive to the chemical environment but rather sensitive
to the thermal bath coordinates. This is in agreement with the thermodynamic interpretation
linking spin-lattice relaxation and enthalpy. Furthermore, it reveals that T1 will tend to provide
a reasonably accurate measure of temperature based solely on the arrangement of molecules

Glycerol Fraction 0.75

between neighboring molecules weakens. For the hydrophobic alkyl groups the decreased
dipole interference enhances the splitting due to J-coupling. The merging of the broad doublet
into a narrower singlet peak for alcohol protons is due to the redistribution spin phase energy
into a single Boltzmann like distribution indicating reduced dipole-dipole coupling. The
spectral line width of a chemical shift signal has a connection to the T2 relaxation time for
that group of protons as it describes the distribution of angular momentum frequencies in the
spin ensemble.

Glycerol Fraction 1.0
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Figure C.10 Effect of temperature and water content on the chemical shift in the three peak groups
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hydration water singlet (red), and the multiplet from alkyl protons (black). Three volume fractions of
glycerol were measured: 1.0 (diamonds), 0.75 (solid line), 0.63 (circles).

Figure C.11 (facing page) Effect of temperature and water content on relaxation times of the three
peak groups measured for glycerol. Proton relaxation times from alkyl (red), alcohol (green), and
hydration water (blue) follow similar trends but deviate in magnitude of response. Data from the
water peak is missing in some cases, particularly at high temperature (and mostly for T2) as the
signal intensity became too weak to reliably measure.
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in the liquid and thus forms a useful base of comparison to T2 derived temperatures. The
transverse relaxation time is much more susceptible to variations of the local magnetic field.
The strongest spin-spin coupling is between neighboring spins on the same molecule. T2
probes the stability of phase coherence across the molecular population [69]. This quantity
has been extrapolated to intermolecular physical processes such as hydrogen bonding
strength and molecular tumbling rates [70], [71]. These interpretations scale well with bulk
physical properties such as viscosity [72]. However, in order to make an interpretation of T2
over the mesoscale it is useful to consider the configurational entropy of the liquid. A system
with low configurational entropy will have relatively few local field inhomogeneity and T2 will
be short as the bandwidth for energy redistribution will be narrow. This can easily be seen in
plots of T2 shown on the right column of figure C.11. When the water content is very low T2
is stable against temperature. With the addition of a small fraction of water the increase in
configurational entropy causes a rapid increase in the relaxation time. The distortion of the
local field by the presence of hydrogen bonding water retards the dissipation of the transverse
magnetic relaxation due to enhanced phase decoherence. It is interesting to note that this
behavior disappears with increasing temperature and T2 becomes insensitive to temperature.
This is due to the disruption of the glycerol-water hydrogen bond which drives a second
order transition whereby the configurational entropy vanishes [73]. The transverse relaxation
of glycerol, with a few wt.% water, will be insensitive to temperature at the expected bridge
temperature ~40 °C. Any changes recorded in T2 that do not provide a good agreement with
temperature most clearly point to a change in magnetic field distributions within the liquid.
Furthermore, it is typically assumed when interpreting the relaxation response functions that
all interactions have the same correlation time [72].
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5

Excited Liquid Water
The electrically pumped non-equilibrium excited
state at the mesoscale
We now derive a coherent picture of how the electric field gradients,
proton mobilities, and other salient features of the floating water
bridge reveal the molecular basis operating within EHD phenomena.
Dynamic heterogeneity can be excited in liquid water which is
stabilized at the mesoscale by the emergence of delocalized protons.
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5.1 Introduction

with n being the moles H+ being produced, t the time, I the current, z the number of electrons
per mole substance, and F the Faraday constant. A typical value for the current is 0.5 mA,
meaning that protons are produced at a rate of =5.18·10-9 mol/s.

The challenge in this work is that we are dealing with processes that occur both on the
classical and on the quantum level. The mixing of these two well defined worlds is the basic
concept defining the mesoscale which is not as a physical ‘size’ but rather the onset of mixed
quantum and classical behavior, which is marked by dynamic chaotic behavior. The difficulty
is that as of yet no definitive single test for this mesoscale behavior exists. Rather, the behavior
can be inferred by examining the experimental evidence in toto. EHD bridges thus serve as a
model system for building cross-correlated data sets for mechanism elucidation.

5.2 The discovery of charge imbalance in EHD
bridges
5.2.1 Impedance spectroscopy of pure water
Impedance spectroscopy allows the depiction and simulation of a complex system like an
aqueous solution as a simple electric circuit. As shown in Fig. 4.4 an aqueous solution behaves
like a resistor and a capacitor in parallel. In other words, the passage of charge carriers has a
scattering component proportional to the accelerating voltage; many of which become locally
trapped in the material resulting in a heterogeneous distribution of charges whose spatial
density is dependent upon the current density and relaxation dynamics of the polarized
medium.

5.2.2 Conductivity shift of anolyte and catholyte
The reason for the difference in conductivity between anolyte and catholyte is due to
concentration increase of carbonic acid in the anolyte and decrease in catholyte during bridge
operation [1]. In the present work we show that there is an additional small contribution
which cannot be measured with a conductivity meter, but is clearly visible in an impedance
spectrum. This contribution is discussed in detail for both anolyte and catholyte in the
following sections.

5.2.3 Anolyte
In an EHD bridge in water, electrolysis takes place, and protons are transported from the
anolyte to the catholyte as discussed in §4.2. The number of protons produced per second can
be calculated according to the Faraday equation,
__
n  = __
 I 	

t
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(Eq.5.1)

The mobility of these protons, µB, was determined in §4.5 and found to be 9.34·10-7 m²/Vs.
The electric field strength E varies over the bridge set-up between 1 kV/cm in the beakers and
5 kV/cm in the bridge. The velocity v of the protons in the beakers can thus be calculated from

v = µB E	

(Eq.5.2)

and yields a value of 9.34 cm/s. In a bridge set-up with beakers of 6 cm diameter and the
electrodes placed in the middle, the protons have to travel 3 cm before they enter into the
bridge. At the given speed it thus takes the protons 0.32 s to travel from the anode where
they are created to the bridge. There they accelerate to 5 times of their original speed due to
the stronger electric field. Therefore, with the production rate determined above, at all times
during bridge operation, a surplus of n·t = 1.66·10-9 mol of travelling protons is present in
the anolyte. This surplus of protons will also remain in the anolyte if the current is suddenly
switched off, since their path to neutralization, the bridge, is no longer available. They are
trapped in the anolyte unable to react with the beaker walls, the gas phase, or the platinum
electrode.
Being additional charge carriers, these protons increase the conductivity of the anolyte.
The measurements reported in §4.2 have shown that even when using glass vessels (even
more so when using Teflon beakers), the contribution of ions to the overall conductivity is
marginal, 87% of the conductivity of the water in a EHD bridge set-up is due to protons.
Therefore, the excess protons trapped in the anolyte increase the number of total protons in
the system, and also the conductivity of the liquid. This increase, , can be calculated using ,
the limiting molar conductivity of H+ in water, considering that the above mentioned number
of protons is present in 66 mL,
+

∆ = c 0,H 	

(Eq.5.3)

with c being the concentration of excess protons in mol m-3 and = 349.8 mS m² mol-1. The
conductivity increase amounts to 0.088 µS cm-1. This increase is rather small and difficult to
measure with a normal conductivity meter; however, it is easily recognized if measured with
an impedance analyzer. Moreover, if measured consecutively, the conductivity of the same
sample will decrease, since these additional free charge carriers are destroyed by the read-out
process in the spectrometer (reduced to hydrogen),

H++ e- → ½ H2 	

(Eq.5.4)
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The measured difference in conductivity before and after the impedance measurement
will certainly be smaller than (or equal to) the calculated shift, since three important factors
have not been taken into account:

OH- will merely reduce the number of H+ due to recombination to H2O, leading to an overall
decrease of conductivity and increase of impedance. Due to the reduced effective volume in
the catholyte, the maximum difference can be up to three times larger, about 0.24µS cm-1.

1. the stability of the free protons in the solution,
2. the unequal distribution of the protons in the beaker during the sample extraction
(if extracted during bridge operation), and
3. the fact that the measurement destroys (reduces) the protons during the
measurement.

Nevertheless, in analogous manner as shown for the anolyte, an excess negative charge
remains present in the liquid, in this case up to 7.3mC L-1, and the stoichiometrically correct
formula of the catholyte would be H1.9999999986Oδ-. This charge can best be seen as aterprotons
thus it is not electronic, and can therefore, like the proton charge in the anolyte, not discharge
at the electrodes. It will, however, be neutralized once an electronic current is applied, namely
by the oxidation of OH- to O2.

Therefore, an exact quantitative reproducibility of spectra is difficult to achieve. But,
two or more consecutive impedance measurements of the anolyte should thus always show
two features: increasing impedance with each measurement; and the proton reduction as an
additional pseudo-capacity manifesting itself as an anti-clockwise pointing tail in the Nyquist
plot [2]. These features are shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, respectively. It is not the platinum
which is reduced, but the excess protons. The concentration of Platinum dissolved by this
process is more than 3 orders of magnitude lower (<1 nmol L-1, contribution to conductivity
≤ 0.00005µS cm-1) than that of the protons, and thus cannot be held responsible the behavior
observed (anti-clockwise feature and increase of impedance). In consecutive measurements,
the two features diminish due to the reduction of the protons. Finally, it is straightforward to
calculate that the above discussed amount of excess protons would yield a total (maximum)
charge of the water of 0.16 mC per beaker or 2.4 mC L-1, and the stoichiometrically correct
formula of the anolyte would be H2.00000000045Oδ+.

5.2.4 Catholyte
A different situation is encountered in the catholyte. Here, hydroxyl ions are formed.
Assuming that the mobility ratio at EHD conditions is comparable to the low voltage
situation, µB(H+)/µB(OH-) ≈ 0.57 [3], hydroxyl ions can travel only about half as far as protons
in the same time, and should therefore never reach the anolyte. It has indeed been shown
experimentally §4.2 that neutralization happens in the catholyte beaker somewhere between
the cathode and the bridge.
When a sample is extracted close to the cathode, the opposite situation compared to
the anolyte is thus expected, specifically a surplus of hydroxide ions. However, the situation
clearly differs from the anolyte, and a number of additional points must be considered: First,
the catholyte beaker contains both free protons and hydroxyl ions depending on where a
sample is extracted. It is thus no longer possible to calculate the concentration of OH- by
simply assuming the whole beaker volume. For the sake of simplicity and as an estimate
from observation, an “effective” volume of 22mL (one third of the beaker volume) will be
assumed. Secondly, the pH of the original water in the beakers is about 5.5; thus there are
considerably more H+ (2.3 µmol/L) than OH- (0.004 µmol/L). Therefore, the addition of “free”
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2 OH- → ½ O2 + H2 O + 2 e-	

(Eq. 5.5)

Naturally, the hydroxyl ions described in eq. (5.5) are not free at a pH of 5.5, but are
representative for the excess negative charge. The oxidation could therefore also be written as

H1.9999999986O δ- 2·1.9999999986 H+ + 4e- + O2

(Eq. 5.6)

This process will “free” the previously occupied protons, and the conductivity will therefore
increase with each subsequent impedance measurements. Moreover, in a Nyquist plot, a
feature signifying an oxidation in terms of a pseudo inductance [2] is visible – a clockwise
pointing tail – and diminish if the measurement is repeated. These features are depicted in
Figs. 4.6 and 4.8, respectively. Again, in contrast to [2], it has been shown that in this case the
concentration of Platinum is too low (<0.1 nmol L-1; contribution to conductivity ≤ 0.00005µS
cm-1) to be responsible for the behavior observed.

5.3 The emergence of proton channels
5.3.1 The infrared signature of Grotthuss librations
As observed in the IR water bridge emission measurements (§4.4.4.3, [4]), the probability
density function is red-shifted and narrower in the water bridge, indicating that the number
of spectral diffusion modes is reduced. The described effect would cause a slightly preferential
orientational motion of the water molecules compared to the motions in bulk water.
Let us exploit three theoretical approaches to explain this feature:
(i) Focusing on the electric field and disregarding the current, one might think that both
spectral differences may arise from a librational mode enhancement due to the alignment of
the dipolar H2O molecules in the applied electric field. However, previous neutron and X-ray
scattering have suggested that the structure of water in the bridge is similar to that of bulk
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water [5]–[7]. This is reasonable because the intermolecular forces are much stronger than
any forces exerted by the externally applied field [8] since the electric fields present in the
bridge are far too weak to significantly affect the water structure. For example a bridge 1 cm
in length under an applied potential of 15 kV, taking the dielectric permittivity of water to be
78.5, the field in the bridge can be calculated as 15,000 / (78.5 · 0.01) = 1.92·104 J·C-1 m-1. To
put this into perspective consider a dipole of water frozen in the direction of the external field,
its energy would be the product of the applied field and the water dipole moment which is
6.17·10-30 C m. Thus, the energy of a “frozen” water dipole would be 1.18·10-25 J. The thermal
energy kBT at 310 K is 4.3·10-21 J, i.e., more than four orders of magnitude greater. This is why
using the homogeneous electric field approximation fails to recover the librational modes.
(ii) The second ansatz for the charge transport may be found by considering proton and
defect-proton conductivity, more precisely, a mechanism of conduction by cooperative proton
transfers [9]. In this mechanism through a chain of linked hydrogen bonds,

cooperative proton transfer can occur yielding, as indicated by the arrows, a hydrogenbond chain in reversed orientation,

with the net effect of a proton transfer from one end of the chain to the other; or a proton
hole in the opposite direction. This process can happen very rapidly if the protons, as a result
of their mutual interactions are able to tunnel across the hydrogen bond chain in a concerted
fashion. Evidence for such a cooperative transfer would be an exceptional mobility of the
proton in the conduction process. Instead of considering separate molecules, the proposed
proton transfer with tunneling may be discussed equivalently by considering the protons to
exist in a proton conduction band (or better “proton channel”, since conduction band is defined
for solids only), so that the material is, according to Onsager [10], a “proton semiconductor”.
This proton transfer process is still an incomplete description of conduction though, because
it leaves the hydrogen bond chain is in a reverse orientation from that in which it originally
was, thereby being unable to permit any further proton transfer in this condition. Therefore, a
reorientation process of the chain, consisting of librational motions of each molecule, occurs,
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This process can be considered as the sequential motion of an orientational (or Bjerrum)
defect along the chain [11]. Since the proton conduction is directional, so are the motions,
explaining the slightly smaller FWHM of the water bridge emission compared to bulk water.
Thus the increase in librations causing the emission band at ~2200 cm-1 as described in §4.4.4
arises naturally from the proton conduction process.
Let us assume that the high voltage, which allows the water bridge to operate, pumps
protons in the somewhat ice-like (from a bond strength point of view, not structurally) water
in the bridge from their vibrational O-H stretching ground state n=0 to a level two quantum
numbers above the ground state and that this n=2 level acts as a proton channel, H•-PC
(proton channel). Protons promoted to the H•-PC will carry an H+ current from the cathode
to the anode. Let us further assume that there is also a defect proton conduction band, H’-PC,
which lies only one quantum number above the ground state, at n=1. The deprotonated sites
on this H’-PC will carry an H+ current in the opposite direction, from anode to cathode. The
net H+ current would be the difference between these two partial H+ currents.
Next we ask whether there is spectroscopic evidence consistent with this dual H+ current
mechanism. The fundamental O–H stretching mode nOH in H2O corresponds to the transition
from the n=0 level to the n=1 level requiring approximately 3300 cm-1 [12]. The energy to
make the transition from the n=1 to the n=2 state is somewhat less, 2500-3000 cm-1 [13]. If the
high voltage causes H+ pumping to populate the n=2 level of the O–H stretching mode nOH
in excess of the thermal equilibrium value, the H+ on n=2 will tend to transition downward to
the n=0 level. A direct optical transition spanning two quantum numbers is dipole-forbidden.
However, if a fraction of the downward transition energy is used to simultaneously excite a
librational mode of the H2O molecules, the transition becomes allowed. If this process indeed
occurs, as the pumped-up H2O molecules on the n=2 level fall back to the n=0 level, they will
emit IR photons corresponding to the energy difference of the nOH transition from n=2 to n=0
minus the energy that goes into the excitation of the librational mode.
It is tempting to speculate that the broad 2150 cm-1 emission feature that seems to be
characteristic of the water bridge might be the result of such a process where pumped-up
H+ de-excite across two quantum numbers while transferring some of their energy to the
librational modes of the H2O molecules, emitting the difference in the form of 2150 cm-1
photons. If this reasoning is correct, there should also be an excess IR emission band at the
sum of the frequencies, 3000 + 2150 = 5150cm-1. This hypothesis remains to be tested.
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5.3.2 Two distinct proton populations
We have measured the quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) of an electrohydrodynamic
liquid bridge formed in pure water, a special experiment allowing the investigation of water
under high-voltage without high currents. From the two proton populations distinguished
one consists of protons strongly bound to oxygen atoms (immobile population, elastic
component) and a second one of quasi-free protons (mobile population, inelastic
component). A quantum-mechanical extension of the Grotthuss mechanism is proposed in
terms of small scale proton channels (PC) forming in electrically stressed liquid water.

5.3.2.1 Comparison of results to confined water in an electric field
In a recent study QENS measurements have been used to study the effects of electric
field on the dynamics of water molecules in the pores of folded silica sheet material FSM12 at temperatures between 250 and 300K [14]; Diallo et al. report that in the absence of
a field, molecular diffusion is significantly slowed down with decreasing temperature. The
application of an electric field of 25 kV/cm, a field strength about 4 times higher than present
in the water bridge, was shown to significantly enhance the translational diffusion of water
molecules. The authors interpreted this finding by identifying two distinct translational
processes, a local diffusion arising from water molecules restricted within a transient cage
made of surrounding water molecules and a slower, unrestricted diffusion due to molecules
escaping from the transient cages. Naturally, effects of polarization are more pronounced
at very short distances under confinement in a dielectric medium. It is noteworthy though
that although setting, temperature and boundary conditions clearly differ from the present
study, the results are comparable: In both cases the application of the electric field creates two
populations of scatterers with different mobilities, one of which being significantly higher
than without an electric field applied. We agree with Diallo et al. [14] that it appears that
moderate electric fields have significant impact on the hydrogen bond dynamics, and that
existing theories applicable at large fields may have to be corrected at moderate fields.

5.3.2.2 Comparisons of results to electrohydrodynamic experiments
Several other authors [15]–[17] used a different but more experimental approach in
electrohydrodynamics (EHD) and defined a temperature dependent “proton mobility” for
pure water by

μq  = μq,0
 (1 + aϑ)	

Félici [21], These authors equated the kinetic energy change of the electrohydrodynamically
stressed liquid to the electrostatic energy change, resulting in
_
1 

Cε
μH  = (___
 ρi ) 	
2

(Eq. 5.8)

Here, and are the permittivity and the mass density of the liquid, and Ci is an electrode
dependent factor (“injection strength”) which is sometimes omitted [15], thus its value is
presumably ~1. According to Félici [21], the charge mobility defined for EHD purposes can
alternatively be calculated from the liquid velocity and the electric field,

μH  = __
ν 	
E

(Eq. 5.9)

where ν is the filament velocity, and E is the average electric field.
In order to compare the results from EHD research with our findings of the water bridge,
Table 5.1 summarizes the values of “proton mobility” obtained from the EHD formulae
described above. Using the Stokes-Einstein equation we can relate the diffusion constant D
(QENS) to the individual mobility of a proton µq (comparable to the EHD defined charge
mobility µH,) with

μq kBT
D = _____
 q 	

(Eq. 5.10)

with kB being the Boltzmann constant, q the elementary charge (charge of a proton) and
T the absolute temperature.
The proton mobility of the second population, calculated from equation (5.10) using
the corrected value for D from Table 4.5, now matches the “apparent” EHD mobilities from
equations (5.8) and (5.9). These values are compared in Table 5.1. The EHD permittivitydependent mobility (Eq. 5.8) was calculated using density and permittivity values for water
at 50°C extrapolated from [22] and [23] assuming Ci=1; and the electric field dependent
mobility was derived using an average field strength within the bridge of 3.5x105 V/m [24]
and a velocity determined by laser-velocimetry in a previous work by 0.33 m/s [25] (Eq. 5.9).

(Eq. 5.7)

where is the temperature in °C, the proton mobility at 0°C (2.49x10-7 m²V-1s-1) and an ion
specific constant, in this case =1.83x10-3 °C-1 [15]. When high voltages are applied to liquids,
it is known that EHD forces can produce an anomalously high “charge mobility” [18]. Related
experimentally observed phenomena are described simply by replacing the “true” mobility
with an “apparent” EHD mobility, an expression derived by Ostroumov [19], Stuetzer [20], and
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Table 5.1: Proton mobilities (µH) derived from the present experiment, molecular and
electrohydrodynamic considerations (last column for reasons of comparison to Table 4.5).
Equation
nr.

Method
Stokes – Einstein (D from these
measurements)

µH
-7

µH
-1 -1

10 m² V s

-5

10 cm² V-1 s-1

(5.10)

9.34

934

Temperature dependent (no E-field,
50°C)

(5.7)

4.77

477

Ostroumov, Stuetzer and Félici

(5.8)

8.42

842

Félici

(5.9)

9.43

943

5.3.2.3 Pre-amble for a possible molecular interpretation of the experimental
QENS data.
When calculating the mobility of quasi-free protons in the second population based on the
diffusion constant obtained by the inelastic scattering, it matches the “electrohydrodynamic
mobility” reported in the literature (see table 5.1). This EHD mobility is derived from a field
theory approach for “space charges” which are injected into pure water. Its value is found to be
generally much higher than diffusion based mobility. The inelastic scattering, which probes
protonic diffusion, allows the derivation of that quasi-free protonic mobility, providing data
to suggest that the EHD mobility essentially matches the mobility of quasi-free protons in a
proton channel. Thus this data offers a molecular confirmation of the EHD mobility being a
genuine property of water under strong electric fields often found in literature [18]–[21]. In
the following paragraphs, a molecular interpretation will be attempted.

5.3.2.4 Proton jumps
The mean jump length l of a proton, according to the random jump diffusion model, is a
function of the diffusion constant D and the residence time t0,

〈 l2〉 av = 6D τ0 	

(Eq. 5.11)

Depending on the temperature this jump length varies in regular liquid water between
~1.4Å (0°C) and ~1.7Å (96°C) [26]. At 50°C, lav=1.6Å, which indicates a predominant nearest
neighbor interaction, consistent with a diffusion probably assisted by rotational jumps as
suggested by the Grotthuss mechanism. In the bridge water lav ~3.0Å, which is about twice
the amount of regular bulk water. This greater jump length indicates an increased proton
delocalization and a shift from nearest to “next-to-nearest” neighbor interaction. Since this
is true for every quasi-free proton they thus no longer belong to single water molecules but
constitute a band-like energy structure over small length scales. This idea can also be applied
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to regular bulk water, albeit to a lesser extent: Hassanali et al. [27] have recently shown that
despite, its long successful history, the Grotthuss mechanism oversimplifies and neglects the
complexity of the supramolecular structure of water. According to Hassanali et al. [27] the
motion of protons through the water network is a complex process involving the collective
behavior of both structural and dynamical properties of the network. Proton conduction
can be imagined as the proton moving through a free-energy landscape along a generalized
transfer coordinate.
In this picture, liquid bulk water is no longer considered an ensemble of H2O molecules,
but rather a network of hydrogen and oxygen connected by fluctuating covalent and hydrogen
bonds. One could argue that the hydrogen bonds are relatively weak compared to the covalent
bond, which is probably the reason why the traditional concept of bulk water has been upheld
and successfully applied in simulations. However, if that difference is mitigated by a significant
contribution of hydrogen bonds enforced by the high-voltage electric field as it is the case
with the water bridge, the idea becomes feasible. The energy surface could be called “proton
conduction band” or proton channel, but it differs from its electronic counterpart in semiconductors and proton conduction bands in solids [28], [29] in so far that it is not smooth but
rough on short time scales, characterized by minima of varying depths and activation barriers
which are constantly fluctuating. Within such an energetic landscape, changing constantly as
a function of time, a fraction of the protons can delocalize along the hydrogen bonds [27],
[30], making up the proton channel (PC), whereas the rest is more immobile, more strongly
bound [31].

5.3.2.5 Proton Channels
The present situation can be treated as a two-potential-well case where proton transfer
can either take place on the quantum level ν=0 or ν=1 (relative to the O-H stretching mode,
ground levels), coupled to phonons, or on the quantum level ν=2 [30] which is assumed to
be the onset of the proton channel (PC), allowing protons, which have reached this level, to
translate in a single jump over more than one H2O–H2O distance, irrespective of the relative
orientation of the H2O molecules, which can change only at the phonon frequencies.
In order to approach the idea of proton channels it is useful to consider the effect of a
crystallographic defect in ice on the local proton balance as described by Bjerrum [11]. Here
the loss or gain of a proton relative to an oxygen lattice site establishes a local charge imbalance
that forces the rotational translocation of water molecules. This can be further generalized
for the liquid state by considering the classical translation of an excess solvated proton via
the Grotthuss mechanism [32], and previously illustrated above, whereby the transition state
reaction

2 H2O  OH– + H3O+

(Eq. 5.12)
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can be seen as a special case of the ground level to proton channel (PC) mechanism
except that, in the classical case, defect and excess protons are spatially constrained to be
on neighboring H2O sites. The proton transfer between them requires phonons that will
align the H2O in the right way [33]. Once this constraint of proton transfer taking place only
between next neighbors is relaxed, it is easy to imagine that the protons would enter a PC and
jump over an intermolecular distance of nH2O, unaffected by the precise alignment of the
molecules, with n > 1. Each proton that has reached the PC and delocalizes leaves behind a
deprotonated site, e.g. a defect proton in the ground level, equivalent to an OH–, which can
then propagate by a “classical” translocation mechanism similar to Bjerrum and/or Grotthuss
or is immediately involved in the next transfer mechanism.
In this context it is important to not fall victim to the misconception that protons in
condensed matter can be “free”. They are always associated with an energy level. In a powerful
electric field, which can pump protons to a higher quantum level such as ν=2, the ν=2 level
becomes populated, allowing the proton to enter an energy state, where it can quantum
mechanically delocalize over a string of other H2O unaffected by their orientation relative to
each other and relative to the optimal hydrogen bond formation (which probably happens
on ν=1). It is this energy state, presumably at ν=2, which we call the proton channel (PC).
It is expected that the mobile proton population would have a spectroscopic signature
given the requirements of energy conservation. Indeed the non-thermal emission feature
previously discussed in §5.3.1 coincides with the energy transitions between the ν=10 and
ν=21. These pump energies would provide access to the stable energy minimum for proton
delocalization along the PC.
As discussed in the results section the quasi-free proton movement through the oxygen
lattice is approximated as hopping between vacant lattice sites, with a jump-time that is
assumed to be very short and a quasi-free proton mobility described in terms of a residence
time t0 and a translational diffusion coefficient D. This residence times derived from the
QENS measurements presented here fit well to this PC theory. A residence time (as defined
within the jump model) can normally not be expressed in terms of a frequency. However, a
time period of 1 ps corresponds to a frequency of 1012 Hz. This falls well into the frequency
range of phonons at temperatures around 300-320 K, consistent with the classical Grotthuss
mechanism.
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5.4 Approach to radiation scattering in
electrically stressed liquid water
Determining how the structure of a polar liquid such as water will be influenced by a
moderate electric field in order to promote proton channels is not a straightforward task.
The employed scattering methods suffer from inherent variability which is compounded
by critical assumptions in data treatment and limitations of simulation based structure
refinement [34]. In the experiments conducted here we must also consider the dielectric
relaxation process which is typically considered to be a purely macroscopic phenomenon
that should have no effect on local structure. However, in branching hydrogen bonded liquids
such as water, DMSO, and methanol (all of which can bridge electrohydrodynamically [35])
anomalous behavior which indicates a microscopic relaxation process has been reported by
studying the spectral response of small molecular fluorophores [36]. The fluctuating electric
field of the relaxing fluorophore induces an extended polarization ensemble that arises from
reinforced oscillations in the hydrogen bonded solvent network which differs from the bulk
expectation values. The role of the hydrophobic interaction of this system is as yet unclear
however dieletric relaxation in water under nanoscale confinement has recently been shown
to be strongly anisotropic with respect to the dipole moment [37]. This supports work
which showed that the departure from the Debye relaxation model arises from microscopic
anisotropy in rotational diffusion [38] which is a known property of neat liquid water [39].
From the experiments performed the local structure of water appears to be unchanged
and does not exhibit anisotropy within reasonable uncertainties. However, analysis of the
simulation parameters and the modeled potential energy surface reveals a clear departure
between the water with and without an external electric field. The intermolecular interaction
potentials (Fig.4.13) are not equivalent for a given empirical potential and furthermore the
shape of the potentials are significantly different. This is not unexpected given the problems
of recovering dielectric properties from simulation using rigid non-polarizable models and
without the recently discussed need to correct the parameters used to define the dipole
moment and polarization surfaces. Regardless of this limitation, the observed differences
in the simulation behavior indicate that the applied field, although weak relative to the
intramolecular coulombic field, does significantly affect the local electrical environment.
Liquid water naturally possesses a broad population distribution of molecules which are
non-equivalent due to variations in the local potential energy surface. The application of a
moderate electric field on the order of mV/nm is insufficient to drive the liquid system into a
phase change like anisotropic reorientation of the total population, however, it is sufficient to
enforce local changes in the spatially heterogeneous dynamics by distorting the local spatial
distribution of molecules with respect to the molecular dipole moment [40]. Unfortunately,
the EPSR method using TIP4P/2005 is unable to account for polarization effects and thus the
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measured dipole moments do not differ between the simulations presented here. Examining
the role electric fields play in local molecular distortions and the emergence of long-range
order is important for resolving mesoscale dynamics in liquids.
We would like to point out, though, that the differences determined here, considering the
known variability in the method as reported in the literature [34], and the observed shifts
in the HH and OH RDFs, are nonetheless more pronounced in the water bridge than those
reported for difference between the pure isotopes alone [41].
On the other hand it is known that TIP4P/2005 provides an incorrect description of heavy
water, and while quite good at predicting the physical properties of water when compared to
other models it falls short. The approach modeled here also fails to accurately reproduce the
dielectric constant of water, the reason for which was recently discussed extensively by Vega
[42] and which boils down to the incorrect assumption that the parameters used to define
the potential energy surface, which determines the allowed steps in the EPSR simulation,
can also be used to define the dipole moment surface. This mistake is pervasive throughout
computational chemistry and new work is now emerging which takes the more correct
approach [43], [44].

5.5 The effect of exciting a delocalized
vibrational state
Auer and Skinner [45] examined the source of the collective modes which give rise to
the band at 3250 cm-1 and found this oscillator frequency is due to the delocalization of
excitation energy over as many as 12 chromophores (i.e. individual vibrational oscillators).
Later research also with Skinner’s group [46] extended this finding to be the result of the
“delicate quantum interference effects” driven by local excited states which spatially extend
the eigenstates and thus redistribute vibrational energy within the total population. In other
words a small number of local excitations can reshape the frequency distribution of the
oscillators. These excitations are not stationary and evolve in the motional limit of the liquid.
An extended or coherent oscillator population is observed as an intensity increase relative to
the normal total population size. Such an increase is observed in the fluid volume where the
inhomogeneous field gradient is strongest – that is, closest to the needle. It is reasonable to
consider that this population is the direct result of dielectric polarization. The polarization
of the water establishes a dielectric permittivity gradient which further focuses the electric
field by the action of dielectric saturation [47] whereby the effective electric field strength is
increased due to space charge effects induced by the dielectric medium.[48], [49] The observed
changes in the Raman cross section (Fig. 4.17 & 4.18) are reflective of the development of this
space charge and can be thought to be similar to the onset of charge density wave effects
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observed in solid state materials[50], [51]. The strong degenerate nature of the OH stretch
transition frequencies in water means that the vibrational coupling in water is exceptionally
strong.[52] This strongly mixed nature of inter- and intra-molecular vibrations in liquid water
limits the use of traditional relaxation models when attempting to derive a molecular level
interpretation of the resulting shifts in the Raman spectra[53].
Regardless of such limitations, the observed Raman spectra show enhanced intensities
under certain conditions, i.e. relative position of the laser beam with respect to the point
electrode and beam polarization, which indicates an increased Raman cross section of the
observed modes, i.e. an enhanced polarizability change associated with the underlying
vibration. Different effects are observed in different parts of the OH-stretch vibrational band
in the observed Stoke shift frequency window. The vibrational frequency of intramolecular
OH stretch vibrations of water molecules is tightly linked to the connectivity within the
local hydrogen bond network[52], [54], [55], which also affects other properties such as the
collective or localized character of the vibrational modes, i.e. the distribution of vibrational
motion over adjacent molecules[56], [57]. The Polarization of water due to preferential
orientation, as well electronic polarization within the molecules within the applied fields
employed in this work, are likely responsible for the local changes in the observed vibrational
spectra. Modified hydrogen bonding motifs in water with preferentially aligned water
molecules are expected to alter vibrational frequencies, while electronic polarization effects
will modulate the observed intensities. The stability of local hydrogen bonding motifs has
been found to be susceptible to a polarized electric field[8], [58] however, the applied field
strengths are three orders of magnitude greater than those employed in this work. In addition
the expected preferential molecular orientations appear to be quite weak as evident from 2D
neutron diffraction studies of EHD liquid bridges.[6] Thus, we consider that the field gradient
rather than the total field magnitude is responsible for the observed changes in the Raman
cross-section. The gradient produces a local distortion in the molecular polarizability strong
enough that previously forbidden[59] or higher energy transitions become accessible[60].
The emergence of a proton channel and the stable generation of a delocalized proton state
in the water molecule previously observed in EHD liquid bridges[4], [61], again become
viable mechanisms whereby a physical body couples to and anchors the collective vibrational
mode[62].
A small excited state population is stabilized against thermal perturbation because the
field gradient introduces an asymmetric polarization of molecular dipoles which establishes
a unidirectional heat flow. By the mechanisms discussed above it is expected that once
this population reaches a threshold density the delocalized collective oscillations overlap
and this will change the overall dynamic structure of the liquid. Hydrogen bonding will be
reinforced as those molecular dipoles that lie along the field gradient lines will be pinned. The
population size of pinned molecules is relative to the local temperature and the magnitude
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of the field gradient. These pinned molecules will anchor hindered rovibronic motions (i.e.
librations) which retard the thermalization of absorbed vibrational energy to the hydrogen
bond (HB) network or of surrounding molecules or bath. The spectral signature for such the
OH librational mode of water at 2560cm-1 has been observed in floating water bridges with
an intensity above the thermal blackbody radiation distribution (§4.4.4). This type of nonequilibrium population will similarly alter the physical properties of the liquid and increase
the enthalpy due to the retardation of energy dissipation in the network. The trapping of
energy in local modes would increase the number of oscillators at 3490 cm-1 and this is
seen in the Raman spectra nearest the needle (§4.4.3). The observation that the temperature
decreases slightly but the local energy increases now becomes understandable. Furthermore,
the local entropy will also be affected in such a way as to promote local ordering which further
reinforces the fine quantum coupling responsible for the collective mode further extending
the coherence length of local vibrational states.
Ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy floating water bridges (§4.6 [31]) supports this view of
an excited molecular population with enhanced collective modes. The vibrational lifetime for
the OH stretch of HDO in the bridge at 25 °C (630±50 fs) lies between the lifetimes found in
bulk water at 0 °C (630±50 fs) and ice Ih at 0 °C (483±16 fs) [63] indicating that intermolecular
coupling is enhanced. The dissipation of the absorbed energy to the bath however, is six fold
slower in the bridge than bulk HDO:D2O. Taking these relaxation times with respect to
the thermodynamic limit we find that the enthalpy of water in the floating water bridge is
increased while the local entropy is decreased. This fits with the model discussed above and is
further supported by the Raman spectra presented in §4.4.3.
In contrast with electrically driven equilibrium phase transitions reported and discussed
elsewhere in the literature, [64]–[66] the behavior elucidated here is best understood as the
emergence of metaproperties dependent upon an excited state. The inhomogeneous field
gradient holds the liquid in a steady-state far from equilibrium with the environment. If the
field is extinguished the population collapses as is expected for dissipative structures that
obey non-equilibrium thermodynamics and exhibit non-reversible behavior [67], [68].
The generation of a vibronically coupled “pinned” molecular population is a non-adiabatic
process; there is heat flow in order to balance entropy production; changing the bath entropy
which will affect the flow of heat into or out of the region. This is essentially a thermoelectric
effect governed by the Onsager reciprocal relations and which is responsible for establishing
the electro-convective flow [47], [69] observed here interferometrically. Mass transport out of
the locally polarized region, driven both by the gradients in density and chemical potential is
further accelerated by electrokinetic forces arising at interfaces in the system [70]. In addition
to the air-water interface an internal dynamical surface is also present. This surface is defined
by how far the electric field gradient extends in the liquids with a magnitude greater than the
dissipative energies of the bulk which are proportional to both the temperature and any shear
forces present. The de-excitation of molecules is thus driven by electro-convective transport
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which depletes the population and establishes an upper bound on the size. It is expected
that this would be a materially dependent feature and different polar liquids should exhibit
differences in this behavior.

5.6 Implications of an extended vibrational
energy mode
From the observations we find evidence to suggest that in liquid water an electric field
gradient which is sufficiently steep to polarize the molecular dipoles and to affect the electronic
and protonic distributions is also sufficient to cause the decoupling of local and collective
vibrational modes over length scales greater than immediate nearest neighbors. This finding
shows an inherent ability of liquid water to support vibrational demixing at the mesoscale.
[71] Such behavior has already been noted for the mechanism of ultrafast energy relaxation
whereby the local excited intramolecular vibrational modes rapidly couple to intermolecular
vibrational and bending modes.[53], [54] The energy transfer proceeds as the excitation
traverses configurations with ever lower energy level until finally the absorbed perturbation
becomes trapped in a strongly hydrogen bonded trap.[53] The important distinction is that
the relaxation pathway in water is one which utilizes the strong interaction of the hydrogen
bond, which in the case of the experiments presented here exhibit enhanced polarization
[72], [73]. When one expands the number of molecules involved in the relaxation process a
length scale emerges whereby the local and collective modes can effectively decouple from
each other – the mesoscale [74]–[76]. In the presence of the field gradient this decoupling
is enhanced and essentially results in transiently isolated molecular populations within the
liquid. Given that such electric field gradients as those found here have also been observed
in a number of natural systems, e.g. cells[77], clay particles[78], and cloud droplets[79], it
is possible to consider that within a volume of physically continuous liquid isolated regions
with unique properties can form. The interplay between the reactive force generated by
the polarization of water dipoles and the driving field gradient establishes a stabilizing disequilibrium that is spatially defined by the magnitude of the applied field gradient and the
dipole response dynamics of the molecules. The electric field gradients are thus sufficient to
stabilize local regions whereby the chemical potential follows the gradient, and thus reactivity
can be spatially confined without the need for a physical barrier such as a membrane. The
high charge density, and well defined hydrophobic/hydrophilic profiles, of many biomolecules
provides the ideal situation to maintain such mesoscale pockets of augmented water activity.
The asymmetric transport of energy in liquid water can thus be effectively controlled by the
presence of strong electric field gradients and likely plays a role in the water regulation of
living cells.[80]
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5.7 Enhanced local field heterogeneity drives
quantum chaos
The overestimation of temperature by T2 relaxation measurements in glycerol (§4.5.1)
indicates that in the water bridge there is a strong disruption of configurational entropy.
Extrapolating from observations with water it is considered that deprotonated glycerol ions as
well as quasi-free protons are present in a glycerol bridge. It is also expected that there will also
be enhancement of both collective and local vibrational modes as glycerol and glycerol-water
solutions behave similarly to the inhomogeneous electric field experiments illustrated in §4.4.
The spatial distribution of these modes is expected to stochastically jump at the mesoscale and
thus generate an instantaneous field value which is perturbed by the transient field generated
as ions and molecules move through the external electric field gradient. The reciprocity of
electric and magnetic currents establishes a strongly coupled reactive electromagnetic (near)
field. The effect of this on heat flow will also change the configurational temperature of the
molecules.
Vibrational spectroscopy provides a point of correlation to the rotational and translational
dynamics of magnetic relaxation. It is not strictly possible to equate the spectral responses
of water and glycerol due to the differences in the symmetry properties (point group) of the
molecules. However, the requirement holds that with respect to fermionic hydrogen exchange
the overall wavefunction must be anti-symmetric and further that this relationship links
the nuclear spin symmetries with the rovibronic wavefunction. Thus a change in nuclear
relaxation will couple to both rotational as well as vibrational modes and the correlation times
must also scale accordingly. The faster OH stretch relaxation and the delayed thermalization
of the absorbed energy can be understood as resulting from a structural rearrangement
responsible for and associated with a partial collapse of the tetrahedral network of water.
Such a collapse is supported by 2D neutron and Raman scattering results present evidence
that in the water bridge the number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule is reduced and
that the water molecules are partially aligned [6], [58]. A partial collapse of the hydrogen
bond network will reduce the connectivity of the water molecules, which can thus explain the
slowing down of the thermalization of the energy, as this process requires the equilibration of
the energy over many water molecules.
A partial collapse of the network will also affect the modes that accept the energy of the
excited OH stretch vibration. These modes are the HDO bending mode (~1450 cm-1), the
librations (~800 cm-1), the hydrogen-bond stretch vibrations (~200 cm-1) and the hydrogenbond bend vibrations (~50 cm-1). Especially the lower-energy accepting modes are quite
susceptible to structural rearrangements, and changes in their frequency and coupling to
the OH stretch vibration could explain the observed acceleration of the vibrational energy
relaxation. In other words local modes lose connection with more distant neighbors and the
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absorbed energy becomes stuck. This fits with the apparent rise in temperature as measured
by T2 – whereby the trapped energy is now stored in the phase coherence of an isolated (small
population) nuclear spin. This is but one possible interpretation of the observed response
as more experimental and theoretical work is needed in order to fully redress the possible
mechanisms underlying the observations presented in §4.5.1.
The molecular environment can be seen to develop spatial and temporal heterogeneities
that will redistribute energy within the liquid chaotically. This differs from the random
distribution (thermal) distribution assumed for an equilibrium system. The locally varying
interaction field can be described as a hypersurface which in the case where a high field
gradient is present develops local wells. The spacing, depth, and lifetime of these wells is
related to the molecular dynamics. Thus it is expected that given the correct energy the well
structure imposed by the excited population dynamics will overlap with the ground state
fluctuations at least enough so that thermal perturbations now also become trapped. The
emergence of non-adiabatic electronic-nuclear coupling dynamics is a hallmark of mesoscale
(semi-quantal) physics [59].
The flow of energy in the electrically excited state is dependent upon the interaction of
three principle field gradients: electric, thermal, and magnetic which are governed by the
proportionality relationship:

∇2E ∙ _1 q v2p ∝ ∇2B ∙ 𝝁kBT ∝ ∇2T ∙ SΨ	
2

(Eq.5.13)

Where q is the effective group charge, v the velocity of the charge, p the polarization
vector, μ the magnetic dipole moment vector, kB Boltzmann’s constant, T temperature, S total
entropy, and Ψ the chemical potential.
These forces couple into the local chemical potential of the system by exchange of energy
between different forms. At the mesoscale the liquid develops a heterogeneous structure
whereby different local molecular groups exhibit transient couplings between different fields
as expressed in Eq. 5.13. The flow of energy proceeds in such a manner as to produce maximal
configurational entropy [55] in the system. The hallmark of such a process is the emergence
of a chaotic basin of stability whereby the different quantum mechanical oscillator classes
exchange local and global mode couplings via the moderating fields. The explicit system of
equations governing this type of behavior has yet to be formalized but will follow after the
work of Tanaka [60] which builds upon mode-coupling theory by extending the ordering
definition to the mesoscale and examining the exchange between density and orientational
entropies.
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6

Much To Do About Water
Impact, Applications, Outlook
The main findings from this work are recapitulated by analogy in
order to better appreciate the influence of extrinsic fields have on
strongly interacting particles whose population is above a critical
size. Our attention is then turned towards the possibility for a new
era of human technology based on the uniquely programmable
liquid state.
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6.1 Rethinking Water: A programmable
material
The discrete water molecule H2O is a physical entity which exists only in the gas phase
where dynamics dominate and there is no intermolecular interaction beyond collisions due
to the high kinetic energy of the molecules. Water molecules also possess a permanent electric
dipole resulting from polarization of the electron distribution and due to the differences
between the electron affinity of the two atomic species oxygen and hydrogen. The dipole has
a rather simple shape that looks more like a potato than the typical molecular model images
we are used to. In the condensed liquid and solid phases water molecules interact strongly via
hydrogen bonds which are both electrostatic and covalent in nature. The ratio between these
two contributions is dependent on the local intermolecular geometry (structure) as well as the
amount of energy in the system. As a first approach to considering the energy and dynamics of
water molecules it is useful to consider the simple case where only a few molecules are present.
When the number of molecules in the system is less than or equal to five, the molecules will
form planar ring like structures, however once the number increases to six the onset of three
dimensional structures is observed. It is useful to keep these simple interaction shapes in
mind when considering the complex interactions occurring in the bulk liquid. If we freeze the
network and take a look at the arrangement and interactions of individual molecules (already
a rather dubious prospect) we can find a wide variety of geometries similar to those found
for only a few molecules. The well-known tetrahedral arrangement is at best considered an
average conformation through which most molecules will pass given a long enough period
of time. The local molecular geometry is constantly fluctuating – driven by thermal energy –
and any given molecule can have between zero and six hydrogen bonded neighbors [1]. These
neighbors will change on average once every picosecond as they translate from position to
position diffusing along gradients of energy, responding to local voltage fluctuations, and
encountering other molecules and in so doing exchanging states. An average water molecule
will travel a distance of ~150,000 molecules in one second. The dance is dizzyingly fast but it
is a dance none the less and by analogy we can consider a dance club filled with dancers that
we can observe but only they can hear the music and experience the interactions between
each other.
To maintain a correct view of these interactions we must also keep in mind that quantum
processes (such as spin coupling) dominate and in keeping with the Copenhagen convention
for quantum mechanics means we will only ever know the odds of something happening on
the dance floor. The music, the friendships and enmities, the attractive forces, the club lights,
and the shape or layout of the club will influence the dancers: their dance steps and those of
their nearest neighbors are well correlated even if they are vastly different. The addition of
strong perturbations such as acidic ions will radically alter the local dynamics and can even
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produce new long range dynamics (imagine Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie walk into the club
and go their separate ways moving through the crowded dancers and enticing them with their
attractiveness – as word spreads you may even find that the dancers will segregate based upon
their sexual preferences). The network of water molecules in the liquid state like the dancers
in our thought experiment can be stimulated and in the water bridge the applied electric field,
along with the electrolytically generated ions, does this. Upon examination of the bridge using
elastic total radiation scattering we find that the static structure of water is largely the same
with some small shifts. The oxygen lattice spacing remains unchanged while the position of
the hydrogen nuclei within this lattice show an overall reduction in the intermolecular nearest
neighbor distances (the dancers hands are closer together). We also can see that the electric
field slightly changes where water molecules will be located in relationship to each other. The
coordination number tells us how many nearest neighbors an average molecule will have
and examining the probability distribution (back to the casino) as a function of distance
from the origin gives an impression of where the allowed approaches are (the dancers won’t
step on each other’s feet). This analysis of orientational correlation at a fixed probability level
shows that the electric field “squishes” the distribution and disrupts previously continuous
regions of approach. In other words, the electric field has polarized the material and enforces
a subset of interaction geometries. The total orientational probability density reinforces the
understanding that molecules are more likely to interact in the presence of the electric field
than in the normal bulk (just as the dancers would interact more likely if the DJ was playing
really good music).
This analysis is the result of taking the corrected scattering data from neutron and x-ray
experiments, passing them to a molecular dynamics simulation (reverse Monte Carlo) and
then analyzing the geometries and energies present in the system. It is expected that there
is a difference between the two systems as the imposed electric field adds additional energy
to the system however it is not possible to cause the two simulated molecular systems (1000
water TIP4P molecules) to converge in two important quantities – intermolecular energy and
pressure. This indicates that the models used are insufficient to recover the actual experimental
conditions and one must keep this in mind when considering the findings. It also indicates
that there is an essential non-equivalence between the two systems which cannot be resolved
using the imposed simulation constraints and a new model system needs to be developed.
The experimental evidence thus far gathered from the water bridge reminds us that with
the application of the electric field there is a strong dynamic response. Ultrafast spectroscopy
revealed the paradox whereby nearest neighbors exhibit increased coupling which results in a
shorter OH stretch vibration lifetime but that the release of the absorbed heat is much slower
than expected and indicates that the water network has developed local energy traps. The
shift in dynamics is also observable as there is a change in the infrared emission of the water
bridge when compared to bulk water. Infrared emission is a ubiquitous phenomenon since all
materials emit infrared radiation according to the Planck radiation law, and so does the water
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bridge. However, despite operating at elevated temperatures the water bridge spectrum is
both blue shifted and shows a more narrow distribution of energy around 2160 wavenumbers.
This energy is associated with the local energy traps and is typically assigned to hindered
rotational freedom (overtones of librations). More recently it has been found that the jumps
between energy levels of the OH stretch oscillator have a similar energy and that in addition
to changing the translational dynamics of water this emission feature hints that within the
local environment proton transfer kinetics will also change. A study of the proton mobility
using quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) hints at two kinds of protons in the system:
one more strongly bound than in the bulk, and one more mobile with average jump lengths
of 3Å, indicating a proton delocalization and a change from the next-neighbor interaction
in the bulk to a “next-to-next-neighbor” interaction in the bridge. An examination of the
proton dynamics in a glycerol bridge using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation
mapping further corroborates the idea of different proton transfer kinetics. The magnetic
dipole of hydrogen nuclei is probed by successive radio frequency pulses. The relaxation of
the excited nuclei in a strong magnetic field tells us something about the forces that are acting
on the H-nuclei. By measuring the evolution of nuclear magnetic spins the dynamics of the
local environment can be deduced. The longitudinal relaxation (T1) provides information
about the coupling between the local nuclear spin and the bulk – this is similar to the ultrafast
population relaxation, it also provides a measure of the systems enthalpy or how well does
heat flow in the system. Transverse relaxation (T2) on the other hand provides a measure of
the coupling between neighboring spins and is a measure of the local configurational entropy
– this can be compared with the ultrafast anisotropy decay rate whereby the strength of this
interaction which is hydrogen bond mediated is measured and found to be stronger than
expected for liquid water. By calibrating T1 and T2 to sample temperature it is possible to
compare the relaxation dynamics with each other on a common scale. In each of the nine
bridges examined we found that where the electric field strength is greatest T2 always reports
a higher temperature than T1. In the bridge itself the relationship holds for most but not all
bridges and this is due in part to the more dynamic environment in the bridge whereby large
temperature swings, fluctuating electric field strength, and liquid flow obscure the signal.
Regardless of the data spread in the bridge the NMR relaxation maps agree with the other
measured quantities and again support a model view which shows local correlated structures
immersed in a partially melted hydrogen bonding network. Going back to the dance floor
model we can think of a high school dance where the dancers stay in their cliques – the
cheerleaders won’t dance with the nerds!
Within water there are two types of spin isomers. The singlet state para-water and the triplet
state ortho-water. While the precise mechanisms of exchange and interconversion between
spin isomers is ongoing discussion in the literature the relative abundance in ordinary water
is generally accepted to be 3:1 ortho/para. These two species of water have distinct properties
that are determined by the constraints of quantum mechanics. For a molecule with two spin
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½ nucleons (the hydrogen nuclei in this case) the Pauli symmetry principle requires that the
total solution for the exchange of the two fermionic hydrogens be antisymmetric. In simple
terms the spin symmetry determines the motion of the molecule. Thus ortho-water with
symmetric spins and a magnetic moment will rotate because the rotation-vibration solution
to the wave function (rovibronic Eigen states) is antisymmetric. It is easy to think of this by
mechanical analogy. Imagine you are standing on a platform which can spin about a central
axis. In each of your hands you hold a spinning bicycle wheel. If both wheels spin in the
same direction (ortho-) you will also begin to rotate as the angular momentum in the wheels
adds to together and is transferred to your position in an asymmetric way. To make sense of
this last part – consider what would happen is the wheel were wet – droplets coming from
a point on the wheel furthest from your centerline would fly in one direction on your right
and the opposite on your left – the asymmetric force would push you and you would begin to
rotate. If the wheels spin in opposite directions the transferred momentum cancels and you
remain stationary. Thus ortho-water molecules will always rotate, while those in the paraconfiguration will remain stationary. Going back to the dance floor analogy we can begin to
imagine how the dance will be affected if 75% of the dancers are always spinning around and
the remaining 25% remain stationary. A spinning dancer will take a different kind of trajectory
when translating across the floor compared to a dancer who is moving without rotation. It is
not only the rotational states that are affected but the vibrational states as well – and orthowater molecules have a net higher kinetic energy which will dissipate via vibrational states
which in turn affect the chemical properties of the molecule. Because the magnetic properties
of the two spin isomers differ it was first postulated and then recently demonstrated that the
application of an external electric to a molecular beam of water molecules is able to separate
the two spin isomers from each other. This is due to the DC Stark effect and is related to the
splitting of energies in the presence of a forcing field – which has the same intensity as what
is found in the water bridge.
In order to explore the role the pure inhomogeneous electric field has on the momentum
distribution of water a simple experiment was constructed using a point-plane electrode pair
with a cuvette of water placed between them. The plane electrode was energized with 20 kV
and the point electrode (an acupuncture needle 300 μm dia.) placed on ground potential.
There was a small leakage of current through ionization of the air but this value was typically
on the order of nano-amps. Modelling of the electric field in the designed experiment shows
that the field gradient is sharply focused under the point electrode and that a weak return
displacement current follows the outer walls of the cuvette on the liquid side. Raman imaging
was then performed and measurements revealed that where the field is the strongest there is a
depopulation of the center frequencies in the molecular vibrational bands which suggests that
the once continuous momentum distribution is now separated into two discrete populations.
In other words the DC Stark effect also works in the ambient liquid state and results in a
splitting of the allowed energy levels. The application of an electric field at MV/m will distort
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the hydrogen bonded network dynamics and our dancers will begin to move differently – the
dance has changed and with the ease of flipping a switch. The electric field not only affects
the type of motions that are allowed or disallowed but it also affects the probability that a
water dissociation product (hydronium or hydroxide ion) will be able to jump from one local
energy well to another. The once continuous equilibrium distributions of spin states, ionic
mobilities, and molecular motions has shifted to an excited distribution – the dancers are
jumping up and down, spinning around (or not – but in different groups!) and holding into
tight little local groups. The local environments can be so vastly different that their relative
population density will redefine the bulk averaged energy distribution. In the most simple of
terms what was once a random network has become focused and directed. The emergence
of quantum mechanically controlled energy channels now dominate the material and thus
electrical stress provides a means to control the material beyond bulk level constraint. We can
program water to perform different types of “tasks” at different locations.
Nature uses this fact and it is the principle reason why water is essential to life. If we
examine some biochemical machinery such as photosystem II or aquaporins we find that the
construction of the molecular machinery is such that there are well defined channels between
hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions not to mention very strong electric field gradients.
These biochemical constructions change the local molecular properties of water to efficiently
support not only the general process but more critically to provide the exact conditions for
one tiny segment of process. In one region the spin state equilibrium will change and support
or retard ion diffusion, in another region free protons or electrons will be trapped in a well
of tightly bound water molecules, in yet another region the viscosity will be optimal for the
gliding of two protein subunits against each other, and further on still the heat capacity will
be changed so that thermal fluctuations are focused to provide energy recovery to enhance
efficiency or dissipated to protect labile products. All of this happening at a spatial resolution
on the order of a few Ångstroms and with processing speeds between femtoseconds and
picoseconds! Such special conditions are not restricted to the intricacies of biological systems.
Soil particles also provide the strong electric field gradients to alter the local chemistry and
physical properties of water. Environmental chemistry that does not account for such local
effects is hindered by an incomplete view of the natural world.
The possibility that we can learn to design technological systems capable of locally
programming water’s physical and chemical properties are very real. It is possible that
some water treatment methods already take a step in this direction, however, without a
fully developed theoretical framework the potential to exploit these technologies is limited.
From the limited discussion presented here the reader can begin to consider the impacts of
having control over properties such as viscosity, surface tension, diffusion, temperature and
heat capacity, solubility, pH, and reactivity. Not only can we consider the development of
whole process technology schemes but also new classes of materials which truly mimic one of
nature’s greatest secrets: programmable water.
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6.2 A different approach to water technology
Water is currently processed in a manner consistent with how we experience it in nature.
Springs, lakes, rivers and oceans have inspired us. We collect water in basins, withdraw it from
underground reservoirs, and pump it through pipes, filters, and reactors of all kinds. Water is
processed as a bulk commodity by the millions of cubic meters per day. It seems we are always
trying to get rid of one thing while keeping another, and to this end we again look to nature
for inspiration to develop filtering and processing technology. The trend in water technology
is toward systems which integrate microbial communities with separation technologies.
One potential answer is revealed upon examining the role of water in living systems. The
biochemical machinery of life is complex and precisely tuned by billions of years of evolution
to operate at very high efficiencies. This is largely due to the intimate role that water molecules
play in charge transfer (e.g. proton-coupled electron transport) and upon the way that the local
water environment is shaped by the surrounding metabolic structure. Studies on the structure
and dynamics of water in purified suspension of proteins and other high mass biomolecules
confirms that this influence extends beyond the hydration shell [2]. Exactly how far out this
change extends remains an ongoing controversy. The mechanism is in part related to strong
electric field gradients (>1010 V/m2) generated by spatial variations in charge distribution over
the macromolecules. Biological organisms are essentially made up of a highly folded surface
with lots of water trapped in and between all the tiny folds. The short distances (sub-nm)
together with rather small potentials (hundreds of mV) translate into very steep potential
gradients inside organisms [3]. The influence of such gradients is only recently beginning to
be understood and mostly in conjunction with ab initio calculations which reveals that they
can enhance the cooperative modes of water.
There is growing awareness within the biophysical community that water is not a passive
ground substance in which biological life occurs but lies at the very heart of and holds the
fragile energetic ‘jewel’ that is the living state itself. There are extreme examples of organisms –
i.e. many microorganisms, small animals (e.g. tardigrades), and lower plants (S. lepidophylla)
– that can successfully dehydrate their metabolic machinery and upon rehydration restore
function. Living systems are adept at withdrawing from the environment the essential
necessities for life. Modern Humans on the other hand require a far greater reach with heavy
impact on the natural world. Can we not take another step towards building technology that
truly mimics nature? Forests purify large volumes of water using sunlight as the primary
source and do a number of other planet regulating tasks at the same time. Tree water is not fit
for human consumption, it doesn’t scale well with our population centers, and is incompatible
with our technological ‘style’. Biomimetic technologies (not merely copy pasting biological
molecules in massive monocultures on ‘dead’ substrates as this will never work because the
entropically toxic environment will quickly destroy the functionality) present an opportunity
to move past the sustainability barriers that we currently face.
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There is the need for a revolution in our approach to water. Rather than approaching the
material from the bulk or purely molecular perspective we need to redress our thinking to
encompass the notion of fine control at the mesoscale. The mesoscale refers to the length
scale whereby a large number of molecules are involved but the behavior of the system is still
susceptible to quantum mechanical fluctuations. This drives the system in a chaotic manner
which generates fluctuations in various physical quantities (such as electron density). The
fluctuations are dependent upon the allowed energy transitions which are dependent on the
size of the coupled molecular ensemble. The continuous density of states observed at the
macroscale has degenerated to a state of quantum confinement. Local potential wells can
develop which will dissipate in an irreversible manner.
The addition of an external forcing field gradient can further confine these fluctuations
and result in directional gradients of chemical potential, or temperature for example. One can
thus control the physical properties of water by shifting the distances over which molecules
interact. By changing the balance between locally favored and extensible structures the flow of
energy within the hydrogen bonding network can be controlled. Local states can trap energy
whereas extensible states permit the rapid transfer of energetic modes over long distances.
By deliberately engineering materials that favor different energetic states one can control the
kinetics associated with that material surface. This work is also important for the engineering
of self-assembling and self-healing materials.

6.3 An era of new human technology
6.3.1 Materials and medicines
The continued study of EHD liquid bridges can improve a number of EHD based
technologies such as ink-jet printing, micro-and nano-materials processing, drug delivery,
biomedical applications, and desalination. Within the water technology sector nearly all
methods can benefit by reexamining where electric and thermal field gradients may exist and
ways to take advantage of this. For instance several methods are now emerging which recover
energy from chemical potential (e.g. salinity and carbonic acid gradients) the engineering
of the membranes involved can be advanced by optimizing the local molecular solvent
gradients to either enhance or retard local processes. Similar principles can be applied for
directed meso-assembly using the computational processing power of water – biopolymers
are a good starting point for custom materials that are also sustainable. The polymerization
of these materials often proceeds via dehydration reactions – water is energetically linked to
the precursor state and control of the water will influence the placement of the monomeric
subunits. The directed excitation by structured EM fields might be used to write structures
that are biologically derivable, biodegradable, and have the potential for very high efficiencies.
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6.3.2 New lifeforms
We have discovered an essential “trick” of nature which can be used to generate an
entirely new class of technologies. Biological life exists in a water based system, however, it
is conceivable that novel “technical-life” forms could be produced which are based in polar
liquids other than water. The capabilities of such systems are difficult to predict, but may prove
useful in non-aqueous chemistry and the reclamation of harsh environment types of situations.
However, the true outcome of such a development is unknown and might make our own
species extinct (along with other water based biotechnologies) and should be considered with
caution. On the other hand this awareness that other polar liquids could potentially support
life forms very different from our own will fuel the search for extraterrestrial intelligence.

6.3.3 Computational capabilities
The idea of performing computations using molecular states is not new however the use
of water for such tasks is currently absent from the literature. Water is uniquely suited for
computational tasks and has the potential for self-optimization based on boundary gradients
(which define the solution basin) and have massive parallel capability. In order to access such
computational capabilities there is a technical need to develop tomographic levels of control
using a number of forcing fields – a static electric field gradient is just one of these. In addition
acoustic, magnetic, and higher frequency electromagnetic fields need to be applied to develop
functional computational units. The ultimate goal is a fluid processor that will self-optimize
both the structure and dynamics of the ‘logic circuit’ needed for the task. In other words
the potential to construct an evolving computational engine exists. We can only speculate
as to the performance characteristics, however, based upon the four energy conformations
shared between a water dimer, and taking the average translational switching rate the raw
processing power contained in a single droplet of water 1 mm diameter is approximately 1015
times greater than the 20 petaFLOP Blue Gene/Q super computer.

6.3.4 Geoengineering
It has been suggested that an active solution is required to address and mitigate the impacts
of climate change on the planet and with a particular focus on human life. Well perhaps well
intentioned any attempts to engage in planetary climate engineering will certainly plunge us
into a clear awareness of our ignorance of the natural world in which we live. Very little is
known for instance regarding the precise dynamics which drive weather and ocean currents.
While it is true that temperature and pressure gradients play a major role, the obvious
electrical nature of both atmospheric and oceanic processes needs to be addressed. Not only
from the large planetary convection scale but to the level of how different masses of water
are interacting at the mesoscale, and how the developed electrical forces will in turn drive
gradients of temperature and pressure.
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Summary
Water is essential to a healthy and secure world. Developing new technologies which
can take full advantage of the unique attributes of water is important for meeting the ever
increasing global demand while reducing the production footprint. Water exhibits unexpected
departures in more than 70 physical and chemical properties when compared to other
molecular species of similar chemical composition. The principal cause for this behavior
is ascribed to the large number of hydrogen bonds which form between neighboring water
molecules. Hydrogen bonds are moderately strong in water and exhibit both electrostatic
as well as covalent character. When examining the liquid state these interactions play a
significant role in moderating the interchange between dynamics and structure. In disordered
materials such as a liquid there are three length scales of importance: 1) at the microscopic
molecular level interactions dominate, 2) the macroscopic level where classical forces act
upon the statistically isotropic medium, and 3) the mesoscopic level where heterogeneous
interactions manifest as evolving transient structures each with unique dynamical behaviors.
The mesoscale is important to most environmental and biological processes and is even more
poorly understood than the liquid state in general. The aim of this thesis is to explore the
extended molecular behavior of liquid water excited by strong electric field gradients.
The floating water bridge belongs to a larger class of phenomena called electrohydrodynamic
(EHD) liquid bridges. These self-suspending liquid catenaries can occur in a number of polar
liquids provided the conductivity is low. They exhibit elevated temperatures and bidirectional
flow patterns, as well as sub-Hz diameter oscillations. The flow behavior and dynamics of
these bridges is complex but can be addressed by continuum level EHD theory. The polarizing
effect of the electric field gradient accelerates the fluid tangentially along the surface resulting
in a Taylor pump which supplies the bridge with liquid. The free hanging section is stable
against gravity within a band of operational parameters; whereby, the electric field strength
is sufficient confine fluid elements within the bridge. A standardized protocol for operating
stable EHD bridges in multiple configurations is developed and presented. This is the primary
tool used throughout the thesis and provides a macroscopic object for the experimental
examination of how forces, which typically only occur over a few nanometers in nature, affect
the organization of polar liquids, notably water. In order to examine the role that the electric
field gradient plays in the observed molecular changes found in EHD bridges a simple pointplane electrode system was also employed experimentally.
There are available a number of tools which provide complimentary information on
chemical and physical processes occurring in the liquid state. A brief introduction is given
on the interaction between electromagnetic waves and matter with respect to field theory
and methods from atomic physics. The basis for interaction over different length scales is
established. Electrochemical characterization includes the quantification and identification
of the charge carrying species present, the relative proton concentration, and the complex
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dielectric response. The vibrational and rotational motion of molecules is measured with a
combination of infrared emission spectroscopy and imaging. This permits the detection of
both the thermal bath and non-equilibrium molecular excited states. The local structure of
the liquid matter contained in the bridge can be elucidated through the methods discussed
here. X-rays provide information on the electron density; whereas, neutrons reveal nuclear
positions. Together with isotope substitution a complete picture of the motionally averaged
local structure of the liquid in the bridge can be recovered. Quasi-elastic neutron scattering
provides a measure of the diffusion, relaxation, and other slow energy or mass transfer
modes in materials. This data compliments the NMR methods which probe the strength of
both intra- intermolecular coupling in the system. Very small perturbations in the optical
properties of a liquid can be detected using interferometry and these ultimately reflect changes
in the polarizability of the liquid which can arise from changes in physical properties. Raman
scattering is an inelastic method which can probe changes to the polarizability of a liquid that
reflect shifts in the local molecular environment and can be used to determine both local and
non-local vibrational coupling.
Magnetic resonance imaging was used to track the flow field present in the bridge without
the use of tracer particles; revealing that the bridge has a layered structure, with distinct
flow regimes lying one on top of the other. Investigation of the electrochemistry in the water
bridge found that protons account for 87% of the charge transport in the bridge. Impedance
spectroscopy and pH measurement corroborate the finding that a proton gradient forms
across the entire system.
The results from elastic neutron and X-ray scattering reveal that the static structure is
unchanged within the given accuracy of the employed measurements. However, the systematic
analysis of the data using a reverse Monte Carlo computer simulation revealed dynamical
changes that are reliable above the limited instrument precision. The imposed electric field
of an EHD bridge distorts the local Coulombic interactions between molecules altering the
dielectric relaxation pathway so that it becomes more favorable for the absorbed energy to
become trapped locally for a longer period of time.
The electric field in the bridge system is not uniform. Strong field gradients are present
which stimulate changes in the molecular polarizability, generating gradients of physical
properties, and restricting the allowed rotational-vibrational relaxation transitions. These
trends are comparable to those from ultrafast relaxation measurements where the vibrational
lifetime of the OH stretch, in a mixture of light and heavy water, was found to be significantly
shorter in the bridge than in the neat liquid. The energy absrobed in the measurement, however,
remained trapped in a local intermediate state longer in the bridge before being released as
a thermal perturbation. The nuclear relaxation dynamics in a glycerol bridge showed similar
behavior where the transverse and longitudinal magnetization lifetimes diverged from the
expectation values given the systems temperature.
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From the experimental observations several features of electrically excited liquid water
appear. At the gross continuum level the operation of a floating water bridge results in the
production of a charge imbalance between anolyte and catholyte. This is in part due to the
enhanced proton mobility in the bridge. Protons no longer are confined to the hydrogen
bond mediated Grotthuss mechanism but can travel even faster through a delocalized state.
This means that charge can be pumped faster than it can be neutralized resulting in the
observed electrochemical differences. The energy level of protons in the conduction channel
is the difference between the ground and excited state levels observed as a non-thermal midinfarered emission feature. The proton channel will be active over relatively short distances
as it is disrupted by fluctuations in molecular position driven by local force gradients. These
channels are localized and discontinuous providing the physical basis for the onset of mesoscale
dynamic heterogeneity in the excited liquid. The picture begins to emerge whereby local
trapping states and long-range cooperative coupling modes dynamically exchange energy.
The energy exchange is far from equilibrium and supports multiple transfer mechanisms.
At the mesoscale the excited state exhibits traits of a chaotic dynamical system and provides
a varied energetic landscape whereby rotational-vibrational transition dipoles, nuclear spin
states, and thermodynamic potentials, such as the configurational entropy, non-adiabatically
– that is there is a pumping of heat in response to the induced fluctuating gradient fields.
The transfer of perturbations from local to collective modes and vice versa requires that the
chemical, thermal, and electromagnetic potentials present in the molecular milieu be linked
to the entropy production. This clearly shows why when considering water one must use the
full quantum mechanical description, especially where the transfer of protons is of concern.
Proton motion in water is goverened by quantum chaos and is as dependent upon the local
wave-function as on the chaos stablilized quantum field through which the proton 'travels'.
This early foray into the non-equilibrium dynamics and mesoscale organization of
electrically excited liquid water opens an opportunity to develop technologies which better
mimic nature. Taking biological systems as the exemplary standard by which to compare
it is necessary to develop soft matter based technical systems which take advantage of the
link between electric, magnetic, and thermal fields to drive chemical and physical processes
with higher efficiency. Water, as well as other polar liquids, can be locally controlled so as to
induce spatial variation in the chemical potential whereby one can imagine a reactor where
disparate physical or chemical process can occur in close proximity without the need for
rigid segregating structures. Furthermore, this level of control is dynamical such that the
organization of the partitioning in the liquid can be changed in time allowing the energy
requirements of the intended process is optimized. It is thus conceivable that the size,
complexity, costs, and footprint of many industrial and municipal processes can be reduced.
Rather than treating liquids as mere bulk fluids to be pushed and pumped through a process
the opportunity presents itself to use the internal structure and dynamics of liquids to build
novel liquid state technologies that more closely mimic nature.
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